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PREFACE 

From the beginning of his career as a man of letters, Henry Adams 

had always shown a great interest in the nature o~ woman. This interest 

showed itself primarily in historical and scientific essays, an auto

biography, a portrait of the culture of medieval France, and two novels. 

This thesis is an examination of Adams' gen-ral beliefs concerning the 

nature of woman, and, an application of the cone lusions as a criteria 

against which to measure the female protagonists of his two :q.ovels. 

I wish to thank Clinton C. Keeler and D. Judson Milburn for their 

help in- the preparation of this thesis. Eoth gentlemen were always 

willing to give of their t;ime in order to aid me. Also, I would like to 

thank the Inter library Loan. Department of Oklahoma State University for 

help in obtaining materials for this study. 
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CHAPTE~ I 

INTRODUCTION 

Throughout his literary career, Henry Adams displayed an insatiable 

interest in the nature of woman. In his early essay en tit led, "The 

Primitive Rights of Woman," Adams attempted to demonstrate the impor

tance of woman in the earliest foundations, of the family and society. 

In Adams' Tahiti (1901) primitive woman, by utilizing her intuition, 

protected the society from man-caused disaster. In his Mont-Saint-· 

Michel .!!!.& Chartres (1904) and Education of Henry Adams (1905), woman, 

particularly the European woman of the twelfth century, was established 

as a symbol of natural force and instinct. Adams' ·~ Letter to American 

Teachers of History" (19LO) demonstrated what he regarded as scientific 

proof of the superiority of instinct, which he depicted as the force 

underlying woman's great force in society, over reason, which he regard

ed as the faculty most used by man. 

In the Chartres and the Education, .Adams offered the theory that 

the highest point of unHy in man's history had been reached in the 

period of time, 1150 to 1250 A.D. In these works and in his "A Letter 

to American Teachers of History" he attempted proof that mankind had 

steadily dissipated its energies from the thirteenth century in accord

ance with Kelvin's Second Law of Thermo-~ynamics th1.1s arriving at its 

present state of multiplicity in the twentieth century. The period USO 

to 1250 A.D. was chosen by Adams as the period in which "man held the 
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highest idea of himself as a unit in a unified universe" bec1:1use of the 

strong cqhesive nature of the Christian faith at that time- .. a faith 

which resulted in the crusades and the great cathedrals. This period 

was marked, according t9 Adams, by great feminine influence as evidenced 

in the intense worship of the Vi~gin Mary and the erection of many of 

the cathedrals, p1:1rticularly that of Chartres, in her honor. Also Adams 

recorded as proof the great power wielded by the three queens, Eleanor 

of Guienne, Mary of Champagne, and Blanche of Castile, all of whom help-

ed to initiate the cult of courteous love. As a contrast to the posi-

tion of woman in the thirteenth century, Adams noted in the Education 

what he perceived as the degraded position of American woman in the 

twentiety century. 

Both of Adams' novels, Democracy (1879) and Esther (1884) have, as 

protagonists, women unable to accept suitors because of moral or reli-

gious conflicts. The small amount of criticism writtep on these novels 

tends to place these protagonists in the poSttion of prototypes to' 

Adams' conception of the twelfth century woman. While· there is a small 

case .for this position, I believe it may be demonstrated that the two 

protagonists resemble much more closely in their situations and actions 

the modern American woman described j.n the Education and, furthermore, 

that they show poj.nt s of marked dissimilarity to the Virg;i.n of Chartres, 

Adams' symbol of twelfth century womanhood. 

Edward N. Saveth 1.inks the two protagonists of the noveil.s, Demo ... 

cracy and Esther, to the Virgin of Chartres through tp.eir mutual posses-

sion of strength, their desire to dominate men, their challenge of mas-

culine institutions, and their bent for destructiveness. He writes, 

Adams projected.,.destructiveness into the characterization of 
his heroines. On the one hand, Adams wc;1nt;ed his d.deal woman 



to be both life-giving and life affirming--'she was goddess 
because of her force; ..• she was reproduction, the greatest 
and most mysterious of all energies; all she needed was to be 
fecund.' Buth~ also held the opposite view that women had a 
'natural tendency toward asceticism, self-extinction, self
abegnation' which are ess~ntially self-denying and life-deny
ing characteristics. 1 
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It appears to me that Saveth is here making a gross error--he is identi-

fying the Virgin of Chartres, whom Adams certainly did hold to be life-

affirming, as one and the same with the protagonists of the novels, both 

of whom fit very closely the latter description. Nothing appears in 

either the Chartres or the Education to warrant ascribing any of the 

life-denying characteristics found in the protagonists of the novels to 

the Virgin. There is little resemblance, also, between the novels' 

heroines' destructiveness in their relationships with men and the Vir-

gin's anti-rational and iconoclastic rejection of man-made dogma and 

law. There is nothing essentially anti-rational in Madeleine Lee's 

moral repudiation of political corruption in Demo£.~acy and Esther's 

denial of a supernatural faith in Esther. 

Saveth, along with several other critics, also links the protagon ... 

ists of the novels witl;i the Virgin by their use of intuition--their oc-

cupation of "a world of their own, surrounded by an impenetrable world 

of feminine 'feeling,' as inaccessible to masculine 'thought' as the 

planet Venus,"2 He remarks on Esther's similarity to the Virgin in her 

failure "to measure up intellectually to the men who surrounded her,., 

· [and in her superiority to] men in emotional depth and in a kirid of in-

tuitive power that is both incomprehensible to the male and superior to 

male rationalism. "3 Sister M. Aquinas Healy in a doctoral dissertation, 

asserts that the "woman centered works [Q.emocracy, Esther, Tahiti, 

Chartres, and the Education] present a consistent apotheo$iS of 
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instinct, the 'pc;>tential of vital energy. " 14 Accordingly, sh·e believes 

that· Democrac;y;' s protagonist ''instinctively rejects a male-formulated 

reasonable political faith," and Esther's protagon:i,.st "repudiates an ap-

parently logical system of Christianity in favor of an instinctive reli00 

gion of 'nature'. "5 Millicent Bell in her article, "Adams' Esther: The 

Morality of 'Taste," writes, 

•. ~Esther Dudley anticipates Adams' portrait of Mary, the 
mother of God who 'was illogical, unreasonable, and feminine' 
and 'had no marked fancy for priests as such' and 'troubled 
herself little about theology.' The Virgin_ like Esther, li~e 
Adams, preferred individual facts to logic. 6 . 

' ' 

Richard F. Miller in "Henry Adams and the Influence of Woman" writes of 

Democracx' s protagonist,. ''Madeleine Lee is essentially intuitive. "7 lie 

adds a quotation from Robert E. Spiller's preface to Es·ther: " ••• her 

final judgment of her own case was in terms of. her intuitive understand

ing of moral forces, 118 Miller also lends his support to two other quo-

tations taken from the same source regarding Esther Dudley. 

The trail from Esther to the Virgin of Chartres is a long in
tricate one, but it is straight. 9 

What he had suspected of Esther, . he at last found to be true 
of the Virgin, or at least of man's worship of her. As the 
creative life force which alone of all determinants of human 
experience can bring the soul into .focus,. Esther was now en ... 
shrined at Chartres ••.• 10 

R. P •. Blackmur in ''The Novels of Henry Adams" asserts that Adams, in 

Esther, concentrated "upon [Esther's] sensibility rather than her intel-

lect as the measure of her growth and response. n1l.: He writes, 

Esther Dudley is the first intimation of the woman, all sen
sibility and imagination, whom Adams symbolically enthroned in 
the heart of the medieval ehurch and whose energy, the dou,ble 
energy of sex and faith, he heard transformed ;i.n the H,dl of 
Dynamos at the Paris Exposition of 1900.12 

However, he goes on to remark, 



Like Madeleine in Democracy, [Esther] had been unable to use 
the strength within her and so had fled, and li~e Madeleine 
too, she had been partly wrong in not realizing where her 
strength lay. Sex was the energy that moved them both, and 
faith, if it had existed, would have clarified the energy. 1 a 

He goes further in typifying Democracy's Madeleine Lee as intelligence 

as opposed to the instinctiv~ of which Healy and Mille+ see her as re-

presentative. He writes of Madeleine, 

Pure intelligence.; .coquettes with the corruption it :l;ears, 
is .•• unwilling to clea,nse necessity by performing it, [sic] 
but asks corruption rather to reform itself first, .and then 
flees to its great pyramid and its pole star when corruption 
refuses the·wooden nutmeg of reform. 14 · 

While I cannot deny that Madeleine Lee and Esther Dudley did feel 

some intuitive stirrings denied to the men, I believe their intuition 

lacked the compelling force of the instinct embodied in the Virgin of 
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Chartres, In the Education the sexual instinct in woman was regarded by 

Adams as a fot'm of inertia that along with the inertia of certain races 

tended to slow down the acceleration of societal change which was lead-

ing to the final dissipation of 'vital energy.' However, in America 

Adams saw signs that this inertia of sex was giving way. Woman had not 

yet completely joined man in the worship of reason and science, but she 

was tending in that direction. I believe that the disintegratioµ of 

woman's sexual force may be seen characterized in the protagonists of 

both novels. None of the critics note this correspo~dence between the 

characterization of the heroines and the description <;>£ th!:! American 

woman in the Education. Although Blackmur comes close to my conclusiona 

in referring to Madeleine as intelligence and not as instinct and also 

in noting that Esther errs in not utilizing that which the Virgin uti-

lized so weU--sex and faith, he does not go on to link them positively 

to this description. 
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In my demonstration I will first discuss Adam's conception of woman 

as revealed in his non-fictional works--''Primitive Rights of Woman," 

Tahiti, Mont-Saint Michel~ Chartres, The Education Ef Henr~ Adams, 

and ~ Tendency of History. I believe that a look at the protagonists 

of the two novels in the context of these works will reveal them to be 

prototypes of Adams' later conception of the Altlerican woman of the twen

tieth century rather than prototypes of his conception of the European 

woman of the twelfth century or primitive woman. 
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CHAFTER II 

PRIMITIVE RIGHTS OF WOMAN AND TAHITI 

As Ric:;hard F. Miller points out, Hem.:y Adams' first "extended 

treatment" of the subject of women· "was [delivered] in a Lowell lecture 

••• in 1876 and later published in Historical Essays (1891). •11 This es

say, ''Frimitive Rights of Woman," attacked the conventional view that 

"the origins 1 position of the married woman was one of slavery or akin 

to slavery. "2 It .forwarded the theory that ''the social position of 

women, •• [had been] highest in the ages most distant •••• '~ Adams' later 

work, Tahiti, written in 1893, seems meant to corroborate many of the 

conclusions reached in this essay in regi!rd to primitive women: their 

power, independence, and political and legal importance. 

In ''Primitive Rights of Women" Adams denied with three arguments 

the validity of the theory of primitive wo$ln's degradation; ln his 

fi1;st argument he treated the communal system reputed to have existed 

prio1; to the initiation of marriage in civilized society •. In his second 

argument he used observations of the primitive society of modern Ameri-

·. can Indians, and in his third aigument he looked to the literature and 

laws of four ancient cultures: Egyptian, Gre·ci:an,,Roman,,.and Germanic·;. 

The commonly held opinion of writers on primitive society was.· that~ 

women had .escaped subjugation due to "a gt'adual rise in the~··mora 1 stand .. 

ard of civilized society and.,. [it J. attributed tl\e complete triumph of 

woman to the ·influence of Christianity, with its high moral ideas and :. 

8 
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its passionate adoration of the Virgin Mother." Adams criticiied this 

assumption by carryiµg the argument back to what these commentators con

sidered to be the origin of society--the stage of communism, ."a state 

anterio't' to the inst;i.tution of marl;'iage." Adams pointed out that at 

that stage of prehistory when all things were possibly held in common, 

no notion or only a primitive notion·of priv·ate propel'ty being existent, 

"there ·would be no conc~ption of paternity and no notion of patet'nal 

authority." As the only form of marriage at this time would be a com

m1,1nal one in which no individual man or woman had the right to appro-. 

·priate a mate to himself alone, the family consisted on].y of the mother 

and the child, and relationship could be traced only through the female. 

At this ea't'ly time, then, women would be extremely important, being the 

only parent.4 

Adams believed that if such a state ever existed, it ceased at a 

very early time in prehistory. At this time society developed along the 

lines of one of man's strongest instincts, the instinct of property. It 

was from this. instinct that marriage had its o,;igin. The theory be:i,ng 

attacked by Adams held "that the communal system would not permit the 

· gratification of the desire [to possess that wh!l.ch man desired most J at 

the expense of .communal rights, and that therefore men were driven to 

gratify their passions by purchasing or capt1,1ring women from neighbori:q.g 

and hosti~e tribes." Adams declared that wh:i,le this assumption may be 

. supported by "the extraordinary freque!lcy o~ the forms of purchas~ and 

capture [,] .•• the position of ·the pu;ochased c;>r capt1,1red wife must have 

· been regulated by laws very different from those that controlled t;:he 

di,sposition of other purchased or capJ:ured property." To support his 

conclusion, he called upon the evidence offered by the form of mar:riage 
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fqund still existent in the ''entire· t"ace of American Indians from Beh-

ring Straits to the Straits of Magellan [which] ,were and to a certain 

extent still are, in the stage of colll!Ilunism."6 

The Indian tribes, Adams pointed out, were "subdivided int(!) clans 

••• (which] simulated the supposed form of the primitive COlll!Ilune. · The 

men were classed as brothers, the women as sisters ••• 11·. In·:order to 

avoid what was to them'.aninc;:estuous sit9atio11, they "mari-ied only into 

other clans than their own~" This type of marriage, unlike the commen~ 

tato:i;s "so-called ma+riages by capture, purchase, and other modes, im-

plying slavery or absolute property in the woman[,J ••• was 'marriage by 

legal appointment'(:J ••• the selection and allotmE1nt, by the elders of 

the clans, of some woman belonging to one clan to live with some man be-

longing tQ another." While this type of marriage "often took the ap-

pearance of purchase," ''the so-called purchase was only a detail of the 

primitive formal marriage as appears from its legal consequences." 

A true sale would have deprived 'the woman of her position in 
the clan; but in law the Indian woman remained after such a 
marriage as before a member of her family and tribe, entitled 
to her rights and proper protection, like any other woman or 
any man. 6 

There were other forms of martiage provided for by primitive cus-

tom. These were elopement~ .capt~re (from a clan of the same tribe), 

capture in war (requiring subsequent ado~tion of a wife from another 

tribe into the tribe of her captors), and by duel (between a young man 

without: a wife and a man with more than one wife). These ma:i;r;i.ages "had 

the same legal effect." The wife enjoyed the right to divorce her hus~ 

band, and return to her family or claim their protection. .Most impor-

tant to Adams' case,. "in most cases she was the head of the family, her 

husband usually came to live with her, not she with him, and her 
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c;hildren belonged to her clan, not to their fathers.'' The· Indians com .. 

monly t-raced inheritance and descent through the female. Also both 

partners. owned property separately, and;. in· case ''of ·.divorc;e, each main-

tained his own property. 7 

Adams turned from the American Indian, an example of primitive 

society in modern times, to the "oldei;;1;: records of European and Asiatic 

society." 'l'he study of Egyptian society, Adams noted, weakens the 

theory that women held the positions of slaves in antiquity. Women held 

a high position in Egyptian l!!Ociety as witnessed by the custom of put-:. 

ting the queen on the throne with her husband and placing l:).er stat;ue 

beside his i1,1. his tomb. As the Indians, the Egyptians traced descent 

through the female; in fact, "in certain epochs the family tables often 

name the mother to the exclusion. of the father." Particularly interest: .. 

ing to Adams was the "position, taken by woman in the Egyptian philosophy 

and religion •••• " The Egyptian trinity consisted of ''a man, a woman, 

and a child." Isis, the. woman, "was as essential to the trinity as the 

father or the son." llere a very interesting hypothesis was broached by 

Adams: 

The Christian philosophers of a later petiod~ probably in
fluenced by their close connection with Alexandria, adopted 
the trinity, and in adopting it, d~throned the woml:ln from her 
place. Yet even then, not withstanding this degradation, the 
irresistible spread of Ma;riolatry, the worship of the Virgin 
Mother, p:i:oved how strongly human natur.e revolted against 
the change. 8 

From the Egyptians, Adams turned to the ·.'.'races of Western Europe." 

According to Adams, 

In all branches of what is commonly kno~n as Aryan stock ••. 
are indications that at some period antecedent to recorded 
history, a soqial rebellion against the old communal system 
has been felt. The institution of marriage, the law of des
cent in the ma le line, the impo;rtance of the family and the 
authority of the father are characteristics so distinct in 



thewhoie Aryan group·as to countenance the idea that this 
was in fact the real origin of the ;race and that the primitive 
Aryan stock broke away from the or;f..ginal society with no othel:' 
distinctive principle. 

12 

First ·100:k,ing at the Greeks, however, he found "unmistijkable tri9,ces 

prov[ing] the-eltistence at no very remote time t>f the same class of in .. 

stitutions as those of the American Indians." However~ he warned, these 

may have been a legacy of races which were conquered by the Greeks. 9 

Adams called on the Homeric- poems for a picture of early Greek 

society ... -"the heroic age of the Greeks." 

.••• The peculiarity of the Homeric poems which causes them to 
stand in sharp contrast with later Greek l;i.terature is, that 
they invariably treated women and the marriage contract with 
respect which subsequent literature of no country or age can 
show. If marriage were really the child of for~e, if the wife 
were a captured or purchased slave, we _should find a trace of 
it here; but no such _trace e~ists. 

He went on to comment that "the whole story both of the Iliad and ·tp.e 

Odyssey: is little more than a runnin~ cotnlllentary_ on the Greek law of • 

marriage. ''10 

Adame chose the Odyssey to make his point. Here Penelope, Ulysses' 

wife, was depicted as -"wealthy in her own right ••. [cat"rying in her per .. 

. son] a certain claim to the coveted position which her husband had held 

..• in face of the claim by inheritaµce which belonged _to her son Tele .. 

machus." Tell:lmachue, Adams pointed out, would have preferred some other 

action than the one chosen by his mother; he wot,1ld have preferred h:i,.s 

mother's marri,age to one of the st,1itors or his mother's return to her 

father in order to pt'event the wast:i,.ng of his substance occurring as a 

result of his enforced hospitality to Penelope's many suitors. Alsp 

Penelope's family, her father and brothers, urged her marriage to Euty-

machus, the most eligible of the suitors, in the understanding that "she 
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would carry to him the rank which Ulysses had held," a solution satis-

factory even to Telemachus. Nevertheless,. Penelope "regarded the des-

peration of her son. with as little sympathy as she did the cool advice 

of her brothers and the too marked attenti9ns of her suitors ••• ;" : She 

was perfectly independent.1.l 

From the Greeks, Adams turned to the Rqmans who, he found,. "threw 

themselves into the reaction against primitive communism with a degree 

of energy, not to say of violence, which went far beyond anything known 

in other b'):'apches of the Aryan stock." 

The Roman family not only exaggerated the cha'):'act~ristics of 
the wide-sp:r:ead hostility to old communistic ideas, and as
serted in the strongest !I\Snner the principle of relationship 
thro1,1gh males, but it went even to the extravagance of an
nihilating relationship through females; not only did it make 
the father the head of the family it absorbed the family in 
the father; not only did it raise the authority of the hus• 
band over the wife, it asserted the asto1,1nding principle that 
the wife was the daughter of her husband. Alone among Aryan 

·races the Romans, with their extravagant logical sequence, 
inferred from the premise of paternal headship the conclusion 
that the headship carried with it the rights of absolute pro
perty over the chattels of the familr, why not also over the 
children; &nd if over the children, then sine(';! the father, in 
giving his daughter in marriage, conveyed with her to her 
husband all 1;:he rights which he himself enjoyed, it necessar• 
ily followed that the wife stood toward her husband in the 
position of a daughter, and that his power over her was un~ 
limited. · 

However, while the law spake thus strongly, Adams noted that "the sane-

tity with which it was ~nvested, elevated and dignified the position of 

wife and child in spite of the perverted letter of the law." In fact, 

the Ro~ns seem "to have felt that their family law was not defensible 

in practice and was inconsistent with the theory of the state." Because 

of this doubt they freed the wife and child little by little until they 

had not only destroyed the authority of the husband over the wife but 

over the family as wel\. Most important, "the authority conhrred upon 



the husband by the Roman law did not prove the degradatio'ij of women~" 

Whatever that authority was, it was exercised 011er the wife, 
not because she was a woman, but because she was a daughter. 
To the paternal power the man as well as the woman was subject, 
and no matter what age the man had attained, he was, during 
the lifetime of his fathe:,::, under f;:he same domestic rule as 
his sister or his mother •12 
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Finally Adams considered the Germans. l'he Germ~m,. like the members 

of other Aryan branches, "founded his soc;iety firmly on the family with 

its masculine peculiarities''; however, unlike t;he Roman family, the 

German family was a "loose and fle:x;ible structure." ;For instances of 

early Germanic· culture, Adams pointed to the ''least Romanized branch of 

the German race, 11 --the Scandariavians, in particu).ar those Scandanavians 

who established the commonwealth of Iceland. Iceland, like Greece, left 

a herpic poem, the Njalsaga, embodying· "pure or nearly p1,1re and authori-

tive primitive history." Also, like the. Odyssey, the poem turns "on the 

character of a woman. "1 3 

This woman, Hallgerda, was a callous, hard woman who, after being 

matried to her first husband, Thornwald, as the result of a bargain 

struck between him and her father, showed him an intolerable temper and 

had him murdered after he slapped her face. ;For this murder and for the 

murder of her next two husbands, she received no punishment; on the con-

trary, she "lived to enjoy the wealth acquired from he;r three murder'ed 

husbands,. and to bring more misery and death on her friends." Adams 

commented on the tale of Hallgerda, 

Surely a woman of this stamp was no slave, no descendant of 
slaves, no possible connection of slaves. All the fierce and 
untamable instincts of infinite generations of free, wild 
animals were embQdied in he:,::. Nor were her legal righte those 
of a dependant. No Norse pirate, no Danish jarl, enjoyed more 
compl.etely than she the legal rights of a free citizen. Mar-
riage is described as a sale, and this passage might be quoted 
to prove that the father sold his daughter to her f ii; st hus
band without her consent; but what sort of a sale was that 



which carried with it no rights of property over the thing 
sold? The father conveyed to the husband no more than the 
father himself had, and the Eatria eotestas was no part of 
Scandamwian or German law. The father conveyed to the hus
band simply the rights of guardianship, not rights of pr.oper-
ty •••• 1.4 

Adams used another tale from the Njalsaga, the tail;! of Unn11, wife 

of Hrut, to demonstrate the ease with which a woman could divorce her 

15 

·husband if dissatisfied with him. This same story also demonstrated for 

Adams the separate possession of property within the marriage, the wife 

being able to regain her property if "sp.e could find a representative 

whose ·physical strength and legal knowledge were sufficient; to overcome" 

her husband, Drawing on both of these tales Adams hypothesized that 

"the sole· legal inferiority of women to men consisted in their subjec-

tion tq guarclianship." :.Furthermore, he' believed, the only reason. for 

this inf~riority lay in the female's inability to. <lo battle either in a 

war or as her own champion in a wager requiring her to act through her 

next of kin or some person appointed as her legal representative. One 

of the strongest rights of women, however, was their right to family 

protection.1. 6 

Afterwards Adams took a look at the rights of women in t;p.e Christ-

ian era. He believed that the Church affectl:!d all "conditions of social 

existence and the ethical tendencies of law." One of its greatest in-

fluences was on marriage law. Whil,e most historians supposf;:ld t;hat the 

church was instrumental in elevat:i,ng women from their suppo~ed :l;ormer 

-state of degradation, Adams found that "the share of the Church in the 

elevation of women was for the most part restricted to a partial re-

storation of rights which the church herself had a principal share in 

taking away from them;." · Adams._;attt"ibuted··the antifetb.inine poS1U.on:,of 
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the Church partly to the fact that it was a · "Roman church,," and that "it 

rose to powei under the intense moral reaction against the corruptions 

of the Empire ••• [and] that of all the corruptions Qf the Empire none had 

been more scandalous and more fat:al than the corruption of the wom.ep.." 

These facts added to the fact that the early church was st'i;ongly asce-

tic, contributed to the "diminuation of women's social and legal rights 

both in the old imperial world and in the new Germanic .race •••• " Ad,1!ms 

believed that it was not until the humanitarian strain of Chsristi1:1nity 

took precedence over the ascetic that women began to regain their former 

position. The eaily church emphasized the necessity of strict obedience 

by the woman to her husband. It strengthened laws against divorce, a 

situation that more often worked against the woman than the man. Adams 

found that the Church e.stablished a new ideal of feminine character, the 

patient Griselda, which replaced the "proud, self-confident, vindic-

tive," Hallgerda. At this time in history discipline was of supreme 

i,mportance as "the most pressing necessity of society was for concentra• 

tion." 

Thus the family, like the State, took on the character of a 
petty absolutism; and to justify in theory the sact'ifice of 
rights thus surrendered by the wife and children, whether in 
the f.orm of the harsh provisions of the law toward women or 
the even harsher rules of primogeniture, men fell back on what 
they called the patri,1;1.rcqal theory, and derived tJ:,.e principles 
they required from a curious conglomeration of Old Testament 
history and pure hypothesis. ie 

Adams concluded by asserting that modet'n soc;dety "can only. move on 

the. same l;i.ne ·which have already and repeatedly been fol.lowed to their. 

conclusion. If it carries the tendency toward the independence of woman 

to its logical extreme, it wUl find that Rome has already followed that 

path, If it reacts toward a re-establishment of the family iQ. stE;!rner 

aspect, it will find that this reaction has again and again told .its 
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whole story." Since "the most powerful instincts in man are his affec .. 

tions and his love for property ••• [and],. on these the famil,y is bui,.lt, ~ ~ .. 

. it will always be the system on which society is built." Finally he 

hypothesized that "in the measure that soc.iety has on the one side cai:-

ried the. theory of the family to an exaggeration or has allowed i.t to 

fall into cont<;!mpt, has been the violence of the reaction. •11. 7 

It would appeal;' that, according to Adams, woman was accorded th!;! 

highest position in the prehisto;ric communal stage precisely because s·he 

was a mother and, in this state, the sole parent. In those societies not 

far removed from the communal state such as the Indians, anc;l, to some 

·extent, the Egyptians,.Adams found that inheritance and descent were 

still established primarily through the mother. . Even in the Aryan 

societies, .where the revolution against the communal state was the most 

complete, the father taking precedence ov.er the mother as the parent 

with authority, Adams asserted that women sti 11 had i\llportant lega 1 

rights and were independent to a much greater degree than modern women 

during his own t;i..me. Only among the Romans was woman's importance 

denied .to the ·point of establishing descent only in the male line., and 

making the female completely subject to her husband. 

In .some of his exampl<;!S~ Rallgerda, f<:>r instance, Aclams shows ·the 

·legal independence and power of woman to the exclusion of what may be 

considered t+aits befitting a mother. Perhaps Adams was he;re merely 

stretching a point;- .. that,.contra;ty to the idea that woman was subjugated 

in primitive society, in trut;h she possess(;ld more power and independence 

than .she possessed in Adams' day. This power and independence would, 

however, seem implicit:ly linked to the primitive appreciation of the 

mother's role due to her position as sole parent in the more primitive 
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c:ommunal state. 

Adam's Tahiti, subtitled ''Memoirs of Arii Taimai e Marama of Eimoo, 

Terriirere of Tooarai, Terrirui of Tahiti, :rauraatua i Amo," is essen-

tially the tale told by an old Tahitian,chiefess of the fortures and 

misfortunes of the Papara, £.e1mily, one of the most important and oldest 

families on the island of which she and her children were :r·uling des-

. ce.ndents. In this book, it appears as if Adams had in mind demonstrat-

ing anothe.r modern proof of his theory concerning the primitive tights 

of women similar to that of the American Indians. It is obvious that he 

c·onsidered the Tahitian woman a type of primitive woman from a letter to 

Elizabeth Cameron from Hitia Tahiti, on June 4, 1891. In this letter, 

.he wrote of Arii Taimai, 

...•• I cared less for the gaie:ty· than.:I did: for· the. partin.g .. with 
the dear old lady who kissed me on both cheeks ••• and 11.1ade us 
a little speech with such d:i,gnity and feeling that t;hough it 
was in native, and I did not understand a word of it, I quite 
broke down. I shall never see her again, but I have learned 
from her what the archaic woman was.1 9 

The book itself dwells largely on the important part the female 

. played in Tahitian history. He w:r:ote of Tahitian women and marriage, 

Nowhere in the world was marriage a matter of more political 
and social consequence than in Tahiti. Women played an as
tonishing part in the history of the island. In the absence 
of sons, da1,.1ghters inherited chieferies a,nd propetty in the 
lands that went with the chief's names or titles, and these 
chiefesses in their own right were much the same sor~ of 
personages as female sovereigns in European history; they 
figured as prominently in island politics as Catherine of 
Russia; or Maria Theresa of Austria, or Marie Antoinette of 
France, or Marie Louise of Parma, in the politics of Europe. 
A chiefess of this rank was as indepepdent; of h.er husband as 
of any other chief; she had her seat, or throne, in the Marae · 

·even to the exclusion of her husband; and if she were ambi:. 
tious, she might win or lose crowns for her children ..•. 1 9 

Adams noted that the rise of the Papara family came as the result 

of the kidnapping of a beautiful daughter of one of the·Paparan 
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chieftain's subjecte. The war that resulted raised the Paparan chief to 

control of that portion of Tahiti subject to the Teva clan of which the 

Paparas were a part. Again, eight generations before Arii l'aimai, there 

was a romantic interlude in the history of her ancestors. The chief of 

Papara at that time deeired the wife of another chief, and, i,t being the 

custom ·Of the time, he requested the loan of her with a formal pledge 

that she would be returned in seven days. This request was grl;lnted but 

the Paparan chief at the end of the seven days was too much in love to 

return the wife; therefore, the husband sent his warriors to destroy 

Papara and kill its chieftain. Papara was defeated and the wife re-

covered, but the Paparan chief pleaded with his captol'.'s that it was dis-

honorable to be killed by any beneath his rank 1;1.nd, · thus., was taken to 

the injured husband alive. The husband could not put the Paparan chid 

to death because of his reputation for generosity; therefore, he freed 

him and gave him his wife •. 20 

Four generations before Arii Taimai, a family feud reeulted from a 

rather interesting situation. Since the eldest child of the Paparan 

ruling family was a daughter, she was married to a chief on ;mother is-

land. As there were two sons left, the eldest claimed the position of 

headchief. The younger brother, however, refused to recognize his ri,ght 

on what was considered by Adams to be a very interesting point for the 

study of those interested in primitive law. 

Tuiterai's plea or defense seems to have turned on the idea 
that the eldest child, whether male or female, .was the only 
heir who could set up an indefeasible right to the succ13ssion 
and since the eldest child in this case, being a woman, had 
married and gone off to Raiatea, all the younger children had 
equal rights, and might with equal justice claim the position 
of headchief.21 

. The younger brother was victorious and he married a very important woman 



in the island's history, Purea. Of Purea, Adams wrote: 

If a family must be ·ruined by a woman, perhaps it may as 
well be ruined thoroughly and brilliantJy by a woman who 
makes it famous. Te vahine Airorotua i Ahurai i Farequa 
[familiarly known as Purea] was a very great lady. Stan
dards of social rank differ a little in different countries 
and times, but in any country or time a woman would meet with 
consideration when she and her husband could control a hun
dred thousand people; when she could build a pyt;aniid for her 
child, and take for him the produce of a swarming country; 
when she ·was handsome with manners equal to the standard of 
countries where the manners of Europe wc;,uld be COI\Sidered 
barbarous;. and finally when she had an unbroken descent from 
chiefs as far back.as human society existed; and the con
sideration would not be the less because, like a large pro
portion of the more highly educated ladies and gentlemen of 
Eu1;ope, her views on some points of morality were lax and her 
later career disastrous.22 

20 

l'u-rea' s main fault was extreme ambition for her son, Teriirere. In 

Tahiti, "the son always superseded the father, whose authority after the 

birth of a child was merely that of guardian. 11 After the birth of Teri-

irere, therefore, Tuiterai was no longer chief of Papara; he was merely 

regent. -Also, "the same cause that superseded the father gave the 

mother often an increase of influence and freedom from restraint." 

Purea, after the birth of Teriirere, was emancipated, ana the relation 

between her and l'uiterai was from that time a political rather than a 

domestic one; they were united only in the interests of Teri;l.rere. Af-

ter her emancipation, Purea, in conjunction with Tt,1iterai, . did what was 

considered by the other chiefs of Tahiti as unpardonable;..-they not only 

proclaimed a general rahui in Teriirere's honor; they also built a new 

temple or marae for him. 2G 

Proclaiming the rahui was serious enough: 

A .rahui was a great exercise of authc;>l;'ity, and was more than 
royal in its claims. The rahui, which i;night tast a year or 
more, was a sweeping order that everything produced during 
that time in the whole territory subject to t;he chief should 
be~ or sacred t;o the yo'Ung prince. Not a pig should be 
killed; not a tapa cloth or fine mat should be made; 'not; a 



cock should crow,' except for the child; and at the end of the 
rahui, .all was to belong to the infant. 

All the chiefs 9f the island were II):ade extremely jealous, but it was 

another woman, Purea' s sister-:in-law, wl:).o first chose to attempt to 
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break the rahui. There was a custom that "if during a Rahui, any rela-

t;i.ve or guest of equal rank should come to visit the ch:j.ef who had im-

posed it, the Rahui was broken, and the guest received by courtesy all 

that the Rahui had produced." P.urea's sister .. in-law decided to visit 

Papara, but when she was drawing near the site of the new Marae for 

Teriirere, Purea, discovering who it was, called out,. "How many more 

royal heads can there be? I know none by Teriirere i Tooari. · Down with 

your tent!" At this insult, .Purea's sister-in-law ''wept and cut her 

head with the shark's tooth till blood flowed down her face, which was 

the custom of women in sign of great emotion and meant in this iI).Stance 

revenge ·as well as grief." The sister-in-law left, but Purea 's niece, 

Idde1;1h, daughter of the ins1,1lted sister-in-law, pursued the quarrel. 

Iddeah also made an appearance in a state canoe whic:h was received 1;,y 

the same order from Purea, "Down with your tent!" The niece came ashore 

and, cutting her head with a shark's tooth, she caused her blood to flow 

into a hole dug for :i,.t in the earth. This blood was a call fQr a blood 

f:eud; in order to avoid_ the feud, . the person to whom the sign· was 

directed must wipe the blood 1;1.way. Purea refused, but her brother-in-

law, Manea, wipeQ it away negating the feud as far as he was concerned. 

Forth years later, Manea's descendant, Tavi was spared by the·Parue 

Ar1,1e, the state Iddeah ruled with her husband Pomare, when it attacked 

Papara.?4 

The last show of pride made by Purea was the feast for her son at 

which he was to first wear the Maro, a crown of feathers, at his new 
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Marae (temple). Purahi, anoth~r woman, from the older Atomai'..terai 

branch of the Papara family, supported by Vehiatua of Teahupoc;,, broke up 

the feast and left Papara in devastation. Purea, Tuiterai, and 'Xeri-

irere, escaped the slaughter and retained the rule of the d:i,str~ct of 

Papara, but the poWer of the Papara family over the island was broken. 

Adams commented, "No one seems to have tried to drive the Papa:i=a family 

out •••• The quarrel was with ;Fur ea rather than with Amo [Tuiterai] or 

Terii17ere. ''25 

Purea was seen at the height of her power by Captain Samuel Wallis 

after his discovery of Tahiti on June 18, 1767. Here is Purea 1s des-

cription from Wallis's own narrative. 

On Saturday, the 11th, in the afternoon, the gunner came on 
board with a tall woman, who seemed to be about five-and
forty years of age, of a pleasing countenance and majestic 
deportment .... She seemed to be under no restraint, either 
from diffidence or fear, when she first came into the ship, 
and she behaved an the while she was on board with an easy 
freedom that always distinguishes conscious s1,.1periority 1;1nd 
habitual command. 

Wallis was quite impressed with Purea, with her hospitality and ~enor-

osity during his stay on the island; and her sentiment on his depar-

ture. 26 

Captain Cook appeared for the first time some four !IIOnths aft;er 

Purea' s fall. Two weeks after their arrival, Purea made an appearance, 

She was described by Joseph Banks as being "about forty, tall, and very 

lusty, her skin white and her eyes full of meaning .•.. 
,, 

As to her 

beauty he wrote, II •.• she might have been handsome when young, but now 

few or no traces of it were ·left. II Captain Cook described her in his 

journal as "about forty years of age, and, like most of the other women, 

very masculine. "2? 

The corrting of the British brought to power another Tahitian wollll;ln 
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of Amazonian character, Iddeah, Purea's niece who had declared a blood 

feud with her. '.['he British mistakenly believeq that Iddeah's husband, 

Tu, later known as Pomare, was the proper ruler of the entire island 

although '.['ti's family was looked down upon by the members of the Teva 

clan, of which the Paparas were a part, as being descended from a savage 

people from a neighboring island. The other chiefs were very jealous of 

the :British favoritisl.'\1, but, in time, '.['u became well entrenched with 

English ammunition. Captain Bl:i.gh of the Bounty gave. an iriterestirig~, 

account of Iddeah at this time. 

When I pr<;>posed to leave with him [Tu] a pair of pistols, 
which they prefer to muskets, he [sic] told me that Iddeah 
... ,would fight with one and Oedidee .•. with the other. Id
deah has lea1;nt to load and fire a musket with great dexter
ity ... It is not common for women in this country t<;> go to wa; 
but Iddeah is a very resolute woman, of large make, .and has 
great bodily strength. 2 9 

After Tu's son had reached adulthood, a feud arose between them. 

When his son found some pretext of bar between them, Tu, now calied 

Pomare, fled leaving Iddeah to handle the situation. Iddeah was "thirty 

years older than when she succeeded in overthrowing Purea," and 1;1ccord-

ing to Adams, it was "she, more than her husband, .•• [t;hat] was the real 

intellect and energy of the party opposed to Papara. v, 

She and her brother, Vaetua, won all of Pomare's victories 
and upon them fell the task of resisting the Teva influence 
which controlled Tu [Pomare 's son]. Pomare, himself, wa$ 
not likely to return while the danger lasted. 

Iddeah·met with Tu and ceded the authority he desired and obtained from 

him the life of an old friend of his, Manne-manne, who was subsequently 

murdered by her people. Iddeah was 'described 1;,iy the missionaries as r-e-

ceiving the news of M;anne-manne'~ death with "a carthoµsh box buckled 

around her waist; a musquet she had been seen with in her hand a little 
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before, •• now laid away ••• [and] a settled air of tri1,1mph op. her 

.brow ••.• "29 

After the death of Pomare, the youger Tu, now called Pomare, found 

it necessary to become Christian in order to maintain the support of the 

British. He had been in exile on a neighboring island and now desired 

to regain control of Tahiti. Again the subject of t;he Tahitian woman's 

strength and independence appears in Adams' depict ion of the iole of 

Pomare' s wives. 

War was inev:(.table, .and Pomare with his Christian c9nverts 
could choose when and where to make it. Pomare himself was 
not a warrior; he left the active ·campaigning to his wives, 
who were less likely to rouse the old enmities. Terite and 
Pomare vahine · [wives of Pomare J came over to Part,Je Arue in a. 
boat, May 1815, with a large party of Christians, and pressed 
then artangements fol' the overthrow of the native chiefs.so 

Arii Taimai, the old chiefess whose memoirs make up. the book, ,was 

herself the central figure of the conclusion. She was the result of a 

union contrived by the Paparan chief of the time of the second Pomare to 

strengthen his position by marriage with Pomare's cousip.. ;pomare, in 

order to strengthen his relationship with the Paparas, claimed Arii 

Taimai for his own and made a coml?act that all the other children of the 

.union should marry Pomares. Arii Taimai, then, grew up with Aimata, 

·. daughter of Pomare. Aimata wa~ the eldest and in Tahiti ch;i,eferies 

descend to the eldest regardiess of sex, bQt her father did not believe 

that she ·was his own child; therefore, her younger brother was made 

king. The young boy soon died and Aimata took her place as Queen of 

Tahiti ill the eyes of the missionaries.3 1 

A.t this time the French began sending missionar;i.es to convert the 

natives from the Protestant faith brought over by the British to Roman 

Catholicism. The English missionaries appealed to the British Consul 



who, through the Queen, caused the expulsion of the French missionaries. 

The French missionaries appealed to their governme'Q.t, at which Louis 

Phillipe sent a frigate to Tahiti with an ultimatum to Aimata, to which 

she conceded, The EngliSh missionaries then began to struggle to re

cover their lost gain and persuaded Queen AimatE1 to send a letter to the 

B'X'itish government aE1king for protection, but at this tim:e the B+itish 

had lost interest in such an island as 'l'ahiti a.nd refused aid. The 

Tahitians, receiving no protection from the British, decided to throw 

themselves into the hands of the French. However, just as Aimata was 

preparing to sign with the Frepch, a British frigate appeared and caused 

.a stalemate •. The French arrived the next day with a squadron so Ai,mata, 

conceding to the ·country showing most forc;e, signed with the French. 

ta1:·er wh'en 1 '!Pritchard returned. from Englan~,: 'Februa;r 2!>, .184~, and de

clared violent war against the French[,] Queen Pomare obeyed his wishes, 

. and refused to obey those of the French admira 1." The Frt:inch then 

"landed troops; took p9ssession o.f the i·sland; declared the Queen de

posed; and arrested Pritchard and tu'X'ned him roughly out of the island." 

A.t this, "Aimata fled to a British ship and then. to Raiatea; .her people 

at Mahana and Hitia--the whole Pomare connections .. -took up arms and 

e1:1tablished themselves close to Pj:ipeete; in short another c;ivil war 

broke out." At this point, Arii Taimai 's own story began.32 

In 1846 Arii Taimai was resting at home when 1:1he was arou~ed by an 

old woman bewailing the fate ·of Tahiti; this old woman pointed out to 

Arii Taimai that she alone could save the island. Arii Taimai, the:i::e

fore, resolved to see the French governo:,::, Bruat. Meeting with Bruat, 

-s·he asked permission to try to make peace with the islanders. Permis

sion was granted and Arii Taimai left with her co'l,lsin on horseback to go 
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to the natives. Soon after arriving at the village where the native 

chiefs were gathered, she sought out one of the chiefs whom she supposed 

would be her chief opposition and said to him, . ''My object in coming here 

is to bring peace and I have counted upon you for the sake of old 

friendship to be my speaker in this most trying instance." While she 

knew that this chief was one of the most warlike of the chiefs, she also 

knew that "he ·could not leave ••• [her], a lone woman to speak out; before 

-all these men, .and therefore he assented to •.. [her] request." Arii 

Taimai was shown the utmost respect by all and comments on her mission 

were very appreciative. One man alone opposed her and he was quickly 

shamed by her spokesman,33 

Although her mission was a success, .a number of the chiefs were 

·wo.rried about the fate of Aimata, the Queen Pomare. To reassure the 

chiefs, Arii Taimai agreed to go herself to Raiatea to br;i.ng Aimata 

back to Tahiti where it was promised· no harm would come to her. Return

ing to the g.ovet'nor, she was greeted with his approval. 

.Later, on arriving at Raiatea, Arii Taimai foµnd that Aimata, 

through listening to her kinfolk,was persuaded not to return to Tahiti 

to sign the treaty with the French as they still ha<;! hope of Britai:p,' s 

help •. Three t'imes Arii Taima.i and her husbaI\d made the trip to ;Raitea 

to get Aimata. After the second journey, Governor Bruat off ere<;! Arii 

Taimai the throne. On her refusal. he threatened to make Tal;t~ti a French 

colony at once .but later agreed to let Arii Taimai try onqe more, 'l'he 

third time Aimata finally agreed to go. Thus Atii Taimai saved her is

lan~ from destruction and reserved at least a small autonomy for her 

people. 34 

In Tahiti one sees Adams' conc~pt of the power, independence, and 
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importance·of primitive ·woman borne out in the presentation of Tahitian 

woman's role. in the island's history. The ·female line· of descent was 

here equal in importance with the male's. In fact,_in two places, the 

custom of making the ·eldest child heir regardless of sex was mentioned. 

The importance ·of motherhood was -underlined by l;'uJ;ea 's increase4 impor .. 

tance ·aftel;' the birth of her son and her extreme a_mbition for that son. 

Iddeah, her opponent, should be noted ~or her important pos:j.tion as "the 

real intellect and energy" of the :earue Arue · family and for h~r ambition 

leading to the blood feud between the·Parue Arue family and the Papijra 

family. 

With Arii Taimai' s own story, a new element entered into Adams' 

port:t;'ait of woman. Other Tahitian women may be seen to hav~ possessed 

power and independence, but Arii Taimai possessed :1-ntuitive wisdom as 

displayed in her manipu·iation of NuuteJ;e, the chief committed to war, 

and in her desire to see the Tahitians make peace with the French rather 

than attempt to overthrow them. This power. of intuition or ins.tinct 

will play an increasingly important role in Adams' later depiction of 

the thirteenth century woman in Mont-Saint-Michel ~ Chartres. 
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CHAPTER lII 

THE EDUCATION OF HENRY ADAMS 

. .:!'..h.! Education 2£. Henr;y; Adams contain1:1 the most explicit stateJnent 

of Adams' view concerning the i,.nfluence of women on history. In the 

''Primitive Rights of Women" Adams had noted that the powerfl.11 status of 

women had declined with the coming of the church• but he had also noted 

that womanly influence had resurged with t:he intense worsh:Ll' of the Vir

gin Maiy at the time of the crusades ai,d the c<;>nst:tuction of the great 

Gothic cathedrals. In the Education, Adams took the Vi,.rgi,n as a symbol 

· of this femi,nine. influence felt d1Jring the twelfth an(] thirteenth cen

turies and.the Dynamo as a symbol of the scientific influence of the 

twentieth century. Both were, to him, "symbols of ultirnate enl;lrgy.11 · 

The Dynamo was the embodiment of "a new un;i,verse, II a "super sensual world 

in which.,.[man] could measure nothing except by chance collisions of 

movements imperceptible to his senses"; the Virgin, on the other hand, 

was ultimate in a previous, more human age--" she was the animated dy

namo; she was teproduction--the greatest and most mystelious of all 

. energies; ''l 

Adams was involved in discerning a sequence in history and was dis

mayed by the la~k of order and unity he f<;>und. Where his mi.nd might 

· discern an order, a seq\.lenc!il· of men, 1;1qciety, tl;.me, or thought, another 

mind might discern none. The only possible way to find a real seq1Jence 

would be to find a sequence of force, The only meth<;>d Adams posses1;1ed 
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for reducing all the forces working in society to a common value was the 

measurement of their attraction on his own mind. On regarding the dy-

namos at the World Fair at Chicago, Adams had begun "to feel thfa forty-

foot dynamos as a moral force, much as the early Christians felt the 

Cross." 

The planet itself seemed less impressive, in its old-fashioned, 
deliberate, annual or daily revolution, than this huge whf:!el, 
revolving within arm's length at some vertiginous speed, and 
barely murmuring ... while it would not wake the baby lying 
close against its frame. Before the end, one began to pray 
to it; inherited instinct taught the natural expression of 
man before silent and infinite force. Among the thousand 
symbols of ultimate energy, the dynamo was not so human as 
some, but it was the most expressive.2 

It was obvious to Adams that the Virgin had exerted a powerful 

force on the society of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries and that 

she was still powerful at Lourdes, France; the Virgin symbolized woman 

who "had once been supreme" and was "still. .. potent" in France. This 

force, personified by the Virgin in the twelfth and thirteenth centur-

ies, had been known as Diana of the Ephesians, Venus, Aphrodite, and 

goddesses of Indian mythology in times previous. The reason behind· this 

powerful force was sex, reproduction, fecundity. Drawing on the evi-

dence of the cathedrals of the twelfth and thirteenth centu;i:ies, Adams 

asserted that the Virgin, whether as "symbol or energy ... had acted as 

the greatest force the Western world had ever felt and had drawn man's 

activities to 1\erself more strongly than any other power, natural or 

supernatura 1. "3 

Though Adams believed that woman had held tremendous power in prim-

itive and medieval society, at the present time in American society he 

found this power non-existent: Womc;1n ..;,as "potent merely as sentiment,'' 

Adams queried, 



Why was [woman] unknown in America? For evidently America 
was ashamed of her, and she was ashamed of herself, otherwise 
they would not have strewn fig-leaves so profusely all over 
her. When she was a true force, she was ignorant of fig
leaves, but the monthly-magazine-made American female had not 
a feature that would have been recognized byAdam. 
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While the American could sec;: the results of the power of women upon the 

art and literature of previous societies, he was unable to really know 

or understand it. The artists of modern America with the exceptions of 

Walt Whitman, Bret Harte, and "one or two painters," "had used sex for 

sentiment, never for force. " 

American art like the American language and American educa .. 
tion, was as far as possible sexless. Society regarded this 
victory over sex as its greatest triumph, and the historian 
readily admitted it, since the moral issue, for the moment, 
did not concern one who was studying the relations of unmoral 
force. He cared nothing for the sex of th(;l dynamo until he 
could measure its energy. 4 

Adams was unable to accc;,unt for the "historica 1 chasm" between the 

forces of the Virgin and that of the Dynamo . 

. . . He turned from the Virgin to the Dynamo as though he were 
a Branly coherer. On one side, at the Louvre and at Chartres, 

.as he knew by the record of work actually done and still be
fore his eyes, was the highest energy ever known to man, the 
creator of four-fifths of his noblest art, exercising vastly 
more attraction over the human mind than all the steam-engines 
and dynamos ever dreamed of; and yet this energy was unknown 
to the American mind. An American Virgin would never dare 
command; an American Venus would never dare exist, 

Nevertheless, it was his business as an historian ''to follow the t:i:-ack 

of the energy; to find where it came from and whe:i;e it went to; it:s. com-

plex source and shifting channels; its values, equivalents, conve-r- · 

sion. 116 

The problem of sequence in history became tied in Adams' mind to 

the problemof man's perception of the universe as unified. Science had 

attempteq to find a "new assumption of Unity, broader and deeper than 



that of the Church"; this "new unit," Science assured, "was as good as 

found.'' Adams, after waiting sixty years tame to believe '~hat the 

final synthesis of science and its ultimate triumph was the ~inetic 

theory of gases; which seemed to cover all motion in space ,imd to fur-

nish the measure of time." 

... The theory asserted that any portion of space is occupied 
by molecules of gas flying i,n right lines at velocities vary
ing up to a mile in a second~ and colliding with each other 
at interv.als varying up to 17, 7SO,OQO times in a second. To 
this analysis--:i.f one understood it right--all matter what-
ever was reducible, and the only difference 0£ opinion in 
science regarded the doubt whether a still de~e:i: analysis 
would reduce the atom of gas to pure motion. 

Thus, unless one mistook the meaning of motion, which 
might well be, the scientific synthesis commonly called Unity 
was the scient;i.fic anal.ysis commonly called :Multiplicity. 
The two things were the same, all forms being sh;i.fting phases 
of motion. 6 
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Thd.s !'larger synthesis" of science "was well enough for science but 

meant chaos for man." It seemed that if man "were obliged to insist on 

a universe," instead of a "multiverse," he was " .•• driven to the .. 

Church." But why was unity necessary at all? No philosophy ever denied 

unity; however, most philosophers agreed that unity is a product of the 

mind, not a product of nature. 

Metaphysics insisted on treating the universe as cme thought 
or treating thought as one universe; and the philosophers 
agreed, like kinetic gas, that the universe could be known 
only as motion of mind, and therefore as unity. One could 
know it only as one's self; it was psychology, 

The thirteenth century also had supposed that the only o:t;'der or \inity 

that exists is an aspect of mind. 

Without thought in the unit, the:i;e could be no unity; with
out unity, no orderly sequence or orderec;l society, Thought 
a lone was Form. Mind and Unity flourished or perished to·
gether. 7 

Believing that his only hope of discovering unity was in the study 

of his own mind, Adams looked to the new psychology. There he tried to 



find answers to the "simplest; of questions": "Did the new psychology 

hold that the., .soul or mind •. ;was or was not a unit?" Psychologists 

had di,scovered several cases of split personalities. It had gone fur .. 
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. ther and found person.:~lities split not only in two parts but in "complE;!X 

groups like telephonic centres and s·ystems that might be isolated and 

called up at will; and whose physical action might be occult in the 

sense of strangeness to any known fo:rm of force." It th~n appe1:n:;ed to 

Adams that since the personality could split, "the only absolute t:ruth 

was the sub-conscious chaos below which every on,e could feel when he 

sought it." However, this state, experiepced in sleep, had no idea of 

unity. Man's normal though~, therefore, ''was i;Iispersi,on, sleep, dream~ 

unconsequence; the simultaneous action of different thought centres 

without c·ent:ral control." Man's unity of thought, Adams fotmd, was 

me:rely "an artificial balance" acquired through hapit. Therefore, 

through psychology Adams found no unity, "nothing but a dissolvi,;,.g 

niind--and the hi.storian felt himself driven back on thou.~ht as one con

tinuous Force, without Race, Sex, Country 01= Church; "8 

Adams came to believe that a scientific method of hi.story m1,1st re: 

gard "man as force •.. mea au.red by motion from a fi:>l,ed point." Psychology 

had suggested a unit--"the point of h;i.story when man held the highest 

idea of himself as a unit in a unified universe." From this point, 

which Adams came to place in the century of the Virgin's great(;!st in .. 

fluence, 1150-1250 A.D., the motion of man's thought could be measured 

to his own time "without assuming as true or untrue except relation." 

Later in the )i:ducation,. AdaQ1.s hypothes;i.zed that while. the motion of 

thought had accelerated in 310 with the change frpm polytheism to mono-. 

theism, and changed dfrection with the beginnings of science, these 



changes had never "altered the continuity" w;i..th the present. However, 

"in 1900 the continuity snapped" with the discovery of the Roentg~n rays 

or Curie's radium. Since the continuity of thought had sp.apped, re-

liev;i..ng humanity of its "world of illusion"--an illusion of unity, , "the 

child born in 1900 would be born to a new world which would be a unit 

but a multiple." Previously "man's mind had behaved lik<:! a young pearl 

oyster,. secreting its universe to suit its conditions, until it had 

built up, a shell of nacre that embodied all its notions of t;he perfect." 

Man had regarded this unity as a work of art. Woman had e:iccelled over 

man in her ability to create a conception of a unified universe. This 

point was borne out by ~he fact that the highest point of unity, the 

century 1150-1250 A.D., had shown the greatest influence of woman. 

The woman especially did great thin15s, creating her deities 
on a higher level than the male, and, in the end, compelling 
the man to accept the Virgin as guardian of the man's God. 
The man's part in this Universe was secondary, b\,lt the woman 
was at home there, and sacrificed her~elf without limit to 
make ;i..t habitable, when man permitted ;i..t, as sometimes happen
ed for brief intervals.of war and famine; but she could not 
provide protection against forces of nature. She did not 
think of her universe as a raft to which the limpets stuck 
for life in the surge of a supersensual ch,aos; she conceived 
herself and her family as the centre and flower of an ordered 
universe which she knew to be unity because she had made it 
after the image of her own fecundity; and this creation of 
hers was surrot,1nded by beauties and perfections which she 
knew to be real because she herself had imagined them.9 

In 1904 Adams spent a summer in the "study of the Virgin, not as a 

b . t' . " sentiment ut as a mo ive power, ... He desired to discover the force 

that had attracted man, during that highest point i,n man's (i!Oncepti,on of 

himself "as a unit in a unified universe." He soon discovered thi:lt the 

Virgin still held an attraction for him. The Virgin's power had failed, 

but it had failed slowly and not entirely. Religion, with the Virgin flt 

its apex, "had flooded in France from the middle of the twelfth century 
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till the sixteenth century at which time it "broke i,nto Shelley's light 

dissolved in star-showers thrown ..•. " In the sixteepth century "the One 

had become several Eind Unity had counted more than three, though the 

Multiple still showed modest numbers." Progress was known Qnly in the 

direct-ions of complexity, multiplicity and anarchy, nc;>t toward :perfec

tion. io 

Old formulas of the universe had failed; Adams, to be ef:l;ec;:ti,ve~ 

had to attempt "to invent a formula of his own for his universe," He 

didrt 't seek "an absolute truth"--"only a spool on wp.ich to wind the 

thread of history without breaking it." He sought, as a buis of his 

theory, "the orbit which would best satisfy the observed movement of the 

runaway -~tar, G.roonibridg~, 1830, . common_ly: called .Hen.ry Adam.a." '.:The 

"spool" took the form of the theory that Adams first enunciated in the 

chapters "Dynamic '.:['heory o.f History" and "Law of Acceleratiop" in the 

· Educatiop, . and which he later expounded in the essay, . ''Rule of Phase 

Applied to History. 1111 

In the ''Rule of Phase Applied to HJstory," Adams took Will,ard 

Gibbs' Rule of Phase, a. theory in physics that refined and extended the 

second law of thermodynamics, and discussed the possibility of i.ta ap-

p licatio-o. to thought, wh:ich Adams regarded as merely a more diffuse form 

of• matter similar to electricity. Whereas Gibbs' Rule of Phase cone;ern

ed different stages of equilibrium in material substances, for instance, 

ice, water, and steall!, Adams wished to di.scover differept phases in t_he 

history of thought. 

-Adams theorized that thought moves ";from one phase to another 

thro'Ugh a series of critical points which are determined by the three 

factors, Attraction, Acceleration, ano Volume for each change of 
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equilibrium." Adams, for convenience, took the ;figure of the comet of 

1843, for the demonstration of the movement of thought, altering only 

the acceleration by using the electrical law of squares because of the 

simUarity between thought and electricity. From this point, Adams 

launched into a division of history into four phases--religioµs, mecl:lan-

ical, electrical, and etheral. As he estimated the length of the mech-

anical phase to be three hundred years ... -from the Renaissance to the be-

ginning of the twentieth century, he calculated the length of the r.eli-

gious phase to be 90,000 years, the square of the length of the mechan-

ical phase. The religious phase took up one long side of the comet; the 

first change of direction had come with the Renaissance. Whereas in 

the r.eligious phase, religion, o.r "the love of God and lust for power in 

a future life," had been the attracting force, during the Renaissance 

this role had been taken over by science. This point was crucial in the 

h,istory of man's conception of a unified univE;irse, At the beginning of 

the Renaissance, Galileo, Kepler, Spinoza, Descartes, Leibnitz, and New-

ton never "doubted Unity," "they sought Unity under a different per son-

ality." Beg;i.nning with Bacon, however, Unity was no longer assumed: 

· [Bacon] urged society to lay aside the idea of evolving the 
universe from a thought, an,d to try evolving thought from the 
universe. The mind should observe and register forces ... -take 
them apart and put them together- .... withc;l1,1t assuming unity at 
all. 

The advent of Bacon's philosophy, then, mark;ed the complete turn in the 

direction of man's thought.i2 

The next phase, which Adams believed would be known as the electric 

phase, would last seventeen and a half years, the square root of the 

length of the preceding phase. This phase, which Adams believed had al~ 

ready begun by 1900, was noted as that time when man completely 
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abandoned a conception of the universe as unified and came to accept in 

its place a "multiverse." At the end of this phase, thought wot,1ld gp 

into its final phase, the ether phase, which would only last four years 

bringing it to the limit of its possibilit;ies by 1921. If the iliechani-

cal phase were lengthened one hundred years, the ether phase would end 

iil 2025. In conclusion Adams descr:j.bed thought in this final phase and 

its possible :i,mplications to society: 

Thought in terml\l of Ether means only Thought in terms of it· 
self, or in other words, pure Mathematics and Metaphysics, a 
state often reached by individuals. At the utmost it could 
mean only the subsi,dance of the current into an ocean of po-

. tential. thought, of mere coni;;ciousneu which is also ·.possible, 
like static electricity .. The only consequence might 1;,e an in
definitely long stationary period, such as John Stuart Mill 
foresaw. In that case the current woµld merely cease to flow. 

However, ''if man should continue to set free the . infinite fqrces of 

nature and obtain the control of cosmic forces on a cosmic scale," at a 

certain point ·"the forces which are concentrated on his head PlUSt 

act. ,,is 

Believing ~hought to be an object being drawn by attractive force, 

Adams discussed the forces in history that resembled the mechanical 

force of inertia. Adams found that his mind rejected the image of it-

self either "at rest or in a straight line." 'l'herefore, he was forced 

. to conc;lude that the "mind was never at rest but moved--when normal--

about som:ething it ·called a motive, .and never moved without motives tp 

move it;" 

So long as these motives were habitual, and their attraction 
regular, the consequent result might, for conve~ience, be 
called movement of inertia to distinguish it :l;rom movement 
caused by newer or higher attractions; but the greater the 
bulk to move, the greater must be the force to accelerate or 
deflect it. 

· One form of thought-,inertia, Adams believed, is race-inertia: ''Race 
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classified thought." While ":i::.ace-in.ertia seemf;!q fairly constant~ 11 "sex-

. inertia had never been overcome at all. 

Of all movements of inertia, maternity and reprodui;;tion are 
the most typica 1, and women's property of moving in a constant 
line fqrever is ultimate, uniting history in its only unbroken 
and unbreakable sequence. Whatever else stops, the woman must 
go on repr<;>ducing, as she did in the Siluria of Pteraspis;l.4 

:sex is a vital condition, and race only a local one. If the 
laws of inertia are to be sought a,nywhere with certainty, it 
is in the feminine mind. 1 5 

In America, however, there were .signs that this inertia of sex was 

giving way to the higher attraction of science, The woman in America,as 

in Engiand, had been disregarded although the 11accelera[ti,onJ or deflec;

. [tion] .of, •• [her] movement" was of the utmost importance. In his stud-

ies on primitive woman, Adams had attempted to show that woman had held 

a central position in society; in the earliest society, sh~ had been the 

sol.El parent. Even after the father had joined thf.:! primitive famUy, 

primitive ·woman still possessed unusually great power compared with 

modern WO!llan. Medieval woman, too, had possessed great power. Now, 

Adams believed, woman was bereft of power; 16 

Because of her role in reproduct.ion and parenthood, Adams believed 

that woman possessed a higher degree of instinct than possessed by man, 

As we will learn in "A Letter to America!). Teachers of History,'' Adams 

held that this instinct could be seen :in its effect on the art of the 

M:iddle Ages when Woman through the Virgin held her greatet'lt influence. 

Recognizing the potential in instinct and recognizing that ''woman's 

thought is mostly subconscious and particularly sensitive to sugges-

tion," Adams trJed to probe the AmeI:ican woman with leading questions. 

At times he would ask a woman t;:o explain ''why the American woman was a 

failute. 11 Invariably the woman would answer: :•'Because the American man 



i-s a failure; 11 · The woman always had a strong feeling about the ques-

tions. 

The cleverer the woman, the less she denied the failure • 
. She was ·bitter at heart about it. She had :!;ailed even to· 
hold .the family together, and her children ran away like 
chickens with their first feathers; the family was e;xtinct 
like chivalry. She had failed not only to create a new 
society that satisfied her, but even to hold her own·in the 

·old society of Church or State; and was left for the most 
pal't, wi.th no place but the theatre or streets to decorate. 1 7 
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According to Adams in Russia 3,000 million dollars worth .of artifi-

·cial energy had been spent on t;he ·project of destroying race-i~ertia;.in 

A.merica artificial energy to the. amount of twenty-five million steam 

hot;sepower had been turned over socially to the American woman, "the 

·chief object of social e:xpenditure •••. " H;e wondered as to the results. 

Because of Rusfilia's tremendous bulk, nothing was yet known. But in Amer-

ica the result was phenomenal. 

The woman had been set free--volatilized like Clerk·Maxwell's 
perfect gas; almost brought t;o the point of explosion like 
steam. One had but to pass a week in Florida or any of a 
hundred huge ocean steamers ••• to see that the woman had been 
set free; but these swarms were ephemeral like clouds of 
butterflies in season, blown away and lost, while the repro
ductive sources lay hidden. At Washington, one saw other 
swarms as grave gatherings of Dames o~ Daughters ••• but all 

·these shifting visions, unknown before 1840 touched the true 
problem slightly and superficially. Behind them, in every 
city, town, and farm-house, were myriads of new types--or 
t:ypewriters--telephone and telegraph-g;i.rls, shop-clerks~ fac-. 
tory-hands, running into millions of millions, and as classes, 
unknown to themselves as to historians. Even the.school mis-. 

. tresses were inarticulate. All these new women had been 
created stnce 1840; all were to show their meaning before·. 
1940. 

Whatever they were, they were not content, as the epl;i.e~ 
mera proved; and they were hungry for illusions as ever in 
the fourth century of the Church; but this was probably sur-. 
vival, and .gave no hint of t;he future. 18 

Adams believed that the inertia of sex was being overcome by modern 

society's immense ability to disperse energy. The problems now w¢re: 
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Would this movement of woman found previously in the lines of inertia be 

deflected to the lines taken by man? How would this deflection affect 

the acceleration of society which.already followed the law of squares? 

The modern American woman was losing her role as the cementing force of 

the ·family and was becoming mo;re · like the man: 

The American woman at her best--like most other women--exerted 
great charm on the man, but not the charm of a primitive 
type. She appeared as the result of a long series of dis .. 
cards, and her chief interest lay in what she had discarded. 
When closely watched, she seemed making a violent effort to 
follow the man, who had turned his mind and hand to mechanics. 
The typical American man had his hand on a lever and his eye 
on a curve in his read; his living depended on keeping up an 
average speed of forty miles an hour, tending always to .become 
sixty, eighty, or a hundred, and he could not adm.it emotions 
or anxieties or subconscious distractions, more than he could 
admit whiskey or drugs, without breaking his neck. He could 
not run his machine and a woman too; he must leave her, even 
though his wife, to find her own way, and all the world saw 
her trying to find her way by imitating him • 

. Adams held that woman possessed great physical force--a force having 

always previously lain in reprocluction. This force had worked as '1in-

ertia of rotation and ..• [its] axis of rotation had been the cradle and 

the family." If this force were diverted, it had· "to find a new field, 

and the family must pay for it. "l9 

Adams noted that woman had rebelled before: She "had made a for-

tress of religion." In previrus centuries, she had "always been busy in 

the illusions of heaven or hell, but now the American woman had no il-

lusions or ambit.ions or new resources, . and nothing to rebel against ex-

cept her own maternity." Woman's ability to act had been. severely 

limited; the various social philosophies assuring "paradise on earth for 

. every male, cut off the few avenues of escape which capitalism had 

opened to Women, and she.saw before her only the future reserved for 

machine-made collectivist females." No help was forthcoming ft;oltl the 



male whose· "instinct for power was blind." In the Church she had once 

found refuge but after its overthrow she had none. 

She was free; she had no illusions; she was sexless; she had 
discarded all thl:\t the male dit;iliked; and although she secret
ly regretted the discard, she knew that she could not go 
backward. She must like the man marry machinery. Already 
the American man sometimes felt surprise at finding himself 
regarded as sexless; the American woman was oftener surprised 
at finding herself regarded as sexual. 2o 

The question of the possibility of totally overcoming inertia of sex 

was of ultimate importance. It "could not be overcome, without over-

coming the race, yet an immense force, doubling every few years was 

working irresistibly to overcome it." One could only hope that "the 

woman would swim about the ocean of future time w:i,.th the garfish and 

the shark, 21 unable to change. "22 
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In another work, Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres, Adams had dealt in 

more depth on the phenomenon of feminine power in the twelfth and thir-

teenth centuries and the advent of its failure. Although it was pre-

vious to the Education, it appears to have been·largely informed by 

the same theories. As it further i,lluminates a part of the larger 

theory, I have placed my discussion of this work ;in a position imme-

diately following this discussion of the·Education. 
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CHAPTER IV 

MONT-SAINl'-MICHEL AND CHARTRES 

Having deduced the age in which man had held the "highest concep

t ion of himself as a unity in a unified universe" to be in the century 

1150 to 1250 A. D. ~ and having noted the period beginning in 1900 as one 

in which man totally loses sight of unity and falls into a state of. 

multiplicity, Adams elec;ted to wr;i.te works concerning these two periods 

in history: ''Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres: A Study of Thirteenth 

Century Unity" and "The Education of Henry Adams: A Study of Twentieth 

Century Multiplicity. '·'1 

In Mont-Saint-Michel and Chartres, finished in 1904, Adams attempt

ed to capture the essence of society in the eleventh, twelfth, and thir

teenth centuries. The book may be divided into three parts--the first 

covering the "eleventh century Romanesque church of Saint Michel" or the 

"Church Militant," the second covering the· "twelfth-century Transition 

Church of the Virgin," or the "Church Triumphartt," and the third cover

ing the ''thirteenth century Gothic cathedral of the Trinity," or the 

"Church Intellectual." The major inter~st of the Chartres lies in its 

depiction of what Adams supposed to be the prQmi.nen.t influence held by 

women in the church and state in the period of time 1150 to 1250 A.D., 

the age of the Transition Church of the Virgin, and the age of man's 

highest unity. In the first and third divisions of the work, Adams dis

cussed the perriods prior to a!l.d after the period of Woman's greatest 
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influence, which offer contrast to it. 

Adams used three "architectural structures" to typify the three 

different periods: the cathedrals Mon.t-.Saint-Michel, · ;md Chartres, and 

the Summa Theologiae of Saint Thomas Aquinas. The cathedral of Mont-

.Saint-Michel, typical of many Romanesque edifices, had a ·"military 

character." The church of the eleventh century was the "Church mili-

tant," a masculine church as opposed to the feminine twelfth century 

Church of the Virgin, and it possessed a unique form of unity but a 

Unity which Adams later finds to be somewhat lacking. However, both the 

"Church Militant" and the "Church Triumphant" possessed energy that is 

absent in the "Church Intellectual." 

Church and State, Soul and Body, God and Man, a+e all one 
at Mont-Saint Michel, and the business of all is to fight, 
each in his own way, or to stand guard for each other. 
Neither Church nor State is intellectual, or learned, or 
even strict in dog!llia, Here we do not feel the Trinity at 
all; the Virgin but little; Christ hardly more; we feel only 
the Archangel and the Unity of God, We have little logic 
here, and simple faith, but we have energy. 

This energy continued, as seen in the construction of the cathedrals in 

granite through both the eleventh and twelfth centuries, but it failed 

to som:e extent in the thirteenth century, the age of the Church Intel-

lectual, in which "the great cathedrals ••• show economy~ and sometimes 

worse. ''2 

As a literary counterpart to Mont-Saint-Michd, Adams noted the 

eleventh century Chanson.~ Roland which shared with the Romanesque 

cathedral both its military character and masculinity • 

. The poem and the church are akin; they go together and explain 
each other. Their common trait is their military character 
peculiar to the eleventh century. The round arch is masculine, 
The ''Chanson" is so masculine that, in a 11 its four thousand 
lines, the only Christian woman so much as mentioned was Alda, 
the sister of Oliver and the betrothed of Rolan~, to whom one 



stanza, exceedingly like a later insertion was given toward 
the end, Never after the first crusade did one great poem 
rise to such heroism as to sustain itself without a heroine, 3 
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The first crusade brought the advent of the "period of Transition, 

the glory of the twelfth century, ... " The change from the Romanesque 

architecture of the eleventh century to the Gothic of the Transition can 

be discerned in Mont-Saint-Michel. The church of Mont-Saint-Michel be-

longs to the eleventh century; to this structure was added, in the 

twelfth century, a "new group" "extend[ing] from ••. the old refectory to 

the parvis and abuts on the three lost spans of the church." This ar .... 

chitecture of the Gothic transition embodied "the quiet, restrain!:!d 

struggle of the Romanesque married to the graceful curves and vaulting 

imagination of the Gothic •••• " In comparing the group of the twelfth 

century with the church of the eleventh century, Adams found a definite 

difference in sex. Between the eleventh and twelfth centuries a new 

adulation of the Virgin had risen along wtth the rise of the cult of 

courtly love; this rise in the position of women showed in the architec-

ture of the time. 

What the Roman could not express flowered into the Gothic; 
what the masculine mind could not idealize in the warrior, it 
idealized in the woman; no architecture that ever grew on 
earth, except the Gothic, gave this effect of flinging its 
passion against the sky,4 

Mont-Saint-Michel was a Norman cathedral. Adams noted that ·~very great 

artistic kingdom solved its architectural problems in its own way ..• [and 

that] the Norman was coll).lllonly the most practical an.d sometimes the most 

dignified." . But even among the Normans, the twelfth centl.lry had brought 

the worship of the Virgin. 

Among the unexpected revelations of human nature that suddenly 
astonish historians, one of the least reasonable was the pas
sionate outbreak of religious devotion to the ideal of femi
nine grace, charity and love that took place here in Normandy 
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up into almost fanatical frenzy among the most hard.•hearted 
and hard .. headed r,;1ce in Europe. 

Still, in its overr-all effect,· "the whole Mount kept the grand style 

[the style of the eleventh century]; it expressed the unity of Church 
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and State, God and Man, .Peace and War, Life and Death, Good and Bad; it 

solved the whole problem of the universe. "5 

Adams noted that between the construction o:I; the chutch of Mont-

Saint-Michel and the beginning of the construction of Chartres cathedral 

in France,. Mary, mother of Christ, rose in the Western world from a re-

latively unnoted position to a highly exalted one. . Mary ''was the chief 

favorite of the Eastern Empire" long before her arrival to eminence in 

Western Europe. She had acted "as the patron saint of Constantinople;" 

her image was carried on the mastheads of the ships of Heraclitus; still 

today in the Greek church "her picture ••• [is] carried at the head of 

every pl;'ocession and hung on the wall of every hut and hovel," Mary had 

always held a fairly high position in the Western church ''but it was not 

until the crusades that she began to overshadow the Trinity itself." 

The orthodox church had "accepted the Virgin throned and crowned, seated 

by Chris·t, the Judge throned and crowned," although if it had had its 

own way entirely it may have left her "remaining prostrate at the foot 

of the cross. 116 

The French of the period of the first two ct"ll,sades were not content 

with thi~ arrangement, however, and wished to see Christ absorbed in his 

·Mother and "the Mother the Church and Christ the Symbol." The Church 

''could not have dethroned her if it would." Saint Bernard, "a French 

precursor of Saint Francis of; Assisi," exemplified most clearly ''the 

religious emotion of the half century between the first and second 
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crusades (1095-1145) "; to Saint Bernard the Virgin '1was the g:i=eat med:i,.a-

tor to a humanity too culpable to approacq a sublime t;ind terrible Christ 

.•• [as] not even the weakest human frailty could fear to approach his 

Mother." Mystics such as Saint Bernard were not the only ones who 

claimed the Virgin; philosophers such as Abelard and Albert the Great 

claimed her .. Quilds were devoted to he:i:. The military was the "most 

vociferous" in her praise. More than anything else, Adams asserted the 

wealth expended on her proves to the American mind the streI)gth of the 

people's devotion to the Virgin. 7 

As the ·eleventh century Norman cathedral Mont .. Saint-Michel typified 

Ro.manesque architecture, the twelfth century French cathedtal of Char-

tres typified the Gothic transition, and the Virgin Ma:i:y was the inspir

ation for the latter Just as the warrior-archangel. Saint Michael was the 

inspiration. of the former. To appreciate Chartres,. Adams believed; one 

must relinquish any notion of the Gothic as "hoary with age and decrepi-

tude ••• [whose] shadows mean death" and return t9 a sta ti:! of childlike 

~ivete enabling one to see Chartres as "a child's fancy; a toy hot,1se to 

please the Queen of Heaven." To really savor its essence, one "must 

believe in Mary as Bernard ••• did, and feel her presence as the archi-

tects did, in every stone they placed, and every touch they chiselled." 

It was apparent to Adams that Mary's influence was felt throughout the 

construction of Chartres and that She required as any knowledgeable 

woman would, "space, light, convenience, and colour decoration t:o unite 

ttnd harmonize the who le. " 

Of c·ourse the Virgin was actually and constantly present during 
.a 11 this labour and gave her assistl;!nce to it •... Without the 
conviction of her persona 1 presence, men would not have been 
inspired, .•. Every day, .as the w,;:,rk went on, the Virgin was 
present directing the architects .... 
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However, though created entirely for the pleasure o.f the Virgin alone-

'!.'The wants of man ..• enter[ingJ to no great extent into the prol:;,lem of 

Chartres," ''the public. is never excluded but invited. "li1 

Adams explored the Virgin's personality through the nature of her 

influence on the art and architecture of Chartres. On the central dooi-

way of the splendid western portal built .soon after the first crusade, 

one can see the influence of the Virgin on the depiction of her son, 

.Here Christ is depicted, not, as in many later cathedrals, as the bring-

er of judgment, but "as the herald of salvation alone." 

Among all the imagery of the three doorways, there is no hint 
of fear, punishment,.or damnation and this is the note of the 
time. Before 1200, the Church seems not to have felt t.he 
need of appealing habitually to terror; the promise of hope 
and happiness was enough •••• A hundred years later, every 
church portal showed Christ not as Saviour but as Judge, and 
He presided over a Last Judgment .•. where the despail;' of the 
c;lamned is the evident joy of the artist ••• ·.At Chartres He :l,s 
identified with him *other, the spirit of love and grace, and 
this Church is the Church. 

In the earUer part of the cathedral pain as well as fear is absent: 

1!there is not a martyr with the symbol pf his mattyrdom, and ... the sin-

gle scene of [Christ's life J that has been omitted i,s the Crucif.i,t:.ion. '' 

Only the "gracious and gentle" side of the Virgin's nature was shown and 

impressed on her Son.s 

In the portraits of }Wry herself, Adams found not only the majestic 

Queen of Heaven, but also a woman in touch with, the common real.ities of 

childbirth and pain. On the lintel above the doo:t:way there is a '1suc-. 

cession of s~ll groups" ilh,istrating the events of the Virgin's life. 

In the centre of the lintel, Mary sits "with her 9rown on her head and 

her Son on her lap, enthroned, receiving the homage of heaven and earth; 

of all time, ancient and modern; of all thought, Ch:t:istian and Pagan; of 

all men and all women ..•. " The Mother and Child are depicted as One; 
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Chri,st, sqpported by her right hand, repeats his ?,:1:other 's attitude. The 

·period -of the Transiti<;>n may be detected in art by "the imperial char ... 

acter of the Virgin [and] her unity with Ghrist which is the Church." 

The crown and robes of the Virgin, during the Crusades, were -''bo+rowed 

from the cqstunies of the Empresses of the East, .•• " The Virgin ''was riot 

a Western, feudal queen, nor was her Son a feudal king; she typified an 

aut·hority which the people wanted and the fieh feared; the fax Romana; 

the omnipotence of God in government." She and her Son were symbolic of 

a "power able to enforce justice or to maintain order" at a time when 

there was no earthly power. so capable. Then in a remarkable switch from 

heavenly queen to mortal and suffering woman, _ Mary is pict\,lred in a 

group exemplifying the Nativity lying "on a low bed." 

In correct theology, the Virgin o-ught not to be represented 
in bed, for she could not suffer like ordinary women, but her 
palace at Cb.artres is not much troubled by theology, and to 
her as empress-mother, the pain of child-birth was a pleasure 
which she wanted her people to share. The Virgin of Chartres 
was the greatest of all queens, but the most womanly of women 
..• and her double character is sustained throughout her 
palace. 10 

From the main entrance, Adams turned to the north porch, the p~rch 

belonging to the Virgin '~ecause the north was cbld, bleak, sunless, 

windy and neecled warmth, peace, affection and power to protect against 

the assaults of Satan and his swarming devils." The north porch was the 

traditional porch belonging to women who came here in p.eed of help. 

Here the Viq:i..n "is no lo:nger an Empress; she is Queen Mother- ... an ideal- -

ized Blanche o;f: CastUe--too high to want, or suffer, or to revenge or 

to aspire, but not too high to pi,ty, to punish, o:r to pardon. " '.. To .this 

,porch_ "women went ••. for help as babies to their mother and the men in 

her presence, fell on their knees because they feared her intelligence 
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and her anger. "11 

The central point of interest in Chartres cathedral may be found in 

:the great rose window. . Adams believed that the architect ''concentrated 

his whole energy on the rc;,se because the Virgin has told him that the 

rose symbolized herself." 

••• beyond the futilities of unnecessary doubt, the Virgin de
signed this rose.,.wholly for her own pleasure and as her own 
idea. She placed upon the bre.ast of her Church--which sym
bolized herself--a jewel so gorgeous that no -earthly majesty 
could bear ~omparison with it and which no other heaveqly 
majesty has rivalled. 

This rose, created in 1195 "contains or hides a Last Judgment--the one 

subject carefully excluded from the old work, and probably not existing 

on the south porch for another twenty years." According to Adams th~s 

Last Judgment d;i.d not represent, as did later Judgment scenes, "God's 

justice or man's corruption, but ••• [Mary's] own infinite mercy." The 

Virgin's great power on heaven and earth coupled with her merciful na-

ture turned the Last Judgment into her ''ornament; a plaything, a plea-

sure! a jeweled decoration which she wore on her breast," 

Christ the Trinity might judge as much as He pleased, but 
Christ the Mother would rescue; and her servants could look 
boldly into the flames. 1 2 

Adams noted that the Virgin of Chartres was tolerant of all sta-

tions i:i:1 life. Prodigals, prostitutes, peasants, aristocrats--all were 

rec.eived by her. · Persons not admissible to polite so9'iety such as ;Mary 

Magdalen and Mary the Gipsy were "admitted •.. to her society," She cared 

little for her dignity, and when among peasants "as in the nave o.r OI) 

the porch ... she .liked to appear as one of them." The ·choir, on the 

other hand, ''was aristocratic; every window there had a court quality, 

even down to the contemporary Thomas A'Becket, the fashion1;1ble martyr 
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of good society." Tolerant as she was toward most people, for priests 

she had no great love, an:d aa for their study .. -,theology, it ''was put in-

to the transepts or still :f;arther away in the nave." This in part ex-

plained the Virgin's popularity w;i.th the remainder of her subjects. Her 

sma 11 regard for theology was interpreted by Adams from the absence of 

anything in Chartres conc·erning the Trinity, "the ni.ost metaphysical 

sublety o:f; the church;" instead ''i'he Church is wholly given up to the 

Mother and the Son. 111s 

The fact that all of a society from the peasantry to the nobles 

participated in the building of Chartres makes "its uri;i.ty surptisi'qg. 

Adams noted that the only tie that can be supposed that unites the art 

of the cathedral is that tie "the Virgin gave it." Sequence in th.e win-

dows is lacking "and their charm [lies in their] variety, individuality, 

and sometimes in (their] downright hostility to each Qther reflecting 

the picturesque society that gav.e them." "The only relation connect-

[ing], .. [a 11 the donors] is their common relation to the Virgin, but 

that is emphatic and dominates the whole." 'Ihe Virgin was real to these 

people; they knew her "as well as they knew their own mothers." She 

''was as familiar to everyone of them as the .sun or the seasons; far more 

· familiar than t'heir own earthly queen or countess ... in almost every 

thought of life, the Virgin was present with a reality that never be-

longed to her Son or to the Trinity ..•. 1114 

To better define the twelfth century <;:onception of the Virgin pro~.· 

jected in the art and architecture of Chartres, A.dams CO!llpared this con-

ception with that of the thirteenth century. Whereas twelfth century 

art always represented Mary as ''a Queen, enthroned, crowned, with the 

symbols of royal power, holding in her lap the in;l:ant King ..,.~fiose 
. :fa'! ~ .. 
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guardian she is," the thirteenth century portrayed her with no sceptre 

and with the Holy Ghost "giv[ingJ her support which she did not need be-

fore." In the thirteenth century Mary was no longer surrounded by he'X' 

archangels, Saint Gabriel and Saint Michael, and their "symbols of 

power," but · she was surrom;1ded by angels who "assert no authority." The 

effect of a work of the thirteenth. century, "dark or :f;illed with $hadow, 

is as though the Empress felt her authority fail and had come down from 

the western portal to reproach us fol;' neglect," But in any work in 

Chartres, no matter what period, Mary "is always Queen." After the 

thirteenth century, however, the V;i.rg.in' s power continued to fail until 

it beqame almost nonexistent and, as a result, the Church has lost the 

energy that gave it direction. 

· Most persons of a deeply religious nature would tell you em
phatically that nine chul;'ches out of ten actually were dead
born, after the thirteenth century, and that church architec
ture bacame a pure matter of mechanism and mathematics.:~; •16 

The Virgin as a power was found by Adams not only in the architec-

ture, sculpture, and windows of Chartres, but also in the popular leg ... 

ends of the time. Allowing that the people of the twelfth and thir;. 

teen th centuries "believed in the supernatura 1. .. [and J stood like chil

dren before the miracle of miracles which they felt in their own con-

sciences,'' Adams raised the question of why they "should have so pas-

sionately flung themselves at the feet of Woman rather than Man." Ac~ 

cording to Adams, the reason for this phenomenon lay in mankind's "in-

stinct of self;..preservation." Mary was the sole hope of mankind because 

·"She alone repre1;;ented Love." Because of its nature--Unity through the 

exclusion of the imperfect--the ''Trinity ••. could ..• adminis1;er justice 

alone." 



There was no crack and no cranny in the system through which 
human frailty could hope for escape. One was forced ~rom 
corner to. corner by a remorseless log;i.c until one fell help .. 
less at Mary's feet.is 

5.5 

Adams believed that Gift er the failure o:f Saint Louis' crusades, "a 

miraculous faith" was required to persuade "the ordinary man.,. that Our 

Lady or any other divine power, had helped •••. " Nevertheless "soc~ety 

held firm"; it could not afford to forfeit its belief. The Trinity 

might be dispatched but not the Virgin. What is surprising is that "an 

authority so established as that of the Virgin, founded on instincts so 

deep" should fail at all. Nevertheless, the height of the Virgin's 

power was reached at the time of the death of Queen Blanqhe and its slow 

dee line began. Still, even five hundred years· 1ater, ''in France the 

Virgin still held such power that; kings and queens asked heX" for favours 

almost as instinctively as· before, ..• " The situation in France, how-··, 

ever, was oppo.sed to that in England where in ShakespeaX"e' s .. plays "hard· 

ly an allusion to the Virgin's name unless as an oath" may be found. It 

had taken only three·hundred years in England to effect "the disappear ... 

ance .of ·the great divinity on whom the twelfth and thirteenth centuries 

had lavished all their hopes •••. " Neverthele1;1s, "the Virgin still re-

mained or remains the most intensely .;md · most vividly and the most per-

sonally felt of all characters, divine, or human, or imaginary, that 

ever existed among men." Her personality survives in the literatuJ;'e 

written about her as a result of which· "we know more about her habits 

and thoughts than about those of earthly queens."l. 7 

As many of these legends present "devotion to Mary .... as a kind of 

infallible guarantee not only against every sort of evil but also 

,against the most legitimate consequences of sin and even of crime[,]" 

....... 
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M.ary has been regarded by such an eminent academic authority as Gaston 

Paris as unfit for good society. This opinion was held by the Engli,sh 

Puritans for much the same reasons. The Virgin would feel uncomfoJ:"table 

in a ''well regulated community under a proper system of police." Mary 

was noted for being unscrupulous in her efforts to save he:i: worshipers; 

her power over her son was a· weapon often used by the Virgin, to secure-

her faithful into the safety of Heaven. While the_ Orthodox Churcl:). re~ 

fused to recognize this arbitrary power of MaX"y' s, ''in the hearts of 

Mary's servants, the Church and its doctrines were at the metcy of 

:t1ary' s will." A popular le&end recounts how even the devils were exas• 

perated by Mary's exercise o:(: ''wholly arbitrary and illegitimate power," 

but as a poem of the age stated, "the devils admitted that they had np 

reason to comJ?lain of Mary's administr1;1t;Lon as all'' the .,great lords and 

ladies went to Hell while Heaven received the poor and d.eformed. "l 8 

The Virgin was partial to the lower classes and the chivalry; for 

the ·rising middle class she had little use. The one role Mary failed .to 

act in was that of a bourgeoisie, ha¥ing been known to help out as a 

mid.wife and as a warrior-knight: ''The bourgeosie court_ed her favor at; 

great expense, but she seemed to be at home on the farm rather than in 

the shop." In time the Virgin's "views on the .subject ·of money-lending 

or banking were so feminine as to rouse in tq.at powerful class a vindic

tive ·enmity which helped to overthrow her throne. "ls 

The Virgin often ·failed to be as dignified as later critics would 

have l_iked her to be: "She condescended to do domestic service in order 

to help her friends, and she would use her needle .if she were in the 

mood for the same object." Among her "unconventional" actions were "the 

darning [o;f J Thomas A 'Becket's hair shirt and the s1,1pporti,ng (of] a 
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robber on the gibbet." Furthermore, thEl Virgin was not pr\ldish, and her 

people delighted in her attitude as they themselves had ''always in theJr 

heart protested against bearing the responsibility for t.he Creator.' s at .. 

bitrary e·reations." 

To her s·in was simply humanity, and she seemed often on the 
point of defending her arbitrary acts of mercy by frankly 
telling the Trinity that if the Creator meant to punish man, 
He should not have made him. 20 

The Virgin of History was not the Virgin at Chartres; the power 

held by the Vi:q~in of Chartres was much more similar, according to 

.Adams' account, to that held byVenus,.Oiana, and some Oriental goddes-

ses; her force was that of the Magna Matet; not that of the Mater Dolor .. 

qsa. Orthodox Christianity preferred the Mate;r Dolorosa; "the Trinity 

would never have raised her from the foot of the Cross had not the Vir .. 

gin of Majesty be~n imposed, by necessity and public unamity on a creed 

which was meant to be complete without her.II The Trinity, however, al"' 

though it "£.eared absorption in her, •.. was compelled to accept her aid 

.•• because it was a court pf strict law and ••• no process of equity could 

be introduced e,c:cept by direct appea 1 to· a higher power. " Mapkind in-

sisted on her powet;' because it desired not justice but favor. Sinc·e all 

.men were .sinners, no hope ·was. to be ·derived f;rom justice; thei;r only 

hol'e was "for a power above law o.r above the unlimited mass of ignor-

·ance and absurdity bearing the name of law." Mankind longed for "l'ro

tection, pardon and love" which the •lj:orinity could not give." Regard-

less of theology, "God could not be Love" because He ''was Jl,lstice, Or.-

der, Unity, .Perfection." God was Unity but it was a uQity derived only 

by the exclusj.on of the imperfect. To Adams a Unity "in which and to~ 

ward which all energies centre ••• must explain and include Duality, 

Diversity, Infinity--Sex!" It was this Unity, the Unity of the Virgin 
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that explains the century 1150 to 1250 A .D. The Virgin ''was by essence 

illogical, un:i;:easonable, and femipine," but it was this quality in the 

Virgin that is the key to the reason why "all rrotestant churches [are] 

cold failures without her J:i.elp," and why the Holy Ghost or the .son could 

not equally compel such adoration. The Church while it "never liked to 

be dragged too far under feminine influence, [after discarding this in

fluence] lost nearly everything of any value to it or the world, except 

its philosophy," The que.stion that must be answered to understand his

tory is "Why was the Woman struck out of the Churc:h and ignored in the 

State? "21 

The ·exalted position of Woman in the church as discerned in the 

·worship of the Virgin of Chartres was matched by the power of Woman in 

the .state as exemplified by the power of the ''Three Queens." Adams 

noted that the French woman had always, like the Virgin of Chartres, 

po1:1sessed a strength which is usually regarded as masculine~ Adams 

quoted M. Garrew's volume on the "Social State of France during the 

Crusades" to the effect that there was in France during the Crusades a 

"close· resemblance between the manners of men and women[, J11 that women 

"appear '[to have been] distinctly superior" intellectu1;1lly, that the 

·"sense of Christianity [was] more developed in them than in their hus

bands'..' and that "they show[ed] more perfidy and art in crime." Adams 

asserted that "this superiority of the woman was not a fancy but a 

fact." She · "ruled the household and the workshop, cared for the econ

omy, supplied the intelligence and dictated the taste while her husband 

merely fought, hunted, feasted or made love." In this society of power

·ful women, .the .most powerful were the three queens--Eleanor of Guienne, 

~ry of Champagne, and Blanche of Caetile. 22 
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Eleanor of Guienrie, "the greatest of all French women," came to 

France in 1137. She loved power and this taste fo:r power and the tastes 

and manners she brought ftom the South were ·"little :f,.n h&rmony with the 

taste of Saint Bernard whose authority at court rivaled her own." Saint 

Bernard, while he "adored the Virgin because she was an example of doc~ 

ile obedience to the Trinity,'' was hostile to women who were indoc;ile 

becau.se ,of their relation to Eve, who was supremely indocile and "the 

instrument of Satan." Eleanor's attainment of power was abetted because 

''she happened to become Queen of France at the moment when society was 

turning fro.m its military ideal, Saint Michael, to woi-ship of its social 

ideal, the Virgin." At this time Society c·ame to assume that Woman had 

the greater intelligenc·e; man was suppe>sed to be stupid, cowardly and 

traitorous. Unfortunately Eleanor had met her match in Saint Bernard; 

therefore, after ruling France as Queen for fifteen yea1;s, she divo:rced 

Louis VII and moved on to tak.e position as Queen of England at the side 

of Henry lI where she begat two famous sons-.. Richard Coeur de Lion and 

John. It was Eleanor who founded the ideals of the cult of courtly 

love, a "form of religion" based on the adulation of woman which exerted 

grE:1at influence on manner·s and lite:i;ature in medieval Europe .• 

Elei:mor and her daughter *8ry and her granddat,1ghter Blanche 
knew as well as Saint Bernard did, or Saint Francis, what a 
bi-ute the emancipated ma1;1. could be; and cJS though they fore
saw the society of sixteenth and eighteenth centuries, they 
used every terror they could ;i.nvent as well as every tender
ness 'they could invoke to tame the beasts around them. Their 
charge was of manners, and to teach manners, they made a 
school which they called their Court of Love, with a code of 
law to which they gave the name of 'cou:rteous love. ' The 
decisio.ns of this court were recorded, like the decisions of 
a modern bench, under the names of the great ladies, who made 
them, . and were enforced by tht;:! ladies o;f good society for 

·whose guidance they were made. 23 

It was Mary of Champagne, Eleanor's daughter, who "created the 
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literature of courteous love." Adams compared Mary of Champagne's in

spiration of literature to ;Mary, mother of Christ's inspiration of the 

cathedral of Chartres. He noted that Mary of Champagne inspired Christ ... 

ian of Troyes whose verse ha:s th,e quality o:I; the. glass windows of. Char .. 

. tres,-·-"conventional decoration; colour.s in conventional harmonies; re

finement, restraint, and feminine delicacy of tast s and that Christian 

wrote h.is romance, Percival, to ?1ary ''in the same E!pirit in which the 

workmen in glass, thirty years later, told the story of Charlemagne to 

t-he Mary of Chartres. 1124 

Blanche ·of Castile, granddaughter of Eleanor and the last of the 

three ·queens ·became Queen·of France in 1223 at the age of thirty-six. 

Her husband, Louis VIII, soon left her a widow and a mother to the new 

King, Louis IX, a child of ten. There immediately grew dissension as to 

who would be r.·egent for the young King; Blanche took the position but 

"the princes of the blood, who thought it was their right, united a-

gainst her." Aided only by Thibault of Champagne among the princes, a 

papal legate, and the prelates, Blanche succeeded in maintaining her 

posftion •. Even after her son achieved adulthood, Blanche continued to 

dominate hi!Jl. Adams noted that the awe in which Louis, later Saint 

Louis, held his mother was considered only natural at that time. 26 

Blanche-was wresting for power during much.of the construction of 

Chartres Cathedral and her influence may be seen to some degree along 

:with that of the Virgin, Her co-regent and chief competitor, .Pierre de 

Dreux, and she "carry on war across the very heart of the cathedral" 

through their windows. While Pierre's rose "asserts flat defiance of 

the mqnarchy of Queen Blanche," and his "choice in symbols was as mas

culine as that of Blanche was feminine~" ijlanche, in her ''Rose of 
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?ranee" seems. to· identify the Virgin's relationship to ·Christ with her 

own 1;elationship to her young son. This window "shows in its centre the 

Virgin in her majesty, seated, crowned, holding the sceptre with h~r 

·right hand, while her left supports the infant Christ-King on her knees; 

which shows that she, too, is acting as regent for her Son."26 

Just as the architecture of Mont-Saint-,Michel embodying the mascu-

line spirit of the eleventh century had its counterpart in liter~ture in 

1!. Chanson~ Roland, so the architecture of Chartres, embodying the 

feminine .spirit of the twelfth and thirteenth centuries found its· 

counterpart in the courtly literature of the time. In couttly litera-

ture Woman is always exalted; she is charming but Adams was "less in-

terested in her charm than her power." He noted that almost all of the 

Romans are "siu'gularly pure and refined"; the ladies inspiring them 

evidently ;'frowned on coarseness and .allowed no license." 'l'he power of 

these women "must have been great for the best Romans are as free from 

grossness as the 'Chanson de Roland' or the church g:lass, or the illu.e,; .. 

:tr.atie;ms~·fn:·t;he;:h@n:u·s:cript," :tn the wotlc;s themselves, the heroine is 

depicted always as the more intelligent of the two love.rs; she "always 

••• appears as the practical guide; the one who keeps her head even in 

·love." Whether she was good or evil "she was always the strong~r 

force." Surprisingly, this superior strength in wo~n was found in a 

period ·in which,. Adams held, "men were· at their strongest. ''27 

'l'he · end of this age in literature may be found in the Roman de la 
. .,._. -

~ of William Lorris ''which dates from the death of Queen Blanche and 

of a 11 good things, about 1250. " In 1300 "Jean de Meung added 1800 

lines .••. " While the Roman of William Lorris presE;!nted the Rose as the 

"feminine ideal of beauty, intelligence, pµrity, .or grace--always 
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culminating in the Virgin," in the) .short half cent:;ury (1250·1300) "{be

tween this Ro.man and the Roman of Jean de Meung] the Woman and the Rc,se 

became .bankrupt." 

Satire took the place of worship. Man, with his usual monkey
like malice, took pleasure in pulling down what he had l;>uilt 
up. The Frenchman had made ·what he ·c·alled 'fausse route.' 

· William of Lorris was first to see it, _and saw ·it, with more 
_sadness and less bitterness than Villon showed; he won im
mortality by telling how he and the thirteenth century in 
him, and lost himself in pursuing his Rose, and how he had 
lost the Rose, too, waking up at last to the dull memory of 
pain and sorrow and death, that ·~ .E..2!.!l!!· 128 

Having discussed the periods of the Church Militant and the Church 

Triumphant, Adams turned to the Chut'ch Intellectual, Where he ueed the 

cathedrals of Mont-,Saint-Michel and Chartres to represent the earlier 

periods, het'e he us_ed a philosophical work, the Summa Theologiae o-f 

Saint Thomas Aquinas. Michael Colacurcio notes that in this period-"a. 

precipitous decline is already sadly in evidence.'' The Church Trium-

phant of 1150 to 1250 A.D. was given the great bulk of the book as it 

·mark.ed the period of highest unity; the Church Militant of the eleventh 

.century, like the Trinity, was incomphte without the Virgin and the 

Church Intellectual marked the period, beginning about 1250, when the 

unity of the Church Triumphant began to disintegrate and ''when masculine 

energy again assert[ed] itself, this time as logic·. "29 

The first logician marking the beginning of the Chu:rc;ih Intellectual 

was Abelard who may be d;i.smissed with Adams' comment that his lover, 

Heloise, ''was by French standards, worth at least a dozen Abe lards." In 

the chapter entitled "Abelard," Adams discussed the beginnings of 

Scholastic ism; In the next chapter, ''The Mystics,'' he recorded the 

reactions of many medieval minds against the corrosive logic· of Abelard 

with some sympathy •. The Council of Sens,_ guided by Saint ·Bernard, 
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. asserted that the effort to reach God by reason "was futile and li,kely 

to be mischievous." Saint Francis unequivocably stated that "Satan was 

logic." The Abbaye-de-Saint-Victor took it as understood that: 

In e.ssence, religion was love: in. no case was it logic, 
Reason can reach nothing except through the .senses; God, by 
essence, cannot be reached through the.senses; if He is to be 
known .at all, He must be known by contact of spirit w.ith 
spirit, essence with essence; directly; by emotion; by ec;-

. stasy, by absorption of our existence in His; by substitution 
of His spirit for ours. 

Adams noted that this result was "reaffirmed, by Pascal" but that prior 

to his writing Saint Francis, Saint Bernard, and the Virgin had asserted 

it • 

. The. Virgin, indeed, made all easy, for it was little enough 
she cared for reason or logic. . She cared for her baby, a 
simple matter, which any woman could do and understand. '.J;'he 
Trinity had its squrce in her--totius Trinitatis nobile Tri
clinium [sic]--and she was maternity. She was also poetry and 
art. In the bankruptcy of reason, she alone was ret!i!l. 30 

In the final chapter, ''Saint Thomas Aquinas," Adams noted that the 

Church Intellectual soon reached an extreme "excessively modern, scien-

tific, and technical" and that Aquinas' philosophy "differed little from 

a system of dynamics as modern as the dynamo." It appea:ps from Adams 

later works that he believed that history maintained the direction .it 

had taken with the·age of logic. Unity was 13chieved only by intuitive 

faith; after the passing of the age of faith into the age of logic, his-

tory maintained its direction. to arrive at the age of scientific ration-

alism where Unity eventually disintegrated. 

Unity turned itself: into complexity, multiplicity, variety, 
.and even contradiction. All experience, human and divine, 
assured man in the thirteenth century that the lines of the 
Universe converged. How was he to know that these lines came 
in every conceivable and inconceivable direction and that at 
least half of them seemed to diverge ;from any imaginable 
o·entre of unity. 31 

The highest point of unity, then, was the age of tht;? Virgin's 



greatest influence, 1150 to 1250 A.D., the age of the Transitional 

Church, or Church Triumphant. 

The Transition is the ,equilibrium between the l~ve of God-~ 
which is faith--and the logic of God--which is r:eason; be .. 
tween the r-ound al;'ch and the pointed. One may not be sul;'e 
which pleases most, but one need not be harsh toward people 
who think that the moment of balance is exquisite. 

Unity belonged to the twelfth century, "the century of faith and sim-

plicity; not to the mathematical certainties of Descartes and Lebnitz 

and Newton, nor to the mathematical abstraction of Spinoza, "32 

Later in "A Letter to American Teachers of History," Adams would 
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assert that thought comes only with the inhibition of activity and must 

be regarded as merely "a more or less degraded Act--&n .enfeebled func-

tion of Will." Instinct or intuition, which he had attrib-uted to the 

female, he would attempt to prove superior to reason and the source of 

the faint glimmering of our modern aesthetic sensibilities and th~ great 

artistic works of the thirteenth c·entury. 1133 
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CHAPTER V 

.A LETTER TO AMERICAN TEACHERS OF HISTORY 

What Henry Adams assumed to be the scienti;Eic basis of his belief 

in the superiority of instinct or intuition over reason can best be dis .. 

cerned in his "A Letter to American Teachers of History" (1910) which 

was included, along with .a letter, "The Tendern;y of History" (1894), and 

"The Rule of Phase Applied to Hi,story" · (1909), in a volume entitled 

Degradation .2!, the Democratic Dogma (1919) , assem.b'.l.ed and prefaced by 

Adams' younger brother, Brooks Adams. In this· essay Adaqis studied what 
l 

he perceived as the problems to a would-:be scientific historian posed by 

Kelvin's second law of thermodynamics and Darwin's theory of evolution. 

After the first law of thermodynimics or the law of the conserva-

tion of energy had "governed physical science for three hundred years," 

a new law of dynamics succeeded it in 1850, .. This second law of t.he.r-

modynamics went on to say that '~hile the sum of energy in the universe 

might remain constant, granting that the universe was a closed box from 

which nothing could escape,--the higher energies tended always to fall 

lower, and that this process had no known limit." A statement of thj.s 

law, also called the law of dissipation and the law of entropy was 

quoted by Ada111s from Thomson's paper "On the Universal Tendency in Na-

ture to the Dissipation of Mechanical Energy": 

1. There is at present in the material world a universal 
tendency to the dissipation of mechanical energy. 
2, Any restoration of mechanical energy, without more than 
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an equivalent of dissipation, is im,possible in inanimate 
material processes, and is probably never effected by means 
of organized matter, either endowed with vegetable life ·or 
subjected to the·wUl of an animated c:reatu;re, 
3. Within a finite period of t:ime past, th,e earth must have 
been, .anc;l within .a finite period of time to come, the earth 
must again be, unfit for the habitation of man as at present 
constitutedJ unless opexations have been, or are to be per
formed, which are impossible under the laws to which the known 
operations going on at present in the material world a}:'e sub'." 
.. t l Jee . · 

Neitlier creation nor annihilation was allowed in a 1,1niverse under 
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the law of conservation. Under the new law, however, both appeared im-

plicit. Some "ptitru;1.l force" was implied by the law which ''could never 

be detected ... -much less recovered--and annihilation was inevitable." If 

s1,1ch a situation exists, what are the implications to organic life?· Is 

vital energy or social energy independent of mechanical law? Adams 

looked to Tyndall for an answer to .the problem of the nature of life, 

Tyndall saw life as a part of the solar energy which· falls on the earth 

"reappeat[ing] by some mysterious process ••• in the singult:1r form of in ... 

tensity known as Vital Energy and disappear[ing] by a sudden and violent 

change·of phase known as death." An, analogy had been made between heat 

and vital energy by Thomson and was increasingly insisted on by othet 

physicists. It appeared to Adams that science was reaching the conclu-

sion that just as mechanical energy and individual vj.tal energy j,s dis

persed, so vital energy as a whole·would eventually disappear. 2 

The presentation of the second law of thermo-dynamics in Thom.son's 

paper was followed seven yeaxs later by Charles Darwin's theory of 

. evolution.. This law apparently "involved a contradiction .•. to both the 

laws of thermo ... dyn,amics." While ·Darwin never asserted that organic life 

had "advanced or risen to higher powers," he and his ;followers dio as .. 

sert that "the inhabitants of the world, at each successive pe;riod in 
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· its history, have beaten their predecessors iri the race for life, .and 

are, in so far, higher in the scale." The problem involved in this 

theo;y is: If evolution .is upward, what is "the source or the nature of 

the numerous energies. implied in the proc·ess of elevat;l.on?" No energy 

is known ''beyond that of uniform solar heat," and it must be taken llfc;>r 

granted .[that] ,the power of all organisms to tise in potential [comes] 

.from its absorption. '13 

Therefore, towards the end of the nineteenth century, the:re were 

three ·11contral;lictory laws of energy in force. 

1. The Law of Conservation, that nothing could be added, and 
nothing lost, in the Sum of energy. 
2.. The Law of Dissipation, that nothing could be add.ed but 
that Intensity must always be lost. 
3. The Law of Evolution, that Vital Energy could be added and 
raised indefinitely in potential, without the smallest apparent 
compensation. 

Although the·narwinists insisted that the law of evolution contradicted 

the law of dissipation, the physicists were adamant in insisting that it 

applies to all vital processes even more rigidly than to mechanical. 

Adams commented, 

Animal energies accent and emphasize the law of physi,cs that 
nature,. always and everywhere tends to an equilibrium by 
levelling its intensities. Mechanical energies admit appar· 

·ent exception, like gravitation, but animal energies admit 
none. All grow old and die. This is the teaching of phy ... 
sics ..•• For human purl?oses, whatever does work is a form of 
energy,. and since historians exist only to recount and sum up 
the·work that society has done, ••• they will, if they obey the 
physical law, hold that society does work by degrading its 
energies. On the other hand, if the historian follows Haeckel 
and the evolutionists, he should hold that vital energy by 
raising itself to higher potentiaLs, without apparent compeni
sation, has accomplished its work in defianc·e of both the : 
laws of thermodynamics.~ 

While· Darwin's theory was more popular, it was not necessarily the 

more ·valil;l. The validity of the second law of thermodynamics was 
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established in every field except history which did not entirely escape. 

Much of the success of parwin's theory was the result of Sir Charles 

Lyell's doctrinE;l of uniformity. Sir Charles' conservative evolution 

rested on the assumption of "an infinite series of i,mperceptible steps, 

continuous under unifol;'m conditions since the earliest ttace of organic 

·life, and alweys tending upwards to higher intensities--tensions,--, 

potential.s,--acco+diµ.g to the growing complexity of the organism." How

ever, scientific research soon cast doubt on the optimistic new creed. 

The rese.arch done by Heer on artic flora and Sapo:rta 's History of . .th!. 

World ;.2.f Plants brought evidence against the law of unifort11ity and 

seemed "to substttute a eweeping law of catastrophe." It appeared from 

.the ·effec.t on plant ·life, that "during the whole ·period since the eo-

cene, the tempe:rature of the ·planet had steadily declined." The. infer-

. enc·e ·which followed this observation was: . "We recognize from. this point 

of view as from. others, that the world wa~ once young; then adolescent, 

that it has even passed the age of maturity,--man has come late, when a 

be.ginning of physical decadence had struck the globe, his domain." This 

evidenc·e contradicted the "theory of \,lpward evolution and c·onfirmed the 

-second law of thermodynamics." Geology, hitherto dominated by the law 

of evolution, was now coming under the scope of the second law of thel;'

modynamics. 6 

Adams, going on the o)Jservations of Lapparent on the climactic 

· "energy of vegetable growth" in the carboniferous period and the ''equal

ly astonishing animal growth" of the following miocene period, placed 

the beginning of the decline o'f; the world's vital energies at the end of 

those periods. This dee.line, Adams asserted, continued until the ap .. 

pearanc.e of man during the g;lacial epoch; tl:ierefore, organic geolo~y as 



well as inorganic confirmed the second law of thermodynamics. 6 

If degradation is t:1;ue of all the world's energies--organic· as well 

as inorganic,.Adams believed that human history must be seen in this 

light also. Support came from the anthropologists from whom Adams found 

that man is to sonte·extent degraded from the other animals. Man's in

ferior teeth and sense of smell were cited as signs of his decadence. 

Adams also cited evidence that man's brain differs only slightly from 

tho.se of higher monkeys, that the brains of some mammals have a h,igher 

degree o.f convolution than that of man.' s. He went ~m to note that while 

. the brai-p of man's one marked develop.ment · 1ay ·in incieased weight, one 

·can make .no definite correlation between weight and instinct or reason. 

Adams even cited some anthropologists who asserted that intelligence is 

a sign of decadence .and who linked it with decreased fertility and 

physical vigqr. Man, he found, is not superior, but only more special

ized than other animals. 7 

To demonstrate how the implications of the theory of degradation 

were imminent at the present time, Adams cited prophecies that the "sun 

is ready to condense at any moment causing another violent disequili

brium {referring to glacial epochs], to be followed by another great 

outburst and waste of its expiring heat. Not only was the degradation 

of physical energies being prophesied; proof was being given of the de

gradatipn of organic energy •. Adams noted European statistics on the 

"falling off of the birth rate; decline of rural population;--lowering 

.of army standards ;-.. multiplication of suicides ;--incl;"ease of insanity or 

idiocy,--of cancer, of tuberculosos;--signs of nervous exhaustion, --of 

Einfeebled vitality, ... - 'habits' of alcoholism and drugs,--failu:te of eye

sight '1n the .young," as symptomatic of accelerated deterioJ;"ation and 
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degradation of vital or sociE.ll. energies. Along with these signs, Adams 

noted what ·sociologists considered the mo~t serious symptom, "the·exten

don of philosophical schools founded on supposed failure of society .118 

Although history had from its beginning regarded mind as the high ... 

est point reached by nature, even mind· is not allowed by t;he physicist·s 

· as a proof of progress. Adams termed r:eason "only an.other phase of an 

energy earlier known as instinct or intuition." Botj:i instinct and rea

.so.n are manifestations of the will: instinct is the greater of the two; 

reason is a degradation.from instinct. Adams quoted Schopenhauer who 

stated in ~ World !! R!.ll ~ ~ "that all energy in nature, latent 

or active,.is identical with Will." Schopenhauer reversed the previous 

order in which "the concept of Will was included in the concept of 

force ... on the ground that the unknown should be referred to the known, 

and that therefore the whole universe of energy, known or unknown, of 

whatever intensity or volume should be brought into t;he category of in

tuition." This theoiy held the Will to be the "source of variation" in 

organic life. Life, therefore, which "has lost the power of variation 

should be regarded as an example of enfeebledenergy falUng under the 

second law of thermo.-dynamics. '' Man, w:i,th his reason, was the most com

plex creature wrought by evolution and, therefore, was the cre~ture 

least capable of further change. This logic, then, showed man to be the 

most degraded of creatures. Man "as an energy .•. must be· treated as a 

weak1;med Will--an enfeebled vit:ality--a degraded potential." Man's 

highest will-power had already been given in the "act of transforming 

himself from a hypothetical eocene lemur ..• into a man." Reason, sup

posedly the highest pinnacle achieved by organic life, is shown by 

Adams• logic to be the most degraded, ·~ reflective, hesitating, 
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relatively passive stage.'' But this was not the end; progressive de-

gradation was to follow. 9 

'!'he only possible way to prove that; mind was not subject to the 

second law of thermo-dynamics was to prove its independence from physi ... 

cal law in its entirety. However, turning to the psychologists, Oswald 

and Loeb, Adams found from Oswald that "the motion o.f the 'mind' was 

more or less a remote consequence of tropism, or a form of motion 

brought about by exterior forces. 11 Will, itself, lacks independence. 

being termed 1:>y Loeb a form of "mechanical attraction." Adams noted ; 

that if thought may be compared with electricity, . it would seem that it 

would "fall under the second law of thermo-dynamics as one of the 

· energies which most easily degrades itself," He stt;1ted tha.t the major-

ity of physiologists had accepted these same arguments and have come to 

regard Thought as ''a more or less degraded Act--an enfeebled function of 

Will." Adams quoted Lalande from his volume of "Dissolution" who stated 

that "Thought is the refraining from speech or action." In short, ac-

tion and speech are prior in nature to thought; thought occurs when some 

activity is :j.nhibited. Thought, then, is more passive than instinct. 

The metaphysician, Henri Bergson, goes farther than Laland!;! on the point 

of reason and instinct. · Adams quote~ from "L 'Evolution Creetive": 

From our point of view, life appears globally as an immense 
wave which starts from a centre to propagate itself outwards, 

.and which is arrested at almost every point; of its circum-
ference, and is converted into oscillation withour advance; 
at one point alone, it has forced the obstacle, and impulse 
has passed on freely. This liberty iE? registered in the form 
of maq. Everywhere· except with man, consciousness has been 
brought to a stop; with man alone it has pursued its road •... 
In doing so ..• it has been obliged to renounce .. ,some ·precious 
properties. Consciousness, in man, is chiefly intelligence. 
It might have been ... intuition too .... Another evolution might 
have led to a humanity, either $till more intelligent, or 
more intuitive. In reality, in the humanity of which we take 



part, intuition is almost completely sacrificed to intelli
gence •... Intuition is still there, but vague, and especially 
discontinuous. 
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Adams concluded from the evidence given that since all the sciences ex-

cept history accept instinct rather th:an thought as "the potential of 

Vital Enetgyll and accept man's great 1;1rt as."the last traces of an in-

stinct now wholly c;lead. or dying," hiStol:'y must now submit to the du!:;y of 

recording society's "mechqnical dissolution. "10 

The previous argument is subm:l,.tted in the first portion of the ·es-. 

say, entitled ''Problems"; in the portion entitled "Solutions," Adams 

discussed the possibilities of a compromise between the evolutionists 

and the degradationists •. Adams pointed out that ihe evolutionist, . "if 

he is to remain evolutionist, ••• is forced to asseJ;"t ••• the concession of 

two points: __ ,,: 

1. That organic life has the exclusive power of economizing 
nature's waste. 
2. That man alone enjoys the supernatural power of con
sciously reversing nature's process by raising h~r diss:J,.pated 
energies, i,ncluding his own, to higher intensities. 

The physicist, however, would be unable to concede either of these 

points. He would "admit that some of the lowe+ forms of life· [such as 

the honey-bee] are economists," put he would point out that inorganic 

matter ·is much more ·economical--the ocean and the atmosphere storipg 

heat, minerals storing heat, ·light, and electricity, the earth and the 

sun Storing an infinite amount of eQergy, etc. In fact, "matter indeed, 

is energy itself, and its economies first made organic life possible by 
. . 

thus correcting nature's tendency to waste." Nor can the physicist 

"admit that man alone enjoys the supernatural power of cqnsc.iously re-

versing nature's processes, and of restoring her dissipated energies to 

their lost intensity." Instead man's sole function seems to ~e the 
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dissipation of energy, and this dissipation is much greater than the 

small c;\mount of energy saved by other forms of life, Adams cited man's 

rapid utilization of coal, coal ail, gas, peat, wood, zinc and other 

combustible metals and oxygen. Further, he cited the waste caused by 

man's wars and chief pieasures _such as "drinking alcohol [and] illuminat-

ing cities." The small amo1,mt of energy that man "captures from the 

sun, directly or indirectly, as heat-rays, or water-power, or wind-

power, is trifling" when it is compared to the immense amount of energy 

wasted by man.J. 1 

Adams believed that the evolutionist would have to admit the truth 

of these observations, but that he would assert that "the enormous fall 

of potential which [man] obtained from all this combustion was utilized 

or converted by him and reappeared in the intenser form of energy calleo 

Thought." However, "if Thought were actually a result of transforming 

energy into one of a higher potential, it must still be equally subject 

to the laws which governed those energies, and could not be an indepen• 

dent or supernatural force." Adams then commented on the evolutionists' 

attempt to evade the necessity of the subjection of thought to the 

second law of thermodynamics, 

The mind either was an independent energy, or it was not. If 
evolutionists conceded at the outset that it was not, then 
the mere figure mattered nothing; the dispute ended of itself, 
and the law of thermodynamics went into operation, If on the 
contrary, the evolutionists meant to insist on independence, 
they would gain little or nothing by prpving a power to pro
long life~-animal, vegetable, or physical--by aggregation or 
by concentration; they merely changed the numerical value of 
the variable called Iime. 12 

However, the real desire of the evolutionists, Adams noted, was "to 

increase not Time but Tension." They wanted to raise the level of 

society's Vital Energy not just maintain. it, but the physicists would 
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maintain that while "Vital Energy is not mere attraction or cohesion or 

elasticity, ... it is limited by the same laws." If the evolutionist 

still insisted "upon his mind being the highest posE:lible inte:nsity of 

energy on account of its consciousness,'' the physicist might point out 

that "the Psychologists have already told you that Consciousness is 

only a phase in the dee line of vital energy--a stage of weakening will." 

The physicists would c1dmit the intensity of Will but maintain that it is 

stronger "in the Scarab or Scorpion where it is unconscious than in Mon-

key qr Man where it; __ is conscious." They would insist that the· "highest 

intensities of nature, such as produced the atom and the molecule, were 

precisely the earliest on our scale, and that as it was with the physi-

cal ~nergies, so it was with the Vital Energies.'~ 3 

ThE:l physicists would note that while "Paleontalogists talk only of 

specialization, as though the more elaborate type were the higher in 

intensity," "the opposite is more likely to be true. 11 froof has been 

found that 

after fifty million years of conditions which made life im
possible except under water, these anarchic forces [primitive 
Vital Energy] dissipated themselves so far as to settle into 
an equilibrium which showed itself on bnd in the wild exu .. 
berance of the carboniferous forests, and which then developed 
i,nto the wilder exuberance of the Eoc:;ene animals. 

The fact that this exuberance ended is.the result of the overthrowal of 

this equilibrium by "the steady dissipation of energy." Darwinists had 

trouble explaining "within a uniformatarian schedule these violent leaps 

in the energy of evolution.'' Adams cited the lack of evolution of the 

eye, the "decline of Tertiary quadrepeds" and the "universal stuntiµg of 

animal life in recent times" as other opstacles to a theory of ascendant 

evolution. The evolutionist would require the physicist "under some 
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mysterious penalt;y to make .•• an exception in favor of man" which he re

fused to do. The physicist woulq explain that "in that; which we do 

know, we can see nothing supernatural in action." 'tnfinite complication 

we admi,t, but no ultilll.ate contradiction. Sooner or later eve.ry apparent 

exception, whether man or radium, tends to fall within the domain of 

physics. "14 

According to Adams, reason, being ''the last in time," is therefqre 

llthe · lowest in tension." ''Religious and artistic emotion" was the form 

that human energy took during its lll.O$t intense phase. However, human 

. energy since the time of the cru.sades and Gqthic churches, "has lost 

intensity and continues to lose it with acc;elerated rapidity, .as the 

Church proves." The "faculty for a.rtistic expresston" is an instinct 

man probably "inherited fr9m an earlier, more gifted animal," but "he 

inhe.rited next; to nothi;ng" of creative energy. The only dominant func

tion he possesses is "that of acc:elerating the operation of the second 

law of thermodynamics." For this function the reason is marvelously 

adapted. Since the beginning of the industrial era, Adams noted, 

"man's progress in mental, energy ••• [had peen] measured by his capture 

of physical forc;;es." Supporters of the law of degn~dation would reverse 

this measure. 'Ihe;y would observe that mechanical energy h. often re .. 

garded as "a weakener of nervous energy whenever i.t gets control as in 

manufacturing towns, [ot J that great masses of people under uniform 

conditions tend to a mechanical uniformity of mind, as in agricultu1;al 

districts." So it would appear that every gain in power has been at the 

expense of man's vitality. 15 

Adams pointed out that one of .the underlying motives of science ap

pears to be a desire for unity, a desire to find on.e esse:nti,al cause, 
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Science regards the admi~slon of an act of creation as an act of ''logb 

cal suicide." A theory of "mental enfeeblement" is to be preferred ove:i;: 

such an admission. Man's need for unity "gives the degradatianist an 

artificial and .. ,unfair advantage." Convenience is a param9unt value in 

science; when choosing between a variety of figures or theorie~, the 

scientist picks the one which is most convenient. Unity's ,;;onvenience 

''is beyond question and convenience override.s morals as well as money, 

when a vast majority of minds, educated or not, are invited to live in a 

complex of anarchical energies, with only the privilege of acting as 

chief anarchists." Therefore, when faced wit;h a decision between lack 

of unity and the universal application of the second law of thermody-

namics, the mind necessarily chooses the latter .. However, although 

man's "primitive instinct" for unity forces his acceptance of the law of 

degrada,tion, this law's "fatal facility in accot,mting for Reason" is that 

feature "mo$t repulsive to instinct." 

All organisms would tend to develop nervous systems when dy
namically ill~nourished. As the Drosera is repres~nted to 
have taken to a diet of insects when it could no longer nour-. 
ish itself sufficiently as a vegetable,.,. so the vital energy 
which had developed in the exuberance of physical quantity, .• 
would turn itself, as its conditions were impoverished into 
those "connecting, or as they are technically called, associa
tion-fibres, which make nerve-currents work together as they 
could not without being thus associated." Thought then ap
pears in nature as an arrested,--in other words, .as a de
graded,--physical action. The theory is convl:lnient and con• 
venience makes law, at least in the laboratory.is 

Next Adams enlisted history to demonstrate inan' s degradijtion. 

Adams believed that modern art shQws a decline from ancient art in in· 

tensity of energy .. If the quarrel between the ancients and the moderns 

were still existent, it woulq, Adams believed, most likely. be decided in 

favor of the ancients. Also under the thousand years of religious domi-

nation, teachers ''were obliged to condemn the human race, - .. with '.!'.'ate 
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exceptions, due only to the pity of God--to eternal degradation follow-

ing the near end of the world." "Standards of excellence" have remained 

,;among the Greeks, Romans,. or the Jews" in qur universities. Artis.ts 

consider [!1.0dern life decadent. Universities, through astronomers, geo .. 

logists, and physicists, announce. the approaching .end. of the world, apd 

through their anthropologists, "the rapi~ exhaustion of the race." 

Adams believed that the physicist-historian would be forced to accept 

the view of M. Gustave le Bon who wrote·of the tendency of society to 

deteriorate·from unity to "an agglomeration of individuals without co-

hesion, still held together for a time by its tradition and institu-

tions." This individuals displayed "the surest E!ymptom of decadence" 

which is 11the general enfeeblement of characters. "17 

Now, Adams gave the physicist's final concession to the evolution-

ist, He quoted from M. Bernhard Brunhes' "Degradation.": 

From our point of view the·principle of Degradation of energy 
would prove nothing against the fact of Evolution. The pro
gressive transformation of species, the realization of more 
perfect organisms, contain nothing contra1;y to the idea of 
the constant loss of useful energy. Only the vast and grand
iose conceptions of imaginative philosophers who erect into 
an absolute principle the law of "universal progress," could · 
no longer hold against one of the most fundamental idealthat 
physics reveals to us. On the one side, therefore, the·world 
wears out; on another side the appearance on earth of living 
beings more and more elevated and,--in a slightly different 

· order of ideas,.;,-the development of civilization in a human 
society, undoubtedly give the impression of a progress and a 
gain. 

l'here.fore, Adams found that the only compromise possible is the conces-

. sion that an "impression of progress" or "gain" is achieved through '.'an 

expression of Order due to the leveling of energy; but that the impres-

sion of Order h an illusion consequent on the dissolut~on of the higher 

Order which. had supplied, by lowering its inequalities, all the useful 

energies that caused progress." '!.'The reality behind the illusion is, 
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therefor(;!, absence of the power to do useful work--or what man knows tn 

his finite· sens;l.bilities as death. "18 

Finally, Adams cited the conclusions reached by many leading socil:ll 

scient.ists and historians that society is an organism of whj.ch man 

"exists only as a passing representative •.• without rights qr functions 

except what it imposes." If society is to be reg~rrded as an organism, 

it must also be regarded as "subject to the Degradation of. Energy." So 

we find that the law of thermodynamics, "instead of being a mere con

venience in treatment, ••• is very rapidly becomin& a dogma of absolute 

. truth." At one time ''two systems of education could exist side by side 

for centuries,.:.but [now] the universe has been terriblf narrowed by 

thermodynamics •. "19 

Adams believed that the time had come when historians, to beef

fective, must find ''some common formula or figure to se:i:-ve their stu

dents as a working model for their study of the vital energies (in] ac

cord with the figures or formulas used by the department of physic .and 

mechanics. "20 A good example of such a formula may be found in Adams' 

own ''Ruh of Phase Applied to History,"written pri,.or to "A Lette:i= to 

Americap. Teachers of History" but appended by his brother, Brooks Adams 

to the end of this essay. In the ''Rule of. Phase Applied to~ History," 

Adams took Willard Gibbs Rule of fhase, a theory in physi~s that re

fined and extenc;led the second law of thermodynamics, and diecussed the 

possibility of its application to Thought, which in Adams' conception of 

the universe was merely a more diffuse form of matter similar to elec

tricity. Whereas Gibbs' Rule of Phase concerned different stages of 

equUibrium in material substances, Adams wished to discover diffen;ent 

phases in the history of Thou$ht. ';l'his same theory is also dis9ussed in 
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the Education. 

Several times in "A Letter to American Teachers of History," Adams 

alluded to the paradox of hili! cone lusions. At the end of that part of 

the essay entitled ''Problems" Adams noted the following: 

InteJlect should bear the same relation to Instinct that the 
sun bears to a gaseous nebula, and hitherto in human history 
it has asserted this relation without a doubt of its self
evident truth. The assertion has led to physical violence 
and intellectual extravagance without limit, so th;:it history 
shows man as alternately insane with his own pride of intel
lect, and shuddering with horror at its bloody consequences; 
but the remains of primitive instinct taught society that it 
could not abandon its claim to be, or to represent, a super
natural and independent energy, without, by the .same act, 
admitting and demonstrating its progressive enfeeblement of 
will. If Intellect led to such an abdication, it proved the 
universal truth of the second thermodyno!;lmic law. 

Later in "Solutions" Adams commented again on the opposition of instinct 

to science. 

The contradiction between science a.nd instinct is so radical 
that, though science should prove twenty t.imes over, by 
every method of demonstration known to it, that man is a 
thermodynamic mechanism, instinct would reject::the proof,, 
and whenever it should be convinced, i,t would have to die. 

According to Adams, science hails instinct as superior to reason, but 

instinct rejects the finding;s of science while reason upholds them. In-

tuition, opposed to the observations of science, holds that society 

Should not "abandon its claim to be, or to represent, a supernatural and 

independent energy," and that it should reject science's assertion that; 

man is a thermodynamic mechanism. Another part of the paradox is that 

man, in arriving at that position through reason at which he can recog-

nize his degradation, proves his degradation. If man's will were 

stronger, he would never recognize science's claim. Adams, according to 

his own observation, was proving his own energy was degraded by succumb-

. ing to and urg.ing his fellow historians to St).ccuinb to the arguments of 
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science and reason rather than to those of iristinct. 21 

In his earlier works we have seen that· Adams alluded to the .super

ior power of women--a power gained from instinct; this power is further 

shown, through most of the wprks discussed, to have decreased with time. 

"A Letter to American Teachers of History" allows us to seE) somewhat 

more clearly the scientific thought behind his belief in the force of 

instinct and the lack of force in reason. One should remember in this 

context the creative energy shown to be manife.sted during the height of 

the Virgin's power in the Cha;rtres and the subsequent fall of et;iergy 

during the period of the church philosophers. One should further bear 

. in mind the depiction in the Education of twentieth century society's 

lack of unity and force due to its one-,minded adherence to science and 

its refusal to recognize the power of woman and instinct. ]finally one 

should not forget the expression in the Education of the fear that woman 

herself, who had previously failed to evolve, like some primitive forms 

of 1:i.fe, was now showing signs of becoming, like man, an adherent of 

logic rather than instinct. 

In his novels, DemocraSY_ and Esther, Adams treated two female pro

tagonists; critics have understood both novels, particularly.Esther, to 

be portraying instinctual women, like those depicted in the '~rimitive 

Rights of Women;" Tahiti, and Chartres, placed in an adversely modern 

twentieth century society in which they are thwarted and frustrated. I 

hope, through my discussions of these several works of Adams', to have 

laid the·groundwork for a demonstration that these protagonists are in 

fact anti-inst;i.nctual--that they have succumbed to the degradation des

·cribed in "A Letter. to American Teachers of History," and are similar to 

the twentieth cent'Ury American woman described in the Education. 
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CHAPTER.VI 

DEMOCRACY 

Democracy, anonymously published in 1880, haEI been variously treat-

ed by critics; however, while some critics have recognized its heroine, 

Madeleine Lee, to be a·ggressive and unfeminine, none have linked her to 

the twentieth century American woman described in the Education, and 

some have even found her to be a prototype of the Virgin of Chartres. 

There are actually two qualities Madeleine Lee possessed that could 

possibly relate her to Adams' thirteenth century woman and this primi-

tive woman: these are her desire for power and her intuitive grasp of 

moral truths. The desire fqr power was a majc;,r motivation for Madelein~ 

throughout the novel, although she was not always consciously aware of 

it and this is a desire she shared with the Virgin of Chartres, the 

three .queens, and the women of ''PrimitivE;! Rights of Woman, 11 and Tah;ti, 

The Virgin of Chartres showed. her instinct for power in het overthrowa 1 

of the Trinity as the object of prime :importance in the life and worship 

of the time, and the three queens showed the.ir s in their domination of 

the~r sons and husbands and their foundation of the cµlt of courtly love 
.. 

which exalted woman and set her up as the maker of laws. In ''Primitive 

Rights of Woi;nen, 11 and Tahiti, primitive womel;l are also sh,own 1=0 have 

enjoyed a large amount of power • 

. Madelei,ne was depicted as a person attracted by power at the be-

giJ;1.ning of the, novel: 
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She wanted to see with her own eyes the action of primary 
forces; to touch with her own hand the massive !ll8ChinE;1ry of 
society; to measure with her own hand the capacity of motive 
power. 

Religion failed to offer her any insight into power ...... ''A thousand 

churches were doing thei;r best and she could see no chance .for a new 
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faith of which she was to be inspired priestess"; therefore, she turned 

to the state, and Silas P. Ratcliffe, a politician. It is interestipg 

to note that the church anc;l state were the two spheres in which Adams 

asserted that woman held sway in the thirteenth centl.lry. While in the 

thirteenth century woman's instinct for power was fulfi,.lled in both 

church and state, in Democrasy:' s twentieth century society, woman is 

thwarted in both areas. Further distinction must be drawn between the 

thirteenth centllry and prim;i.tive woman's frank enjoyment of their power 

and Madeleine's feelings of guilt over l;J.er desire for power. Havin~ 

rationalized her earlier decision to accept Ratcliffe as merely a plan 

she had devised to remove herself as a barrier between Sybil and Car-, 

rington, Madeleine came to the· guilty realization that her real reason 

was "ambition, thirst for power, restless eagerness to meddle in w):lat 

did not concern her, blind longing.to escape from the tortl,1.re of watch-

.ing other women with full liV!:!S and satisfied instincts while her own 

was hungry and. sad. "1 

The major resemblance Madeleine bears to primitive and thirteenth 

century woman may be seen in her moral sense which "is a matter of feel-

ing rather than of reason." This important quality is rendered inef;j:ec-

tual, however, by Madeleine's rejection of Ratcliffe. The nature of her 

grasp of moral truths must be derived from the plot; therefore, I will 

briefly suqunarize and comment on some of the major events of the story: 
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John Carrington,. an ide1:11istic but disillusioned friend of Madeleine's, 

had a knowledge of corruption in Ratcliffe's past and in a conversation 

in Madelein~'s presence, he pressed Ratcliffe tor a statement·about it. 

Rate: liffe ·referred to the matter as one of subordination of means to 

end. It appeared that Illinois would be ''carr:ied by the peace ·party, 

by f:raud •.. Had Illinois been lost then, ..• the Presidential election 

[would have been lost], and with it probably the Union. At any rate the 

fate· of the war was to depend o.n the result." Since Ratcliffe at that 

time was governor of the state, he tampe:1:ed with the election returns. 

That his action was approved by the people of the state was. proven, 'Rat-

cliffe believed, by the fact that he was now a senator. Ml;'s. Lee did 

not verbally express any disapproval. The author commented, 

The man who has committed a murder for his country is a pa"' 
triot and not an assassin, even when he receives a seat in 
the Senate as his share.of the plunder. ·Women c;:annot be ex
pected to go behind the motives of that patriot who saves his 
country and his election in times of revolution. 2 

The acceptance of Ratcliffe' s crime by Mrs. Lee may be related to 

the Virgin's feminine ·readiness to overlook $in in man and her "trampl-

· [ing] .on conventions," differentiating her from the rigid masculine 

Trinity which was able only to deal strict justice. Adams' Mary was a 

"power above law or above tq.e contorted mass of ignorance and obscurity 

bearin,g the name of law. '13 'l;his particular act of Rate liffe' s appeared 

instinctively to Madeleine as having a good cause and her feminine. 

nature · did not demand a strict adherence to law. 

Later Carr;i.ngton revealed to Madeleine in a letter that Ratcliffe 

had been engaged in some political corruption not for the state, but for 

his own personal enrichment. When Ratcliffe came to get her answer to. 

a proposal of marriage, Madeleine refused but begged off telling him her 
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reason. He would :r;,.ot be ·refused, so Mrs. Lee ~howed Carrin~ton 's lett;er 

to him. Ratcliffe told her that he was fo1;ced to the position ):le took 

by the interests of his party and that he did not see any of the money 

supposedly paid him as a bribe as it i,robably went into the campaign 

fund of the party, Mrs. Lee was interested because of what She saw as 

the e,cposure of the disease of politics and she was amused by a request 

made by Ratcliffe that She aid him if purifying ~olitics. She came to 

the conclusion"that he talked about virtue a:r;,.d vice as a man who is 

color-blind talks about red and green. He did not see them as she saw 

them an.d if left to choose for himself, he would have nothing to guide 

him.II Ratcliffe reminded her of his other political cri,;ne of which she 

voiced no disappi;-oval and made the com,;nent, ''In comparison to it, this 

i,s a .trifle." When pushed to an answer, .Mrs. Lee rep:).ied, 

I do not want to argue this quest ion •. Pel;'haps on my side 
there is a matter of feeling rather than of :r:·easo.n, but the 
truth is only too evident to me that I am not fitted for poli
tics •... I can do nothing sill.ier than to suppose myself compe
tent to reform anything. The idea of my purifying politics 
is absurd. · 

Ratcliffe pleaded, 

If all true men and. women were to tak,e the tone you have taken 
our government would soon perish. If you cqnsent ta share my 
career, I do not deny that you may find it less satisfying 
than I hope, but you will lead a mere death in life if you 
place .you+self like a saint on a solitary column. 

After Ratcliffe broke down ;into an impassioned plea and attempted to 

seize her hand,. Madeleine drew back "as though he were a reptile" and 

dism;i.ssed him. 4 

The "matter of feeling" Madeleine referred to in the quotation 

above r;i.ngs true; Madeleine did intuitively. grasp moral truths in a 

manner denied to Ratcliffe. This unperstanding through feeling rather 

than reason can be characterized as feminine in the manner of the Virgin 



of Chartres, but not the subsequent rejection of Ratclifh o.n these 

grounds. In speaking of Mary's mercy, Adams wrote, 

.;Everyone else·[except the saints] was cr;i.minal and men d;i,f
fered so little in degree of sin that in Mary's eyes all were 
subjects for her pity and help. 5 
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Ratcl:ifj;e definitely needed help; ~deleine herself came to that conclu-

sion when she noted that "if left to choo.se for himself, he would have 

nothing to guide him." In. reje9t:J.ng Ratcliffe, Maclele:l.ne rejected the 

feminine role·of wife and mother, the role in which she could have in-

fluenced society to the good. AdamEJ' thirteenth oentury and primitive 

·women who possessed great power were not independent or em1:1ncipated 

·women; the Virgin was a wife and mother as were the three queens and 

Arii Taimai. The thirteenth century woman's influence was wielded 

largely through her family; the Virgin sought mercy for her subjects 

through the authority of her son, .and the three queens wielded power 

through their influence over their husbands and sons. The primitive 

·women of 1!Primitive Rights of Women" and Tahiti also enjoyed their pow,e:r 

because of their role in the family--primarily that of mother. While 

the ·Dynamo and the __ Virgin are powe:i;:s at opposite poles from one another 

. --the dynamo representing the amoral ene:r.gy of the machine and the Vir-

gin the :f:ecund energy of woman--an analogy may be drawn between them 

because of their mutµal need to be harnessed to something else to create 

work or get anything done. As Ratcliffe wiarned Madeleine would probably 

lead a mere· "death in life" in the sense that she would be 'ineffectual--

her moral insight would be wasted. 

Woman's disappearance from politics and, therefore, from history,.-

was rioted in'an·interesting passage•in Democracy: 

She{Mrs. Lee] made·a·little daily task for herself of r·eadiµg 
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and of their wives when she could find that there was a trace 
of the latter's existence. 6 

This passage is reminiscent of others in the Education: 

The study of history is useful to the historian by teaching 
him his ignorance of women and the mass of this ignorance 
crushed one who is familiar enough with what are ca,lled his .. 
torical sources to rea,lize how few women have ever been 
known. 7 

Later he wrote, 

... American history mentioned hardly the name of a woman, 
while English history handled them as timidly as though they 
were a new and undesc;ribed spiacies .... 8 

S9 

Adams believed that woman should have a correcting influence in govern-

ment; therefore, he viewed the Middle iges nostalgically as a time of 

great feminine influence. In his letters he expressed a desi,re that 

women would stop what he .saw as the ever accelerating downward progress 

of modern American society. This desire is in some opposition to Made-

leine' s remarks on the vanity and ridiculousness of the idea that shia ~ 

a woman, should purify politics. In a letter to Henry James, 29th of 

May, 1913, he wrote, 

.•. I am sorry to say that men are no good. They are wretched 
imbeciles ;Ln carrying their fellows. Only women are worth 
cultivating and I am ready to hand over the universe to them 
if they want it ..•. 9 

In a letter to Margaret Chandl,er in 1905, he expressed disappointJnent in 

modern woman because of her inability· to play an active role in society: 

.•• I admit that the American woman is a failure; that she has 
held nothing together, . neither State nor Church, not Society 
nor Family. She is more of a failure when she tries a mission 
than she is when she doesn't .... The enorm6us bigness and com· 
plexity of the problem crt,1shes us all. .•. Sometimes, I admit, 
it is the man's fault. 10 

Instinctual or intuitive knowledge seems to play some part in 

Madeleine Lee's decisions and it is here, I believe, m<;>st critics go 
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awry in their treatment of her. Instinct or intuition is an attribute 

of Adams·• Virgin of Chartres; therefore, on noting Madeleine's use, at 

times, .of feeling rather than reason, the-critics leap to the conclusion 

that she is a prototype of the Virgin of Chartres, Intuition was not 

denied by Adams as an attribute of the modern American woman; it was 

still active.in her though to a lesser degree than in the woman·of the 

thirteenth century. It is this intuition still existent in modern woman 

which .creates the inertia of sex referred to in the Education which bl.ad 

prevented woman's complete evolution in the direction of logic. Adams 

did note in the Education, however, a teridemcy for the twentieth century 

American woman to abandon the old path which woqi.an had followe.d through 

the ·ages, .as a result of sex inertia or intuition, for the path imposed 

by the force of science. She was, therefore, becoming more like the 

man, and instead of opposing a mac.hine-dominated soci-ety, she was be-

-coming part of it. The abandonment of instinct or intuition, however, 

is still only incipient; it "could not be overcome without overcoming 

the race."11 Instinct had always kept woman in the role of mother and 

center of the family. If woman were to thoroughly renounce instinct, 

she would reject her place in the family also. Adams feared that in 

time woman would abandon her old role. In a conservation remembered by 

Brooks Adams, Adams' younger brother, in his preface to the Degradation 
I 

-_,2! m Democratic Dogma, Henry Adams said, 

••. The family -system is the creation of the woman .•• [and] she 
has acted as the social cement and eustained the arch o_n 

_which the socia 1 fabric has rested. And now b-ehold the woman 
has renounced her job, she is ashamed of her seK, and I know 
not how man can replace her. 12 

Brooks Adams felt that "all women under modern condi-tions ceased auto-

matically to be cohesive. "13 His brother so1,1ght to amplify the problem: 



According to Broo~s Adams, his ·brother believed that 

the. f:amily tie was weakening and that the woman was volatiliz• 
ing, •• he did believe in the superior energy of the maternal in

. stinct, but the inference was that with the Ame1;ican woman in 
espec:i;al,. precisely :l,n proportion as she increased her indepen

·dence, she diminished her weight and importance in the socia1 
scale, she dissolved into a finite atom and c·.eased to be the 
heart of the social unit. 14 
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In the Education, Adams, commenting humorously on this situation and his 

helplessness in the fac·e of it,. wrote: 

A.n elderly man, trying only to learn the·. law of social ine;r .. 
tia and the limits of social divergenc·e, c·ould not compel the 
Superintendent of the Census to ask every young woman whether 
she wanted children, he could not even reqµire of an octagen .. 
eri,an Senate the passage of a law obliging E;ivery woman, mar .. 
ri-ed or not;, to bear one baby--at the expense of the Treasury 
--before she was thirty years old, under penalty of solitary 
confinement for life •••• 16 · 

At the end of the nineteenth century, theAmerican woman had not com .. 

pletely left her 019 role; therefore, the remnant:.s of intuition in Made

leine Lee should offer no problem in my interpretiiJ.tion of her as a 

prototype of Adams' American woman described in the Education rathe1; 

than the Virgin of Chartree. In fact her inab:i,lity to r·ead her in-

stincts correctly and her inability to u.se them as a source of power for 

the ·good of society throv.gh the family quite supports my thesis. 

Other characterist:i,.cs possessed by ~deleine plainly point to the 

degradec;l twentieth century American woman of the Education. Madeleine 

Lee is a mode:i;n American woman": she "frankly avowed that she wa1:1 Ameri-

·can to the· tips of her fingers. "16 H;er name .. •Lee--has roots in both 

Northeastern and So1:1thern American history. This depiction of Mrs. Lee 

as not only Amel;ican in origin but thoroughly American in nature lends 

itself to a comparison with ~he description of American women in the 

Education. 

Madeleine Lee was. without.:fami.ly with the $1-pgle exception .. of her 
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S'ister, Sybil Ross; she had lost both a husband and a son five years 

previously. She Wa'S very ·.indepen<lent and -r·ejeeted "•the''p'ol3s:i;b{H.ff;:of o:~ 

another ·family by refusing the proposal of Silas Ratcliffe, . Madeleine:' s 

independence may also be linked with the comments on the independence 

and on the subsequent; dissolution of the family in the Educ·ation and to 

Adams' comments on women recorded by his brother, Brooks Adams, ·in the 

· "He:i;itage of Henry Adams." Madeleine's independence may be contrasted 

with the S"ituations ot the Virgin of Chartres, the three queens, and 

a_lso the pri~itive women in the ''Primitive Rights of Women" and Tahiti, 

all of whom owe their importance primarily to being mothers. 

This independence may be related causally to Madeleine's want of 

motive a:nd purpose. Madeleine is depicted as "tortured by ennui";_ she 

· has "resorted to desperate measures ••• read philosophy in the original 

German, •• plunged into philanthropy. This path seemed to lead no .. 

where. u1. 7 She is spoken of as "eating her heart out because She could 

find no object worth a sacrifice.'~8 As a result of her lack of family 

ti-es, Mr·s. "Lee had no direction in which to pour her energy. It wa:s 

simihr to the.situation discussed in the·Education: 

The ·cleverer the woman the less she denied .[her] failure. 
She was bitter at heart about it •..• The family was ext:i,.nct 
like chivalry. She had failed not only to create a new 
.society that satisfied her; but even to hold her own in the 
·old society or Church o.r State; and was left, for the most 
part, with no place but the theatre or streets to decorate • 

. She might glitter with histo:1;ical diamonds and sparkle with 
wit as brilliant as the gems ... ; but she saw no one except 
her own sex who knew enough to be worth dazzling, or was 
competent to pay her intelligent homage. She might have her 
own way, without restraint o:r f.imit, but she know not what to 
do with her-self when free. 19 

Madeleine's tendency toward intell.ectualism .is of prime .importance 

ip. a demonstration o.f her similarity to the twentieth century Am1;:1rican 

woman of the·Education and her differenc-e from the thirteenth century 
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European woman of the Chartres and the primiti,ve women of ''The Primitive 

Right: s of Womain" and Tahiti. While Si st.er M. Aquinas Really writes that 

Adams' "women are often naturally. intelligent but nevet intellectual, "20 

I am forced to ·disagree, especially when dE1a1ing with Madeleine ·Lee. 

Earl:y in the novel Adams indicated that Madeleine ''had read philosophy 

in the original German," and that she had "talk[ed] of Herbert Spencer 

for an entire even:;i.ng. "21 A little later in the novel .he wrote, 

She had read voraciously and promisct;1ously one subject after 
another. Ruskin and Taine had danced merrily through her 
mind, hand in hand with Darwin and Stuart Mill, Gustave Droz 
and Algernon Swinburne. She had even labored over the liter
ature of her own country. She was perhaps the. only woman in 
New York who knew something of American history.~2 

Her intellectualism is not as extreme as might be found in some men, 

being tempered by a tendency, at time.a, to rely on feeling rather than 

reason, but it· seems fairly evident that Adam.s saw Madeleine as quite 

intellectual .for a woman, and, in fact, too intellectual, There is a 

comment early in the book on the· :!;utility of her intellect1,1al purst;1its 

in the face of pu:i;suits more proper for a woman . 

. . . • she could not see that her t.ii:ne [spent in discussing phil,
osophy J had been better employed than when in former days she 
had passed it in flirting with a very agreeable young stock
broker; indeed, there was an evident proof to the contrary, 
for the flirtation might lead to something--had, in fact, led 
to marriage; while the philo,sophy c·ould lead to nothing, un
less it were perhaps to another evening of the sam!;l kind, 
because tnmscendental philosophers are mostly elderly men, 
usually married, and, when eniaged in business somewhat apt 
to be s:l~epy towards evening. 3 

The attitude displ,ayed· here may easily be link.ed to. Adami:!' belief that 

reason is degraded from intuition or instinct. Madeleine, in this con-

text, may be seen to be following a i;;uperior impulse in flirting with 

her husband-to-.be than in her forays into the intellectual world. 

Adams' Vi,rgin, along with the mystics of the thirteenth century, 
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distrusted reason and, therefore, philosophers of the time such as Abe-

lard. One may recall that Adams wrote of the Virgin " .•. she cared lit'" 

tle for reason or logic. She cared only fo;r her baby, a simple matter 

which any woman could do and understand. "24 

Besides being intellectual, Madeleine was introspective: she "dis-

sected her own feelings and was always wondering whether they were real 

or not; she had a habit of taking off her mental clothing, as she might 

take off a dress, and looking at it as though it belonged to someone 

else, as though sensations we:i::e manufactured like clothes,"26 Made-

leine's self-inspection may be linked with her tendency toward intel-

lectualism. In his Education, Adams spoke of his own introspection, a 

method he used to find unity which "could only be known as a motion of 

mind. u26 

Of all studies, the one he would ratheJ;" have avoided was that 
of his own mind. He knew no tragedy so p.eart-rending as in
trospection and the more because--as Mephistophles said of 
Marguerite--he was not the first. Nearly all the highest in
tellii.gence known to history had drowned itself in the reflec
tion of its own thought ...• :? 7 

In his ''Rule of Phase", Adams named the last ph1:1se of man's thought,--the 

most intellectual and degraded phase--the etheral phase. What he said 

of thought in this phase is very similar to what he said of introspec-

tion in the Education: 

Thought in terms of Ether means only Thought in termfi of it
self, or in other words? plJre Mathematics and Metaphysics, a 
stage often reached by individuals. At the utmost it could 
mean only the.subsidence of the current into an ocean of po
tential thought, of mere consciousnes1:1, which is also possible 
like static electricity. 28 

Introspection and metaphysics were linked in· the Education. where Adams. 

referred to introspection as "the metaphysical form" of pessimism. 29 

In the·description of Madeleine's introspection, the phrase, 
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"dissected her own feelings" also recalls Adams' belief that unity--

man's "idea of himself as i:l unity in a unified universe'G 0 --was highest 

in the age when woman's intuitive influence was greatest and that ~ulti-

plicity has fall.en on a degraded society in which ~n's logic has the 

control. Intuition pulls things into a synthesis c-peating an appearance 

of unity; logic is analytic and, therefore, divisive. 

Also related to Madeleine 1s intellectt,1alism is her scie-ol:ific ap-

proach to life which was ftrst re~rked · µpon at the beginning of tl;ie 

novel where .she was attracted to Rate li'f.fe:,a~-a=~m.bol---·of. power arid ·ae .. 

sires "to sound the depths of statesmanship through him.'' 

She wanted to understand this man, to turn him inside out, to 
experiment on him and use him as a young psychologist t,1ses 
ft'ogs and kittens. If there was good or pad in him, she 
meant to find the meaning. 31 · 

This pass1;1ge. is reminiscent of Adams' search in the Education for the 

.force wh:j.ch attracted society throt,1gh the ''new psychology," and Mrs. Lee 

appears much the same as Henry Adams described himself. It is not a 

flattering picture of Mrs. Lee as a woman in the context of Adams' 

thought. Adams depicted himself as the victim of modern conditions, 

thus explaining a life of thought instead of action and the attraction 

which science and reason held for him. A~ams' ideal woi;nan, the Virgin, 

did not seek power through the ant:i,-in.stinctual methods of science. 

Throughout the novel one finds numerous reniarlts on Madeleine's 

"sense of SE:llf sacrifice," a cha;racteristic str;tkingly dissimilar to the 

Virgin's life .. giving and Ufe-aff;l.rming qualitiE;!S, Ratcliffe used 

Madeleine's "feminine sense· of self-sacJ;"ifice" in order to :i,nvolve her 

irretrievably. with himself. Re attempted to involve her by asking her 

advice 01;1 the political decisions he must make. lle displayed the 
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corruption of the political world wi,th which .he had to deal· in his deci .. 

sions, therby demonstrating to her the d;i.ffict.1lty of following clear cut 

moral laws. Mrs. Lee was ~forced to ·concede to him,: that H!e ''wa·s ·more 

complicated than .[she] thought." She tried to :refuse to accept: any re-

sponsibility for Ratcliffe's decisions but Ratcliffe denied her attempt: 

Duty is duty, for you as well as for ~e. I have a right to 
the help of all pure minda. You have no right to refuse.it. 
How can you reject your own responsibility and hold me to 
m.ine. 

Ratcliffe's scheme was eminently successful at first: 

Mrs, Lee·was not to be reached by an appeal to religious sen
timent, to ambition or to affection. Any such appeal would 
have fallen flat on her ears and destroyed its own hopes. But 
she was a woman to the very last d:i;-op of her blood. She could 
not be induced to love Ratcliffe, but she might be deluded 
into sacl;'ificing herself for h:i,m. She atoned for want of de
votion to God, by devotion to man. She had a woman's natural 
t-endency towards asceticism, self-extinction, self-abnegation. 
All through life she had made painful efforts to understand 
and follow out her duty. Ratcliffe knew her weak point when 
he attacked her from this side. 32 

J.,ater when Ci'lrrington left for· a posi,ti.ori in 'Mexico, -~deleine :~ 

i.nterpreted her aister 's depress.ion a-s,:a ·sign of love:~for.~;Ca#i.t'lgto·n 

while in actuality it was largely a res\llt of fear of her inability to 

diesuade Madeleine from marrying Ratcliffe alone. Madeleine felt 

guilty believing that Carrington's love for her had preventet;i a rela-

tionship between Sybil and him. 

With a saint's capacity for self-torment, .Madeleine wielded 
the scourge over her own back until the blood came. She saw 
the ro$e fading from Sybil's cheeks and by the help of an ac
tive imagination, she discovered a hectic. look and symptoms 
of a cough •.. She became fairly morbid on the subject and 
fretted her self into a fever .•.• In fact there was much more 
reason for anxiety about her than for her anxiety 1;:lbout 
Sybil who .• ,was as healthy and comfortable a young woman as 
c·ould be shown in America .... 

Here ag~in we find a reference to Madeleine's airneticism and self-
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sacrifice, even in a situation wqich does not call for such attitudes. 33 

What Adams termed "woman's natural tendency towards asceticism, 

self-extinction, [and] self-abnegation" is not found later in his ideal 

woman, the Virgin of Chartres, whom· Adams depicted as life-giving and 

life-affirming. The Virgin rejected the ascetic art predominant in the 

later ·Middle Ages. In the art created for her at Chartres "fear is ab· 

.sent, there is no suggestion o-f pain, there is not a martyr with the 

symbol of his martyrdom. ''34 In contrast to a tendency towards self

-extinction, the Virgin attracted man partly through his "instinct of in

dividuality. 113 1;, Mary refused to remain the ''Mater Dolorosa," "prostrate 

at the foot of the cross," but instead she asserted an imperi,al nature, 

one which enjoyed the adulation of her subjects and which was angered at 

any ·sign of neglect--"she was very severe on lovers who showed willing-· 

ne$S to leave her service and take service with any other lady. "36 The 

majof attraction the Virgin held for man was felt through his "instinct 

for self-preservation. "37 Since Adams speaks of two instincts through 

which the Virgin attracted m,an--one of individuality and one of self

preservation--.it would appear that the tendencies of "asceticism, self

extinction, [and] self-abnegation" are antithetical to instinct c;,r in

tuition and may be taken, therefore, as signs of the flagging of in

stinct in the modern American woman. 

Finally, one must note Madeleine's destructive tendencies, inabil

ity to love, and self distrust as qualities widely dive;rgent from the 

ideal marked.by the Virgin. ~ybil didn't believe that Madeleine would 

"ever let herself love anyone again," and she warne_d Carrington that he 

"wouldn't Like her [Madeleine] i-f [he] married her [as] she· [had] always· 

had her owp. way [and] nevei; could learn to take [his]." She gleefully 
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added that Madeleine would make Ratcliffe' s life a ''burden." Madeleine 

agreed, in essence, with her sister. She told Carrington on hearing his 

avowal of love that he did not know how much misery [she was] saving him" 

by rejecting hi!ll as she had "no heart to give~" She told him that,.al

though .she had tried to persuade herself that she "might begin life 

again with the old hopes and feelings, •.. it [was] no use." If he mar-

ried her, he ''would destroy" himself; he ''would wake up some day and 

find the universe dust and ashes."38 

Carrington, like Madeleine, had undergone great personal losses in 

his past; he had lost two brothers--one in his arms--and had seen his 

fam;i.ly reduced to poverty as the result of the Civil War. In spite of 

these disillusionments, Carrington was still able to love Madeleine, a 

love which Madeleine was unable to return .. Realizing that Carrington 

showed strength and energy She lacked, Madeleine "felt hard and small 

before him." 

Life for life, his had been, and was now, far less bright than 
hers, yet he was her superior. He sat there a true man, carry
ing his burden calmly, quietly withou.t complaint ready to 
face the ne~t shock of life with the same endurance he had 

.shown against the rest. And he tho1,1ght her perfect! She! 
·Perfect! In her contrition she was half ready to go down at 
his feet and confess her sins; her hystericaldre~d of sor
row and suffering, her narrow sympathies, her feeble faith, 
her miserable .selfishness, he·r abject cowardice. Every nerve 

· in her body tingled with shame when she thought what a miser
able fraud she was; what mass of pretentiousness unfounded, 
of deceit ingrained. She was ready to hide h.er face in her 
hands. She was disgusted, outraged with her own image as she 
saw it contrasted with Carrington' s single word: Perfect !39 

This passage g9es far to demonstrate Madeleine and the Virgin's basic 

differences; while the Virgin is life and self-affirming, Madeleine is 

:Life-denying and self-destructive: Here, as well as in the main plot of 

the story, we find Madele.ine rejecting a suitor and an opportunity for 
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fulfillment in a family, 

Madeleine obviously hlls far below the ideal set by Adams' Virgin, 

but Syl;>il Ross, her sistE;?r, could be said to approach the Virgin in her 

characterization as an intuitive rather than intellectua 1 woman. Sybil 

was described as a "straightforward, downright, gay, sympqthetic, sh1:1 l-

low~ warm-hearted, sternly practical young woman," "not clever like 

. Madeleine." $he "never troubled herself about the impossible or un ... 

thinkable." 

She had feeli,ngs and was rather quick in her sympathies and 
sorrows ... she was equally quick in getting over them and she 
expected other people to do likewise. 

While Madeleine was introspective, Sybil, "disliked self-inspection"; 

" ... she did not under stand it and ..• her mind was a 11 feelers and amputa-

tion was death. She could no more analyze a feeling than doubt its ex~ 

istence, '' In discussing her sister's absence during a· horse ride with 

Carrington, Sybil said, 

I'm very glad she didn't come. If she had, you would have 
talked with her all the time, and I should have been left to 
amuse myself. ShE:l would have been hunti,ng for first princi
ples, and you would have been running about, trying to catch 
some for her, 

Sybil disliked her sister's interest in reason or logic because of her 

own intuitive response to life. Sybil recognized her own strength where 

Madeleine was weak: " ... I'm not clever or serious, iike Madeleine, and 

I can't read laws and hate politics, but I've more common sense than she 

has." Sypil app~ars to be more like the Virgin than Madeleine in her 

dislike of logic, to some degree in her religious faith, and in her love 

of fine clothes and furniture--her aesthetic sensil:;>ility. In one re-

spect Mal;leleine is more like the Virgin and th;3t is her desire for 

power, . Sybil appears not to ·have possessed this de sir~ to any irea!; 
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degree~ only at one point--whe'Q she appea;i:-ed to receive pleasure out of 

instructing Carrington in the way he was to approach Madeleine and make 

his declaration of love-~does it appear. However, this situation is 

very reminiscent of the roles played by the three queens in the cult of 

courtly love. 40 

In Esther, Adams' other novel, one finds a situation very similar 

to the situation in Democra.5;x· The protagoi;iist of Esther, while appear

ing in some ways more feminine, is,nevertheless, li~e Madeleine Lee in 

her tendency toward intellectualism, self-sacrifice, and self-destruc

tion, and in her refusal to occupy a position in a family. Also in 

Esther, one finds a foil to the protagonist very similar to Sybil Ross. 
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l CH.APTER VII 

ES TEER 

Esther, Adams' second and la st novel, was pub lisq.ed in 1884 under 

the penname of Francis Compton Snow.i Most critics writing on the sub~ 

ject of Esther Dudley, heroi,n.e of the novel, have made the· error of 

identifying her with Adams' Virgin of Chartres because, as they do·with 

Madeleine Lee, they make too much of her in.tuition. 

It is true that in Esthe:i; Dudley, one ;finds a more passive, artis-

tic, and less intell~ctual character than, one finds in Madeleine Lee, 

and it is further true that there appears to be a greater relianc!=! by 

Esther on intuition. First Wharton 1 the artist, noted Esther's ability 

to know t.hip.gs intuitively which must be learned by man. 

She never read a book, I believe, in her life. She picks up 
all She knows without an effort, and knows nothing well, yet 
she .seems to understand whatever ts said. Her mind is as ir-

. 2 
regular as her fa~a .••. 

Second, in Adams' thought there is a relation between artistic 

abilities and instinct, and Esther was depicted as an artistic P!=!rson. 

In the. Degradatio°; £1. .:th!, Democratic Dogma, Adams wrote of the ''faculty 

for art;i..st·ic expression" as an instinqt which man probably inherited 

from an earlier more gifted animal. "3 Furthermore, Esther, when first 

beginning to paint in the cathedral, rejected ·the ascetic style of art 

she ·wai; required to imi,tate for the portrait of St. Cecilia. 

She could not reconcile herself to draw the attentuated 
figures and haggard forms of the early martyrs merely be
cause they suited the style of church decor at ion; and she 
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could see no striking harmc;>ny of relation between these ill
looking beings and the Fifth Avenue audience to whom thel 
were s1,1pposed to have s.ome moral or sentimental meaning;. 

l04 

This r·ejection of ascetic ax-t may be related to Adams' Vir~in' s supposed 

influence on the art of the twelfth century--a century which avoided the 

severe art of the later Middle Ages. 

Before 1200, the Church seems not to have felt the need of ap
pealing habitually to terror; the promise of hope ~nd happi
ness was enough •••• A hundred years later~ every church portal 
showed Christ not as ·saviour bQt as Judge, and He presided 
over a Last Judgment at Bourges and Amiens •••• At Chartres 
Christ is identified with His Mother, the spirit of love and 
g+ace, and Hi.s Church is the Church Tr:i,.umphant .1.5 

Third, .Esther's feminine strength of will was mentioned,in several 

passages, and her ins.tinct to power was alluded to in one. The :first 

references to Esther I s strength of will j;lre found when Stephen ijazard, 

the Episcopalian minister and Esther's would-be suitor, came ~o visit 

Esther during her father's illness, He asked to be permitted to stay 

and help. Esther remarked to him, ."Do not feel alarmed about me. Women 

have more strength than men.'' On leaviµg .Hazard thought to himself, 

" ... She could give a lesson in strength to.me." After Esther's accep-

tance of Hazard as a suitor, he again felt h.er strength: ''Now when she 

. turned to him and answered his ca 11, she seemed to take ·possessi<;>n of 

him and lift him up. II Mention is made of Esther's inst:j.nct of power 

after she had won her way in the matter of the church painting; however, 

the forc;:e c;>f this comment is qualified py a remark that she did not en-

joy the responsibility that went with power. 6 

Both her strength of will and instinct of power re.late Esther to 

Adams' Virgin of Chartres, three queens, and primitive women--all women 

who are descril;>ed a.s strong and powerful. l;n the Education he wrote, 

,"The idea that (woman] was weal.< revolted all history; it was a 
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palaeontological falsehood that even an Eocene female monkey would have 

laughed at. "7 

Finally it appears that Esther rejected the church at least par .. 

tially as a result of her instinct. In a conversat:i,.on w:i,th Strop.g in 

which he asked if she were sure the church is wrong, Esthe:r: replied that 

.she was "perfectly sure" although she only felt it rather than reasoned 

it out. 8 However, many of the reasons she gave for rejecting the church 

are definitely anti·dnstinctual as we shall see when we investigiate t;his 

decisio1;1 m,ore ~losely. 

While .it would seem that Esther did share her intuitive resources 

and strength with Adams' Virgin to a greater degree than Madeleine Lee, 

t;his source of powfi,!r remained, for the most part, potential. Indeed many 

.. of Esther's actions and opinions are definitely anti·instinctual, in

cluding some that many critics regard as proof of her intuition. In my 

<>pinion, the resemblancfi:! of Esther Dudley to the modern American woman 

described in the·Education i~ much more marked. 

In Esther, as in Democracy, one finds a heroine unable, because of 

forces_within herself, to unite with a suitor and to assume a role with

in a family. While in Democracy, the conflict is found in politics, in 

Esther the conflict is centered in religion. .Esther Du4ley was aII. ag .. 

nostic, like her father and her cousin, George Strong; t;h~refore, she 

found herself unable to marry Stephen, Hazard--an Episcopalian minister. 

As I have noted before, the stages of conflict within the two novels 

correspond to the two spheres in which wo1I1,en had and then lost influence 

--the state and the church. 

Like Madele:i,.ne Lee, Esther Dudley was definitely'. :typed· in:. the,,no:vel 

as an A111erican woman. Of Esther, Wharton remarked 



She hi:lS a style of her own and I never can quite make up my 
mind whether to like it or not, I hesitate before everyth:i,.ng 
American •••• ! don't know ••• and I never met a,;,.y man who could 
tell me, whether American types are going to supplant the. old 
ones, or whether they are to come to nothing for want of 
ideas. Miss Dudley is one of the mo1;1t marked Americ~n types 
I ever saw. 9 
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Wharton 'tl!entl on to give a very interesting description of Esther's ap-

pearance: 

She has a bad fig1,1re, which she makes answer for a good one. 
She is .too slight, too thin; she looks fragile, willowy as ·the 
cheap novels call it, as though you could break her in halves 
like a switch. She dresses to suit her figure and somet·imes 
overdoes it. Her features are imperfect. Except for her 
e·ars, her voice, and her eyes which heve a sort of brown depth 
lik.e a ·trout brook, she has no very good points, 1° 

Later he sa;i.d o.f Esther's type, ."The thing is too subtle and it is not a 

grand type like what we are used to in the academies."11 The image 

given in the det;;cription of Esther's dress and figure ;i.s remin:i,.scent of 

the pass1;1.ge in the Education in which Adams wrote of the · ''monthly maga

zine-made American female [who] had not-a feature that would have been 

recognized by Adam. "12 Se~ as a force in Esther's appea:i:-ance was not 

mentioned; it would be, I believe, a quality of the "grand type" as 

depictEld perhaps in Renaissance European art as well as in Adams·• Virgin 

of Chartres, whose predecessor was Venus. 13 A little later in the same 

conv~rsation Wharton noted that Esther is also modern: 

The:i::-e is nothing medieval c;ibout her. If she belongs to any 
[world] besides the present, it is to the next world which 
artists want to see, when paganism will come again and we can 
give a div;i.nity to every waterfall. 14 

Thus we find that unlike the Virgin of Chartres, who was European and 

medieva 1, ~sther was not only American born but; American in type and, 

. furthermore,_ extremely modern, This in ,itself- indicates that Esther may 

well have more in common with the American woman described in the 
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-Education than with the Virgin of Chartres. 

Also like Madeleine, Esther was·independent. ··In··the course of"tl;le 

novel, Esther lost her father who had been the only member of her fam-

Uy, her mother havi.ng died with Esther was young. Afterwards, she re-

fused matches with bot;;h Stephen Ha~ard and George Strong. . I believe 

Esther's freedQm from ties with o.ther people is alluded tq in the pas .. 

sage-in which Wharton compared her to a yacht: 

Miss Dudley :l,nterests me. I want to know what she can make of 
life. She gives one the idea of a lightly-sparred yacht in 
mid-ocean, unexpected, you ask yourself what the devil she is 
doing there. She sails gayly along, though there is no land 
in sight and plenty of rough weather coming. 16 

This quc;>tation may be compared with an exerpt from Adams' Education 

describing the emancipated American woman, as they both seem to empha-

. dze instability and rootlessness. 

The woman.has been set freEl--Vc;>latilized like-Clerk.Maxwell's 
perfect gas; almost broµght to the point of explosion like 
steam •••• These swarms [of women] were ephemeral like clouds 
of butterflies in season blown away and lost, while the re
productive Sources are hidden.:i. 6 

Esther's name may also have a .symbolic application here; it was taken 

.from a character in Hawthorne's story of the s1;1me nt:\me and the main re-

lation between the characters appears to be that they are both American 

spinsters independent of family ties.:i. 7 Both characters may therefore 

be c·ontrasted with the Biblica 1 Esther who found her major :i::ole as a 

wife. Esther's independence must be c·ontrasted with the situations of 

both Adams' medieval women and his primitive women. Ever since h_i s 

first e.ssay on the primitive woman, Adam$ had put special emphasis on 

woman's role as a mother within a family; therefc;,re, the mere inability 

-of Esthe:i:: to assume a role within a family would imply a diminished im-

portance as a woll\an. 
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Esther's ind1:1pendence may be related causally to the want of mQtive 

and purpose chal;'acterizing both her and Madeleine !lee. 

She [Esther] c;omplained to Wharton of her feminine want of 
motive in life. 'I wished I earned my livin§····You don't 
know what it is to work without an object. ' 1 

Both• Esther and Madeleine Lee,. as a rest,1lt of their lc1ck of f13mily ties, 

had no direction in which to pour their energies. This is very similar 

to the situation of the American woman described in the Education: 

The cl~verer the woman the less she denied[her] failure~ 
She was bitter at heart about it •.•• The family was extinct, 
like ·chivalry. She had failed not only to create a new soc .. 
iety that satisfied her; but even to hold her own in the old 
society of Church c1nd State; c1nd was left, for the most part, 
with no plac·e but the theatre or streets to decorate. 19 

Being wHho'l,lt p'l,lrpose,both Madeleine Lee and Esthe:r Dudley came to 

despise themselves. Esther's degrading of herself is very similar to 

Madeleine Lee's and implies some flagging of instinct. A major instance 

may be found after Esther heard Hazard's vows of love; she replied, "You 

do not know me! You must not love me! I shall never satisfy you!" 

More·obvious is the passage in the last scene when Esther told Hazard, 

" .•• I despise and loathe myself."20 

One way in which Esther failed to conform to the Virgin's qualities 

even to a greater degr:ee than noted in Mrs. Lee lies in. the case of her 

faltering will. The romance between Esther and Hazard fir st began when 

Hazard suggesteg to Esther that she paint a portrait of patherine : . 

Btooke, .a charge of Esther's aunt, While she was painting the picture, 

Hazard auumed the role of her advisor. Adams commented, 

Esther, like most women, was timid, and wanted to be t·old when 
she could be bold with p.er feet safety, while Hazard's grasp 
of all subjects though feminine in appearance, was masculine 
and persistent in reality, To be steadily strong was not in 
Esther's nature.. She was audacious only by starts, and re
coiled from her mm audacity. Before long, Hazard began to 
dominate her will. 21 
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Referrins this description of Esther and "most women" to the portraits 

of the Virgin of Chartres, the three queens, and the primitive women, 

.one finds obvious diff.erences, In his ,Chartres~ Ad1:1ms d:i.d use masculine 

in the sensei of strong, but he alsq de.scribed the French women and con-

sequently the Vit'gin and the three queens as masculine in this sense • 

. • ,.Certain it is that the French woman-of the Middle Ages, 
from very eaily times, has shown qualities peculiar to her 
self, and the French woman of the Middle Ages was a masc'Qline 
character. 22 · 

Later when Esther refused to paint Catherine 011, the church ceiling 

in the prevailiJ:J.g ascetic style, Hazard agreed with· her and permitted 

her to p,;1int Catherine in the manner she preferred. Soon afterward, 

however, there is another co,;nment made on Esther's timidity as oppos"3d 

to her strength of will. 

E_sther liked to have h.er own way. She had the instinct of 
·power, but not the love of responsibility, and now that she 
found hersdf allowed te> violate Wharton's orders and derange 
her plans, she 1:>ecame alarmed, asked no more favors, stuck 
clo.sdy to her work, .and kept Catherine alwaye at hei- side. 23 

Esther shared the instinet of power with the Virgin, the three queens, 

. a_nd the primitive women, but the latter were not tfOl.lbled· l?y what ap-

pears as f:ear of this power. They wished for the power and when they 

-obtained it, they enjoyed it. 

In placing Esther within · the context of Adams' thought, one cannot 

ignore Esther's turn to an overly abstract or spiritualized view of life 

after her fathe;r 's death and her definite vetbal :i::ejection · of instinct • 

. Since the crux of the novel rests on Esther's rejection of Stephen 

llazard, it is necessary, first of all, to discern wha.t Hazard repre-

sents. 

Our first view of liazard is during his opening sermon at St. 

John's. His ·sermon has a striking correspondence to on19 of the major 
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themes of AdcllliS' work--the problem of unity. J:Iazar~ contended that "all 

being and all thought rises by slow gradation to God" an,d that every

thing--great wot;ks of art~ metaphysics, cr:f,.me, virtue, atheism, and 

materialism--''were all emanations of divine thought •1124 The church, 

Hazard believed, unlike science, is able tp strike through the mystery 

of the µniverse to find that the starting point, the "I Aw.", . "is not 

human but divine."2 e;; This sermon, along with a comment made by the 

author on Hazard's thirteepth century ideas, links Hazard with the 

church philosophers of the Middle Ages, notabl~ Thomas Aquinas. ·Aqui

nas·• philosophy, as presented by Adams in the Chartres, held "that ev<;!ry 

individual, animal, vegetable, or mineral--was a special divine act. "2P 

Later Adams noted that Aquinas excluded "every possible preceding, 

secondary, or subsequent cause" and that he believed that "the whole 

universe is, so to speak, a simple emanation from God. "217 

George Strong, Esther's cousin, is another important male figure. 

Esther ·respected his thought and looked to him for advice, but he· lacked 

the attraction Hazard had for Esther. It is well to note that while 

Esther was emotionally or intuitively drawn toward Hazard and intellec

tually opposed .to him, this situation is reversed in her attitude toward 

St:ron$, While Hazard may be linked witl:l the medieval. philosophers, 

Strong aeems to'represent the modern .American male to.Adams. As a geo-

.logist, he looked to science rather than to the C:hurch for answers. He 

pl,i:iced great importance Qn the value of abstract thought as one sees in 

his discussion with Esther on the poss.io.ili.ty 6f .. life a'fter 'death, wnibh 

I will discuss hereafter. Until the end of the novel, he had never 

shown much interest in Esther or in any other woman, . so far as one can 

detect, except, perhaps, for a mild flirtation with Catherine ;Brooke. 
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When Esthe+' s aunt and father discussed t;he pqssibility of a marriage 

between Esther and Strong, Mr. Dudley i-einarked, "r. own that on his wed

" 
·ding day he would probably be in Dakota flirting with the bo:nes of a 

. fossil monkey. ''29 Strong, himself, said to Ha?:ard, 

'Esther always told me that I had nothigg but chalk and 
plateglass in my mind and could never love or be loved. We 
have discussed it a good deal. She says I am like an old 
glove ·that will not cling. ' 29 

Strong's adherence to the science of geal-o~y instead Qf to a woman is 

.relevant, I believe, to Adams' description in the Education of the typi-

cal American male and his disregard .of the female in ;favor of the mach-

ine . 

. . • the [American] man .•. had turned his mind a.nd hand to mech-
anics. The typical American man had his hand o.n a lever and 
his eye ·on a (:mrve in his road; his living depended on keep
ing up an average speed .of forth miles an hour, tending always 
t·<;> become sixty, eighty, .o:t a hund:red, and he could not admit 
emotions o.r anxieties or subconscious distractions, more than 
he cou:ld admit whiskey or drugs, without breaking his neck. 
He c·ould not run h.is machine and a woman t;oo; he must leave 
her, even though his wife, to find her own way, and a 11 the 
world saw h.er trying t·o find her way by imitating him.ao · 

Of .course, in the context of the thought expressed in the· Education, the 

·Chartres, and the· ''Letter to American Teachers of. History," Hazard's 

position as a scientist alone makes him modern--primitive and medieval 

man having relied more an, instinct and intuition as oppoE;ed to the 

modetn trend toward logic and science. 

One may see·Esther as a novel in which the heroine is pulled in-

.tellectually in one direction and intuitively in another, ending in a 

stalemate •. The first turn Esther took after her father's death appeared 

to be toward Hazard, but it may be later discerned that the mysticism 

apparently shared by Esther and Hazard was carried by Esther to a logi-

cal extreme unanticipated by Hazard. Adams co111mented on Esther's 
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mystical tendencies, thus: 'Most women are more or less mystic;:al by 

nature·and Est;her ha4 a vein of mysticism running through a practical 

mind. ''31 A~ter her :j:'athet 's death "nothing seemed tea\ except the 

ini.ag:i,nation and nothin~ true but th(;! spiritual"; her only visitor out.

sider her family was Hazard, 111;1 mystic of the purest water" who talked 

with her of the "purity of the soul, the victory of spirit over matter 

and the peace of the mind. '132 This E:Xtreme\y spiritualized asp.ect of 

Esther's charact:er is somewhat antith(;ltical to the Virgin and the forces 

of instinct. In the Chartr-es, Adams wrote, ''Neither of the two Marys 

was mystica.l, in a modern ·.sense. "33 One sho1,1ld bear in mind that in the 

Degradation .9! lli Democra.tic Dogma; Adams discove:i;ed instinct to be a 

much stronger e.mbodiment of will than intelligence ·which he believed de

graded. Furthermore, Adams theorized that the lower forms of life, 

which certainly did not hold a spiritualized view of ~ife or a distaste 

for reality, were SUJ;>erioJ;" to man because of their stronger will. Since 

ttie physical instincts toward maternity and surviv1;1l were held by Adams 

to be proof of an undegraded will, the previous passages surely intimate 

that Esther, here, w.a·s not:~f6t1owing the dictates of'heT"ina.t:'inct. 

After Esther accepted Hazard as a suitor, she cho1e to ignore his 

profession for a.li!hort time. Soon? however, she became anxious fo:r 

theit relationship because of her antipathy toward the church. At first 

she attributed this dislike to jealousy: she disliked sharing Hazard 

with his c·ongregation. Also, it seems, the congretation had qualms 

about shaJ;ing him with her. After Esther battled with. theolo~y, how'." 

ever, it soon became apparent that the reasoµ for her unwillingness to 

accept the church lay deeper,- in her inability to believe. Eventually 

she broke off with Hazard and fhd to Niagara with her Uncle W:i,.lliijm, r 
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Aunt · Sarah Murphy, and Catherine Brooke, 34 

It be.came· even more 1;1pparent during the jour1;1ey that while Esther 

rationally believed that she must refuse Hazard, emotionally and in

stinctively she·was drawn .to him. The small lights she saw in the farm 

windaws brought to her m:l.nd ''a pi;ct-q.re of peace ·and hope." The roofs 

above these lights ''might shelter some realized romance, some contented 

·love." Thinking on this, she came to this conclusion: 

In so dark and dreary a world, what a mad act it was to fly 
from .the only happiness lih offered! What l:l strange idea to 
seek safety by refusing the only protection worth having! 
Love was a.ll in all! Esther had never before felt herself so 
helpless as in the face of this outer darkness and if her lover 
had now been there to claim her, she would have dropped into 
his arms as unresistingly as a tired child.as 

Soon after arriving at Niagara, Esther found herself drawn to the 

waterfall. 

She fell in love with the cataract and turned to it as a con ... 
fidant, not because of its beauty or power, but because it 
seemed to tell her a story which she longed to understand. 
'If he could only hear it as I do,' and of course 'he' was 

Mr. Hazard; 'how he would feel it!' She felt tears roll down 
her :1;:aee as she listened to the voice of the waters and knew 
that they were telling her a different secret from any that 
Hazard c·ould ever hear. 'He wil 1 think it is the church 
talking! ,a(S · 

The ·waterfall symbolized ''eternity, infinity and omnipotence" to her and 

in face of it her troubles seemed trivial.37 Adams was fond of symbols 

of infinity; sever1;1l such symbols of infinity are noted .in the Educ·ation 

in the chapter entitled, "The Dynamo and the Virgin." Adams posed the 

:dynamo as a symbol of infinite 1;>ower in modern Amel;'ica and the Virgin as 

a symbol of the same in medieval Eu.rope, and before her Adams suppose<;l 

that Aphrodite and Venus were the symbols in ancient Greece and Rome, 

Some critics would have it that Esthel:' 1 S attraction to the Niagara was 

a l;'esult of the promptings of her instinct; I would disagree. The 
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problem at hand is to decide which of the .symbols .. -.the dynalll,o or the 

Virg.in, Venus, .and Aphrodite .. ·-is the Niagara most ;i;elated to, According 

to Adams, man was clrawn to the Virgin and the goddesses throt.1gh his in-

.stinct; his attraction to the dynamo h a result of his tendency aw!3,y 

from inst:j..nct and toward logic and science . 

. StJ;"ong and Wha.rtpn .soon a:rr·ived arid one fincls .in a :cot).ve·rsa.t:.ion ·.in-

valving them, Esther, and C;;itherine that Esthet felt t.he Nia.ga,ra wa.s a 

masculine deity. 

It is not a woman! It is a man!, •• No woman ever had a voice 
like that! She felt liurt that her catat'act should be treated 
as a self-conscious woman. 38 

This exerpt would link the fall with the dynamo as the dynamo symbolizes 

the masculine energy of the twentieth century as opposed to the feminine 

power of the thirteenth. Also the waterfall may be related to the dy• 

namo through its amoral and impersonal quality. If this relation of the 

·dynamo and the waterfall h9lds true, one could assert that Esther 

through her attraction to the water;fall showed herself to be degraded--

separated from the power of will embodied in instinct. 

Another attraction that should show Esther's degradation is her at~ 

traction, to abstract thought. When Strong told Esther that while he 

didn't believe conventionally in a life after death~ he did believe that 

'~f par minds could get hold of one abstract truth, they would be im-

· mortal al:i far as that truth is concerned. 11 Esther reinterpreted his 

remark in light of her own attraction to the waterfall: 

Does yout' idea mean that the next world is a sort of great 
reservoir of truth, and that what is true in us just sort of 
pours into it like raindrops?40 

Here one finds a belief in the ultimate nature of thought--a belief in 

opposition to Adams' theory that thought is the degraded end of 
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instinct, Since the thirteenth century was one influenced by instinct 

and the twentieth century is one which is influeri.ced by logic and 

science, these sentiments must be construed as modern as consequently 

degq1ded. 

The clima~ of the novel comes with the reappearance of Hazard. l 

will now summarize briefly and comment: 

Soqn aftei appearing at Niagara 1 he attempted to reassume h.is reli!;l .. 

tionship with Esther, but Esther remained adamant. He then went to the 

source of their p:roblem--Esther's lack of faith. He pointed out that 

through atheism one loses all and gains nothing, 

At last bqth they [the atheists] and I come back to a confes
sion of ignorance; the only difference between vs is that my 
ignorance is joined with a faith and hope. 

Esther was unable to cope with this argument Find resorted to a common .. 

place: "But you make me say every Su:qdiay that I believe in things I 

don't believe at all." Hazard noted that his church made large "allow-

ances for difference" and that there must be "common ground between 

them." He pushed her to agree to return to him; eventually, Esther be-

came angry and ''less anxious to spare his pride becau~e he claimed 

.credit for respecting hers," and she confessed to a "feeling of hostil

ity" toward his church, and a feel:i.-ng that he was "a priest in a Fagan 

temple, centuries apart from [her]." This l;'emark troubl~d Hazard's 

composure somewhat but he proposed to her that ''mere ceremonies n,eed not 

stand in [her J way" and that "she could disregard them and feel the 

truths behind." Now Esther struck deeper, answering that "the. cere-

monies are picturesque and ... easy to get used to ... , b~t [thF1t] the doc .. 

trines are more Pagan tp.an the ceremonies." Hazard became grave and 

asked if sh,e meant "to separate herself from all communion." Esther 
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If you will create a new [church] that shall pe rea Uy spirit
ual and not cry: 'fle~h--flesh--flesh' at every corner, I 
wili gladly join it 1 and give my whole li:l;e to you c;1nd it~ 

.. After Hazard plel',lded that the church has always satisfi.ed "the purest 

and most spiritual of souls, Esther continued, 

.•. I can see nothing spiritual about the church. It is all 
person.al and selfish. What difference does it make to me 
whether I worship one person or three persons or three hun00 

dred or three thousand. · I don't understand how you worship 
any person at all. 

She asked Hazard if· he ''really believe[d] in the resurrection of the 

body," He answered in the affirmative to which she replied, 

To me it is a shocking idea. I de.spise and loathe myself qn,d 
yet you thrust self at me from eve:ty corner of the church as 
though I loved and admired it. All religion does noth~ng but 
pursue me with self even into the ne.xt world.· 

Hazard was vis:i,bly upset and asked, 

Can you, without feeling still more shocked, think of a future 
existence where you will not meet once more father or mother, 
husband or children? Surely the ni:ltural instincts [italics 
mine] of your sex must save you fro~ such a c:teed. 

Esther, blushing, replied, 

Why must the church always appeal to my weakness and never to 
my strength! I ask for spiritual life and you send me back 
to my flesh and blood as though I were a tigress you were 
sending to her cubs. 
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Strong entered and Hazard, believing erroneously·that he had attempted 

tc;:> upset his romance with Esther, told her tha{ she "would. never find 

happiness the.re." Then, after a short speech of farewell, he left. 41 

That Esther had no love for the church or theoiogy would not auto-

matica Uy debar her from a si~ilarity to Adams' ViJ:"gin as the Virgin was 

not orthodox and disliked theology and theologians, but her reasons for 

disliking the church, are completely anti-instinctual. According to 
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Adams, the modern·church no longer has the warmth and strength that the 

Virgin gave the church in the twelfth ijnd thirteenth centuries. 
. . 

Most persons of a deeply ;religious nature would tell you em
phatically that ni,ne churches out of ten actually were dead
born, afte;r the thirteenth century, and that church architec
ture became a pure matter of mechanism and mathematics. 42 

Indeed the church philosophers such as Aquinas, whose philosophy seems 

to correspond closely with that of Hazard's we;re,d~picted' l;>y'A'.dams· as 

fallen from the pinnacle represente9 by the Virgin. 43 'therefore, it is 

possible that Esther's intuition could be prompting her to clislike the 

church as witnessed, perhaps, when she answered Strong's quest:t.on as to 

whether or not she was sure Hazard was wrong: ·~erfectly sure! ••. ! 

can't reason it out, but I feel it.'144 However, if her instinct did in-

deed prompt her to reject the church~ she read the wrong reasons into it 

due, perhaps, to her situation as a "degraded," modern American woman. 

Esther spoke of loathing and despising her self--her individuality, 

yet Adams wrote of an "instinct of individuality" through which the Vir

gin appealed to medieval man. 46 · Esther rejected the belief in a physi-

cal existence after death, yet the major reason for the Virgin's appeal 

to man lay in man's "instinct of self-preservation. "46 By allowing 

Science to persuade her that there is not a personal God who has created 

man, Esther demonstrated that she possessed a degracled will, as accoJ:"d-

ing to a paradox expressed in the essay, "A Letter to Amer:j,.can l'eachers 

of Histofy," if man were not: degraded, if his will were.st'l:'onger he 

would nevet recognize science's claim that man was not derived from a 

supernatural source . 

• . . the ;remains of primitive instinct tat,1ght society that it 
could not abandon its claim to be, or to represent, a super
natural apd independent energy, without, by the same act, ad
mitting c;tnd demonstrating its progressive enfeeblement of wiH. 



If Intellect led to such an abdication, it proved the l.lniver
sal truth .of the second thermodynamic law.4r 7 
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The clearest sign of Esther's ''d.egradat:i,.on", however, lies in her 

repudiation Qf her instincts, a rejection which shows her to be a polar 

opposite of the Virg:i,.n whose power was derived f!.'om these same in ... 

stincts. It seems to me that my entire argument receives :i,.ts greatest 

impetus from the l;i.nes in which Hazard pleaded with Esther to listen to 

the dictates of her "natural instincts," and Esther descried the 

chl.lrch's attempt to· 11appeal to [her] weaknestil,".in·.other words~ her 

"natural instinct" of love of her own "flesh and blood." However, in 

the Edl.lcation ,Adams had noted that wo111an' s strength had always been 

centered around "the cradle and family, "48 What Esther considered her 

lesser sdf--her "instincts of individuality" and "self preservation" as 

well as love of "flesh and blood," Adams would come to regard as signs 

of undiminished will while its opppsite, abstract thought or reason, 

would become a sign of man's degradation. 

FinaHythe rejection of Ha2;ard would represent a rejection .of 

thirteenth cent\,\ry ideas-.. ideas influenced to a greater degree by in .. 

stinct than modern ideas, as well as a rejection of an opportunity to 

fulfill a position within aJfamily--the proper place for the expression 
( 

of womanly instincts. The medieval philosophers, especially Thomas 

Aquinas, in their search for unity strove to create a philosophy em-

bodying and accounting for all aspects of existence; Aquinas even came 

perilously close to pantheism. Unlike Esther, Aquinas found room for 

both flesh and spirit in his philosophy, denying neither. . In the 

. ghartres, Adams commented, 

The hive of Saint Thomas sheltered God and man, mind and.mat
ter, the universe and the atom, the one and the multiple with
in the walls of an harmonious home. 49 
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While it is obvious in the Chartres that the philosophers,fail pecause 

. the tool which they used ip. their search for unity was logic t"ather than 

instinct, their thought was presented as less degrad~d than that of con

temporary times--;Lt was ;religious in nature and it respected the Virgin. 

Esther, it would seem, rejected Hazard's thought not because her intu:L

ti,on told her that the thirteenth century philosophy attempted to find 

with logic what could only be fot,1.nd throµgh intuition, bµt because her 

thought had been influenced by modern thought which is immensely further 

degraded. Although Hazard was a mystic, his mysticism, unlike Esther's, 

apparently respected the flesh and man's instincts; evidently, when they 

shared theit' ideas on mysticism, Hazard failed to realize the extreme to 

which Esther carried her beliefs. 

The emotions and instincts which Esther had repudiated show them

selves present;, though weak, in the last; sequence of the novel. After 

Hazard had gone, Strong, highly appreciative of Esther's str~ggle with 

Hazard, proposed marriage to her; she t'·efused saying, "But George, I 

don't love you, I love him." Tht,1.S the novel ends in a staleqi.ate with 

Esther ,.mal;>le to move eith,er in the directions indicated by intuition 

or reason. 60 

Esther failed to act in the manner of the Virgin in the Chartres. 

Although Adams' Virgin was not orthodox in her beliefs, she assumed the 

role due her as mother of Christ, used her power to sway the Trinity to 

temper justice with mercy, ap.d remade the church to pleaee herself. 

There appears t;o be a mutual rejection between the church and state and 

the modern woman in Adams' works. ·After the· thirteenth century w,;:,man 

continued progressively to lose power in the church and the state •. In 

the Education and the Chartres, it seems that this situation is caused 
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by the masculine elemep.t.in the society, for the most part; in the 

novels, however, women~ when offered a position that could lead to power 

_in one of their old spheres of influence, refused them. It would seem 

that the answer ta this problem lies in the chapteX' ''Vi,1;1 Inertia" of 

t;:he Education where Adams intimated that under the debilat:ing modern 

conditions, woman, herself, may have a tendency t;:o leave the path of 

inertia imposed by instinct for a n~w way of life and thought dictated 

by scllence. If women totally abandoned their instincts, it woulli mean 

the-end of mankind l!!i.nce instinct underlies mating and childrearing. 51 

Though both 11Bdelei,ne Lee and Esther Dudley may have h~d some remnants 

of instinct, it would appear that they had abandoned it to such a degree 

that if their behaviour were universal, it would mean the end of the 

race since they refused to accept mates either for the purpose of sexual 

union or the purpose of social power in church or state. 

Catherine Brooke seems to play a role of foil to the heroine in a 

manner similar to that played by Sybil Ross in Democracy: just as Sybil 

appeared to approach the feminine ideal of the Virgin to a greater de· 

gree than the major heroine, so does Catherine. Adams depicted Cather• 

ine as drawn to Esther "as the extremest contrast to her self. "5 :z She is 

described as "simple-minded" as opposed to Esther who is thought of by 

Wharton as "clever. 111?3 J:f this indicates that Esther is more intellec

tual than Catherine, Catherine's simplicity would link her more closely 

with Adams' Virgin--an instinctual rather than intellectual woman. · How

ever, a little later it is noted that she learns quickly and easily, one 

might say intuitively. 54 Catherine's response tp art, her definite 

opinions on the nature of feminine beauty, and her commonsense approach 

to sj.tuations offer yet greater ins;i.ght s i11to their di:f!ferences. 
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There are several allusiQns to Catherine's response to art. On 

seeing one of Wharton's pictures she e~~laimed, ''Why do~s he make it so 

dark and dismal. "55 And on being asked by Wharton if she thought "it 

wo\lld be improved by bej.ng lighter," she "pleaded guilty to this 

heresy."56 When she was to be a model fc,,:i:; Esther's portr,git. on the 

ceiling of St, Jame's Cathedral, she refused to be painted in the pre-

vailingly severe style being used and was perhaps even more adamant t.han 

Esther in her dislike of the style. 57 It should be remembered th1;1.t in 

the art of that period of time in which woman's influence was greatest, 

pain as weH as fear was absent; therefore, Catherine's rejection of 

severe art links her with Adams' Virgin. 5a 

Later when told by Wharton that she wo1,tld lose her charm in New 

York because she would "become self-consci,ous and self ... consciousness is 

worse than ugliness," Catherine refused to accept his premise. She re-

plied, 

.Nonsense! ..• I know more art than you, if that is your notion, 
Do yoµ suppose girls are so savage in Denver as not to know 
when they are pretty? Why the birds are self-conscious! So 
are horses! So are antelopes! I have seen them often show
ing off their beauties, like New York women~ and they are 
never so pretty as then. 5 ~ 

When stand;i.ng at th.e Nia!?jara with ~sther, George Strong, and Wharton, 

Catherine differed from Esther in seeing the waterfall as a self-con-

scious woman i,nstead of iiJ.S a male deity. Whi,le this passage was partly 

written af:I merely a characte.rization device; it also offers a direct; 

contrast tQ Esther's assertion that the fall is masculine. 

'The fall is a woman, and she is as self-conscious this morn
ing as if she were at church. Look at the coquetry of the 
pret~y curve where the water falls over, and the lace of the 
skirt where it breaks ;i.nto foam! Only a woinan could do that 
and look so pretty when she might just as easily be hideous, 60 
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These p~ssages attest to a quality in Catherine which corresponds well 

to t;he aesthetic nature of · the Virgin who required color, light ,;1nd 

space in her surroundings and who inspired the creation of the giant 

rose which Adams represented as a jewel worn on "the breast of her 

church which symbolized herself. "61 Catherine also closer J;'esembles 

Adams' Virgin in her role as the inspirer of art than Esther in her role 

as a creator of art. 

The story of Laura and Petrarch is brought up in several places 

throughout the novel. Catherine, who was most fascinated by this story, 

connived to have herself and Wharton painted {:lS the pair op the ceiling 

of the church. 62 She had been introduced by Strong to novels and sub.

sequent ly every aspect of life seemed romantic. 63 While this episode 

seems in part a satire on contemporary literature, it is also remini

scent of the situation of the women of the twelfth and thirteenth cen

turies who were entertained by the romantic literature of men who ideal

ized them and wrote about them as Petrarch later did of L.aura. 

Wharton, who loved Catherine, was described by Adams as a man who 

"felt rather than talked. "6 '* It is through Wharton that one finds the 

most telling insights into the character of Esther; of Catherine, he de

clared that "she stooped nearer nature than any woman he knew and that 

she was in sympathy with his highest emotions."65 The reappearance of 

Wharton's wife, coarse and ruined from drink, caused an inseparable gap 

between the two lovers so that the analogy between them and Laura and 

PetJ;'arch becomes even more evident. 66 

When Esther turned after her father's death to mysticism or. rather 

to a cherishing of the.ideal or abstract over the real, Catherine came 

forward as her opposite because of her practical l:lppr9ach to life. It 
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is pat"t of her femininity that she wss abl~: to Juxtapose. both r-omahtt~:r 

and practical tendencies in her character. For instance, Catherine 

t"idiculed Esther's jeialousy of Hazard, her di,slike of sharing him with 

his congregation: 

I might as well be jealous •.. of the people who look at ~. 
Wharton's pictures OJ;' read ];>etrarah' s sonnets in my sweet 
translation. Did yo4 ever hear that Laura found fault with 
Petrarch, or if she did 1 that any one believed she was in 
earnest? · 

When Esther countet"ed that since Hazard .believed in his church more than 

in her and since she can't believe in it, he must·give her up, Catherine 

offered the analogy of Esther's relatives, the Murrays: Mr. Murray was 

a lawyer and Mrs. Murray didn't trouble herself with his perfor.manGe at 

court. Lat~r when Esther complained that she was "not fit £or him"--a 

statement typical of the self-degradation both she and Madeleine Lee ~n

dulgedin, Catherine replied with good sense,·"Where do you expect the 

poor man to get a wife, if all of us say we are not fit for him?'~ 7 

When Esther was delving into theology, Catherine was unable to take 

the situation too seriously. One of her answers to Esther's theological 

queri,es revealed a mingling of romantic, practical, and humorous ele-

ments in her character. Catherine told Strong of the incident: 

She as~ed me today what was my idea of heaven, and I said it 
was reading novels in church. She seemed to think this a 
rich bonanza of a joke and laughed herself into hysterics, 

.but I was as serious as Mr. Wharton's apostles. 68 

After Esther's dismissal of Hazard before the trip t;o Niagara, 

Catherine was described as pQssessing coolnElSS although she had been 

somewhat 11\0ved by the pt"evious scene. She was glad to be made useful in 

a practical rilanner by helping to remove Esther to Niagara. 

She was tired of the long strain on. her sympathies and feel
ings, ... and was glad to be made useful in a way that pl,ease<;l 
her ptactica~ mind. 69 
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The best e~ample of her feminine practieality as opposed to ma$cu-

line idealism is found in her last scene with Wharton. Catherine was 

taiking to Wharton about Esther and her forthcoming trip to Jj:urope. 

Wharton suggested that she visit Petrarc):i's house and think of him and 

of his sadness. Catherine replied, ''No, I will not go there to be sad. 

Sadness is made ·only for poetry or paintipg. It is your affair;._no.t·. 

mine. I mean to be gay." After Wharton suggested that she would "one 

day learn to give up •.. her own life and fallow an ideal," Catherine com-

mented on his willingness to give up the concrete for the abstract or 

ideal: 

Men are always making themselves :i,.nta ideals and expecting 
women·:to follow them •••. You are all selfish. Tell me honest .. 
ly, would you not sell yourself and me and all New York, l;ke 
;Faust in the opera if you could paint one pictu.re like Titian. 

Wharton replied he would on Faust's conditions that "~fever the devil 

or anyone·else ••• can get me to say to the pl;:lssing mom~nt, 'stay.thou art 

so fair,' he can have me fo:i:: n,othing· because by~ that time. his soul would 

be worth n<:>thing." Cather;i.ne tauntingly poked at the implicat:i,.ons of 

this philosophy. 

Then that is the bargain you offer us women. You want us to 
take you, and then you tell us that if we do amuse yo1,1, it 
will be because you are no longer worth taking. 70 

Practicality was one of t):ie attributes of the thirteenth century 

woman. While. she inspired the men of that period to wtite romantic 

literature ·1;1nd was herself entertained apd flattered by: it she remained 

practical, nevertheless. Adams wrote of it in the Chartres, 

Man's business was t;o fight or hunt or feast or make love. 
The man was also the trav.elling partner in commerce commonly 
absent from hoiµe for months together, while the woman carried 
on the b1,1siness. . The woman rul~d the household and the work-

. shop; cared for the economy; s1,1pplied the intelligence anc;l 
. dictated the taste. 



.. 
Adams' three queens also had a very practicai i-eason in forming -their 

school of courteous love: 

Eleanor and her daughter Mary arid her granddaughter·Blanche 
knew as well as Saint Bernard did~ or Saint Francis, what a 
brute the· emancipated man. could be; and as though they saw 
the society of the.si~teenth and eighteenth centuries, they 
used every terror they could invent, as well as every tender
neu they could invol<e, to tame the beasts around them. 71 
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The Virgin, herself, was characterized by Adams as eminently prac~ 

tied as opposed to the Trinity •. The Trinity in its pseud9;_perf.ection 

demanded something akin to perfection on the part of man;. Mary, being 

both a human and practical woman, saw that such standards in regard to 

man were ridiculous and put the blame for man's misdoings more appro-

priately on his creator. This situation t'eflect s the Virgin's feminine 

·reliance on the concrete or real as opposed to the Trinity's masculine 

tendency to seek the abstract and ideal. 72 

The relationship of Catherine and Wharton provided a foil to the 

relationship of Esther and Hazard. While it is obvious that there was a 

strong mutual attrac::tion between Wharton. and Catherine, there was also a 

barrhr between them that they were Ullable to overcomf!. This barrier, 

Wharton's marriage, was very real as opposed to the barrier between 

Esther and Hazard which Esther could easily overcome if so motivated. 

'.!;'hough her telationship wit.h Wharton was hopeless, Catherine bore up 

much better than Esther, After recognizing the situation to be what it 

was, Catherine does not aUow herself to become adversely affected by 

it. She was enough of a romantic to enjoy Wharton's company, but she 

kept herself detl;lched in order to avoid sor:i:-ow. Wharton appeared to be 

commenting on her detachment in their last scene, where he compared he:i:-

to the G1;eek watriors k:i,.11:i,ng ·each othe1; with a smile on their faces. 73 



There :i,s no suggestion as with Esther. that this would be tne one 

romance·of her·life •. He;r detachmeµ.t can be related to her feminine 
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practicality and dislike of pain. 
j 

Ther,e is at least one e~ample in the 

Chartres of a woman's al:,il:i,ty to mail\~ain a rel_at.ionship on a level most 

comfottable to her in Blanche's relationship with Thiba1,1lt: Blanche was 

able to command Thibault' s support fol;" her throne when all <;>f hi$ kin 

were her enemies, to p:i:-event his marriage to· Yolande c:if: Brittany, arid 

while newer m,arrying him, to rise above all talk of scandal. N 

While .it seems th,at Catherltie··bein;s" g~nerally· a much closet ·resem. .. ·· 

b la~ce to the Virgin than Esther, there is one instance in which she 

falls short. Like Sybil Ross in Democracy,. Ci;itherine showed no desire 

for power or influence and was content to remain in the l!'elatively 

powerless situat:ion that Adams would have cha1:;acterize the modern., 

woman. While. she was not repulsed by the church like Esther, nei;f;:her 

did· she show any inte:t:est in ]?ecoming a forc·e in it. Thetefore~ at 

the· end of the novel the modern church still lacks what Wharton intimat-

ed it needs ... -a Madonna at its heart. 7 ·5 Cathe:i;ine merely accepted the 

situation that had come about since the thirteenth centµt'y--the St.1,bor-

dination of the instinctual woman by th(:! logical and scientific man. 

She does not, however, appear to have fallen under the influence of 

science herself to. become like the man, as Esth(:lr haµ. 
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CHAP';!:1ER VIII 

CONCLUSION 

One·of the ma;i.n prqblems iµvolved in assert:!,ng a defi,nitive answer 

as to Adams' own views concerning the protagonists of hif;I novels, Demo-

cracy (1879) and Esther (1884) , at the time of thE;! novels' composition 

lies in the faot that the noveh were first published prior to the pub ... 

lication of Tahiti (1901), Mont~Saint-Michel and Chartres (1904), The 
-~ . .......... 

Education .2£. Henry Adams (1905) , and "A Letter to Ame:i:-ican Teachers of 

'EU.story" (1909):,·fromwhence one gains the-greatest insight into Aclams' 

beliefs concerning the nature of woman. The "l?ri,mitive Rights of 

Woman," alqne, was conceived before the publication of the novels, _be~ 

ing first delive-red in a lecture in 1876. 1 It seems obvious, hqwever, 

that·if Adam,s did regard the protagonists as ideal femal~ characters, he 

had a complete chan~e of mind about the nature of woman by the time of 

his composition of the Chartres. 

In the Chartres, Adams portr1;1.yed a me•;iieval Europe under the ;i.n-

fluence of inst;iµctual woman symbolized by the Virgin of Chartres. Th,e 

bias toward ip.stinct ove:t; reason in this work ;i.s obvio1Js, as it is in 

the·Education where we find the Virgin of a medieval period of unity 

compared with thei l)ynamo of a modet'n age Qf multiplicity. 'l'l:te powe"J:" 

and instinct of med_ieval woinan was· spar!i!d with tpe primitive woman of 

"Primitive R.ights of Woman" and Tahit;, but not; with the mode+n American 

woman whom Adams descrj.bed in the Education •. Crit:i,.cs, in their. · 
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treatment of Madeleine Lee and Esther Duc:lley, the protagonists of his 

two novels, seem to overlook Adams' comments on the modern Alll,ericau 

w~nna:p. in the Edus;ation, and to look only fo'X' t;:rait.s linking the p:ro-

tagonists to the Virgin of Chartres. 

While Madele:i,.ne Lee and Esther Dudley appeal;.' on ;first glance to be 

intuitive, ,after one gains a petter understan(,i;Lng of what Adams means J:>y 

instinct O'X' intuition, one must regard them as basically anti•instinc .. 

tual,. or "degraded." Most critics: dealing with the characterj;zat;;ions 

of Mrs. Lee or Miss Dudley riote only the passages in which their ability 

to know through feeling or emotion rather than t'eason is mentioned, 

along with passages noting the;i.r femii:tine strength of w:f,.11 or instinct 

of power. This :ts only part of thE;l problem; they should also note what 

Adams regarded as man's and particularly woman's "naturafinstincts,"2 

notably the '';tnstinct · of self-preservation, ns and "inst;i,nct of individ-

uality, "4 a.nd what I will term the :l,nstinct of se~uality, 111ince the 

for~e of woman's instinct linked her to the "cradle and family."Q Also 

one might add the power of instinct in artistic creativity which Adams 

believed reached its peak.in the twelfth and J::hirteenth centuries. 6 

These are very ;important and both Madeleine Lee and Esther Dudley dis .. 

avowed .·all but the. last. 

i\lmost any ciitic would have to adm.it that· Mrs.·. Lee .and Mi.ss Dud-

ley aie. somewhat bloodless; they arE:1 certainly not notably ·sexual. 
. I 

Howevei, some might attribute their la.cl< to Adam,' novice ability ,a1;1 a 

novelist. When·one looks at his later discussions of women; notably the 

Vi~gin of Cha;rtres, or even his previous descript:ions, }la llgerda, for 

instance;. one cannot igno:q! the fact that Ado;lmS was capable of admi;ring 

.a woman of substance. However, not only dp the ladies' 
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·characterizations· tack the power of sex, but both reject opportunit;:ies 

to marry and perhaps :l;ind fulfillment, not jµst once but twice. Esther 

stands out in her repudiation of a church which would appeal to what she 

·e·alls her ''weakness," her love for her OWt;l "flesh and blood,'' as opposed 

to her "strength" which .i!il evidently what she considers her reason. 7 

These ·are value judgments in direct contJ;"adiction to values illl,plicit in 

Adams' thqught. 

Esther al.so stands out in her ·re:l;usal to accept the idea of an 

after-life, except in a very abstract sense, which ~s contradictory to 

the · 11inStinct for self-preservation" and "the lust for powei- in a future 

]..ife"e which characterized reli~ious attitudes of the twelfth and thir

teenth centuri,-es. Both are notable f.or their disavowal of the· "instinct ., 

of individuality'' in their constant self-degradation which is basicaHy 

unlike the Virgin who was a very affirmative personality. Finally· 

Madeleine is most;: notable. for her intellectualism and introspection, 

both antithetical to instinct. 

I believe one can easily se13 the protagonists' lack of resemblance 

to Adams' instinctual woman as symbolized by the Virg:t..n of Chartres; 

·therefore, let us look at what I conceive to be their resemblance to tl:).e 

American woman of the Education. I will first sum up Adams' remarks on 

the American wam11n in the·Educc&tion: The American woman's charm is "not 

the charm of a primitj.ve type. She appeared as the result of a long 

seri,es of discards, and her chief interest lay in what She had dis-

carded." She "had no Ulusions or ambitions or new t"esources, and no-

thing to rebel against except her own maternity." She "seemed to be 

makj.ng a violent.effort to follow the man," who "must leave her ... to 

find her owp way" which "she did by imitating him." "She was f;i:-ee [and) 
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sexless. "9 
.. ~ ...... 

The applicability of thi1:1 descript!Le>:ri to Madeleine Lee al'ld ~sther 

Dudley i!:i obvious. They had discat;'ded their·instincts and no lo"Qger had 

the ''charm of. a primitive type." Esther h,ad no illuJ~ons about the 

supernatural; Madeleine rejected her ambitions for power in the.stqte; 

and both rejected marriage and subsequently maternity. Madeleine Lee 

was "making a violent effort to follow the IJlSnii' iii her study of phi,lo .. 

sophy and other intellectual pursuits. Esther ,.allowed herself to be led 

by the masculine and degraded thought of George.Strong, a scientist, 

who, like the Ame1;tcan male of the Education, "must leave her •.. to find 

' 
her own way.'' That they are both free from familial ties and lack 

sexual fulfillment may be easily discerned. 

Finally in both novels, one finds foils to the ~jor protagonists 

who have, for the most part, been overlooked by critics. These foils, 

Sybil Ross, and Catherine Brooke, both come closer in their depiction to 

Adams' Virgin that either ~deleine Lee or Esther Dudley, as they are 

less intellectual and more practical. They, however, lack the desire 

for power which was noted by Adams ;in b()th primitive and medieval women. 

In conclusion, the protagonists of Adams' noveh, .. Madeleine Lee and 

Esther Dudley, are not, as some critics would have ;i.t, prototypes of the 

Virg:i,,n of Chai::tres, .A,dams' symbol for the instinctual woman found in his 

deptc;tions of me~Hev.al and primitive women. Instead, they al'pear to be 

prototypes of the· ''degr1:1ded" American woman of. the Education. 'If the 

instinctual woman ts repr1;1senteci at all in the novels, t;hey may be found 

in the secondary figures o.f. Sybil Ross and· Catherine· Brooke. 
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